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ABSTRACT 
A new system-wide educational change has been introduced in Thailand that 
requires English as a foreign language (EFL) to be taught from primary to university 
level. This study investigates a genre-based method of teaching English to grade 7 
secondary students in Thailand. The study was conducted in three phases. 
In phase I. Rasch measures of reading comprehension {based on throe kinds of 
genre texts) and of a!litudes and behaviour towards genre-based learning of English 
were created for use in phase 2. An interval scale of 36 items (18 real and 18 ideal 
perspectives) was created from an original attitude and behaviour questionnaire of 96 
items administered to a sample of 300 grade 7 students. With the same sample. an 
interval scale of reading comprehension for 18 items was created from an original 
sample of 60 items. 
In phase 2 of the study. a controlled experiment in teaching rending involving 90 
students from three secondary schools in Ratchoburi. Thailand. was implemented. The 
students from each school were assigned randomly to an experimental group (45) and a 
control group {45). The experimental group was taught by using genre-based rhetorical 
structures (narrative. journalistic. expository). while the control group was taught by a 
traditional teaching method. A great deal of care was taken to treat the experimental 
group and the control group the same. in every respect except for the teaching method. 
During phase J. a discussion group. comprising the three heads of English 
departments and the three trainee teachers in the schools. evaluated the results through 
focused discussions. 
Results indicated that the experimental group improved in English reading 
comprehension. and in attitudes and behaviour. significantly more than the control 
group. 
The discussion group recommended implementation of a genre-based teaching 
and learning programme for EFL in teacher training. based on the results. The findings 
have implications for the training of English teachers, administrators, and teacher 
educators in Thailand. and for future research in the measurement of educational 
variables. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION 
This chapter introduces the reader to the Thai Educational System and the role 
of English as a ~econd language within it. English is considered the most important 
foreign language taught from lhe first grade under Ilic new system, and introduced with 
the National Education Act of Thailand (1999). Difficulties in learning and teaching 
English in Thailand are described, highlighting problems of English reading 
comprehension. The genre approach to teaching is introduced as a methodology that 
might alleviate problems in the teaching and learning of English reading comprehension, 
that is the subject of this dis.sertation. 
The Thai Educational System 
The strncture ofthe education :system 
The basic structure of Thai education is twelve years basic education guaranteed 
by the Constitution of 1997 and provided free. Of this, nine years are compulsory. The 
National Education Act of 1999 (Office of the Educational Commission, 1999) was 
introduced to implement the constitutional right of Thai citizens to twelve years offi:ee 
schooling. This objective is to be achieved through fonnal, non-fonnal and informal 
education (Office of the National Educational Commission, 1999, Section 15, p. 7). 
What is of concern in this thesis is the fonna! school system and within it the role of 
English as a second language. 
A curriculum framework has been developed for implementation in primary 
grade~ 1-3, primary grades 4--6, secondary grades 7-9, and, finally, secondary grades 
10-12, in line with Sections 27-28 of the Education Act (ibid, p. 12). The new curriculum 
was introduced in the academic year 2002 to be implemented in all grades by 2004, a 
review being scheduled for 2005. This curriculum emphasizes English as the most 
important fore:. ci language, taught from grade 1 in all grades. The Act itself 
emphrasizes the importance of language knowledge in Section 23, point (4), where it 
states that education "shall give emphases to ... knowledge and skills in mathematics 
and languages, with emphasis on proper use of the Thai language" (Office of the 
National Education Commission, 1999, p. 10). Language knowledge is emphasized 
l 
together with mathematics, 11S properly grounded in the Thai language. This is relevant 
to the design of this research, as will be seen later. In Basic Education, the end of 
elementary grades presents a natural divide from undifferentiated learning {grades 1-6) 
to specialized subjects starting in grade 7. Secondary education prepares learners for 
Higher Education in academic subjects that also feature in University entrance 
examinations. 
Higher education in Thailand also requires that the English language be studied 115 
a compulsory subject. Students graduating from a secondary school can take entrance 
examinations to colleges and universities. The Rajabhat institutes use a semester system 
based on credits and grades : a four-year degree requires 130-140 credits, including 
English language. English is compulsory in the first year of all Rajabhat institutes ll!ld, in 
many Rajabhat institutes, it is compulsory for further years, depending on the subject 
areas studied. A reading knowledge of the language will always be important for all 
educater.1 persons and in particular anyone who goes on lo tertiary education. 
Teacher training in the Raiabhat Institutes in Thailand 
The Rajabhm Institutes in Thailand were established primarily for teacher 
training. Since I 995, there have been changes both in the administration and curricula of 
these institutes, which are now evolving toward autonmnous tertiary institutes, to serve 
not only the training of the teachers, but also their communities at the local and regional 
levels. The'Office of Rajabhat institutes Council (ORIC) is the department within the 
Ministry of Education responsible for overall administration of these regionally based 
institutes. The institutes are now responsible tor full-time and in-service teacher training 
and also for the operation of other programs supported by government budget 
allocations and local resources. They also "conduct research as academic service to the 
general public; improve, transfer, and develop technology ... " (OR!C, 1998, p. 2) 
In the field of language teaching, the National Education Act of 1999 emphasizes 
the importance of the Thai language (Office of the National Education Commission. 
1999. National Education Act of B.E.2542, Section 23, points 4, JO). It also describes 
English as the most important foreign language taught in Thailand, when developing 
curricula for basic education. The study of English was recently introduced from the first 
' 
grade level. Thus, there is now·pressure on the Rajabhnt Institutes to provide more 
English teachers and to improve on the teaching of English iit alflevels. Teachers need 
to tench effocti':'ely and be trained in different methodologies, so "that they can choose an 
appropriate methodology for !earning and teaching situations jn the classroom {Office of 
the National Education Commission, 1999). 
English as a foreign language in Thailand 
Difficulties in tenchinc ~ding comprehension. 
English language has been a compulsory subject at all levels of the Thai school 
system since 1996 and the communicative approach with an eclectic orientation is 
intended for use in leaching English at all levels of education. The most authoritative 
review of language teaching in Thailand is provided by Wongsothorn, Sukamolsun. 
Chinthammit, Ratanothayanonth, and Noparumpa (1996) who used a UNESCO survey 
framework to assess the system between 1966 and 1996. They concentrated specifically 
on establishing national economic, social, and educational profiles for Language Leaming 
and teaching in Thailand and found that desired levels were not being achieved. A more 
recent review concentrating on teachers in the Metropolitan Bangkok area can be found 
in Vacharaskunee (2000), who identifies training and methodological problems with the 
system as for as English teaching is concerned. An earlier study by Promsiri, Praphal and 
Vijchulata ( 1996) addressed the problems of English teachers and the needs of in-service 
teacher training in a provincial upper-secondary educational region. They reviewed 
English teaching in a Thai secondary school district and concluded that the 
communicative approach, introduced in the 1990s, had not been successful due to the 
lack of trained teachers. Thus to overcome the problem, researchers need to be 
concerned with the difficulties of teaching English. 
In teaching English as a second language, the emphasis is on the development of 
English reading skills, which are so importnot in a globalizing world. However, because 
very few English teachers have high levels of English fluency, most students achieve only 
a low level of English proficiency. Therefore, they cannot read, write or communicate in 
English, at a sufficiently high standard. Vacharaskunee {2000) studied the problem of 
English teaching of the teachers in Metropolitan Bangkok schools, where most likely the 
best qualified teachers arc employed. She and others found that, even in Bangkok, most 
students eanno1 effe<:tively use English (Torn!, 1994; Ministry of Educntion, 2000). 
Several research studies in the field of English reading in Thailand during the past fifteen 
years show that the English reading ability of secondary and even tertiary level students 
is low. As shown by Sawasdiwong (1992) and Vannichbutr (2000), students cannot 
achieve the main objectives of the syllabus. such as reading for information, 
comprehension. and critical reading of the texts. 
Teaching reading in Thailand can be described in terms of two problems. These 
problems arc inappropriate methodology and the lack of teaching skills (Secondary 
School Education Report, 1981-1985, p 40). These areas are also mentioned by 
Noisuengsri (1992) and Chittnwat (! 995). Their studies show that. normally, tenchers 
start to teach by introducing vocabulary items and grammatical structures. Then they let 
the students read aloud or repeat the sentences after the teacher. Mostly students are 
asked to read and translate sentence-by-sentence for the whole class, or individually. 
fhis traditional method of teaching is found to be boring and leads to negative attitudes 
towards learning English. Moreover, students hnve no chance or incentive for active 
learning because there is very little chance for them to use their own ideas of learning 
from the text. As Smith {1971) has found, reading comprehension involves the 
interaction between the reader's cognitive processes and the characteristics of the text. 
Whilst reading, the reader tries to reconstruct a message encoded by the writer for some 
purpose, ns emphasized also by Johns ( 1997) when discussing genres. This means that 
text, purpose and content .re related in reading comprehension, and the traditional 
method in Thailand does not allow for this. Thus, an alternative genre-based rhetorical 
structures method, as used in this study, could lead to better English reading 
comprehension achievement. 
Genre in reading comprehension 
The current study explores the use of genres to improve the teaching and learning of 
reading in the context of English as a second language in Thailand. To quote Prior 
(1995,p.58): 
"Genres may represent relatively stable configurations in the way 
texts are produced and received btlt genres are also dynamic, multi-voiced, 
multi-goaled phenomena generated by the complexly orchestrated interaction 
of centripetal and centrifugal forces in the unfolding of micro-macro-histories 
of the world. Genres in this view emerge as considerably more complex 
than typical notions of genres, but this specification also offers a principled 
way to explore how genres are employed, reconfigured, and reaccentuated 
as situations vary". 
This quote shows that developing comprehension through genres is more than 
just acquiring skills. Awareness of genre differences could be also considered 
immunization against misunderstandings _that might arise from unfamiliar genres when 
reading in an unfamiliar IElllguage. Proper reading comprehension can thus be achieved 
only through the understanding of discourse communities and their communicative 
purposes as indicated by Coe (l 994). Also Johns (1997) emphasizes that genres are a 
vehicle for communication and comprehension linldng discourse communities internally. 
They also separate different discourse communities, presenting communication barriers 
between them externally. For proper reading comprehension, therefore, it is essential to 
be fwniliar with various discourse communities and their genres in the target language 
before comprehension can be achieved. 
The emphasis of the present study is on the use of genres for teaching English 
reading comprehension in Thailand. It is motivated by _the fact that English reading 
comprehension achievement is still very low in Thailand, as reported by Chandavimol 
{1998), whose work inspired this research. She argued that language learning should be 
an active process of engagement. She said that students who are bored will not learn 
English. She claimed that through engagement, students who are convinced that they will 
be able to adequately comprehend English texts can become successful learners. The 
reason for focusing on reading according to Soranasataporn and Chuedong (1999, p. 
20) is that "of the four English language skills, reading is probably used most by EFL 
and ESL students in an academic context ... " To achieve reading objectives, 
Soranasatapom and Chuedong conclude that teachers should integrate reading 
comprehension strategies training into regular classroom events in a natural, comfortable, 
but explicit way. Moreover, for successful academic progress, this needs to begin at the 
secondwy school level because English reading comprehension achievement is still veiy 
JoW nt this slage. That is why a genre-based method could help in better English reading 
comprehension for young Thai students. 
Significance 
The current study could make four important contributions. One, it could tesl if 
English rending comprehension should be taught using a genre-based rhetorical 
structures method rather than the traditional teaching method. That is the research 
could provide sufficient evidence to help decide which of two methods, a genre-based 
method or a traditional communicative method, is better. Two, it could test if reading 
comprehension would improve if English is taught using a genre-based rhetorical 
structures method, rather than the traditional teaching method. Three, it has the 
potential to improve the measures of reading comprehension, and attitude and behaviour 
to EFL, by using a recently developed Rasch computer program to make the measures. 
This creates a linear level scale in which the difficulties of attitude and behaviour item (or 
reading comprehension items) arc calibrated on the same scale as the person measures 
{altitudes and behaviour, or reading comprehension). This has not been done in Thailand 
before and could lead to bener measurements and use of Rasch computer programs in 
Thailand. Four, it tests a model of attitude and behaviour towards English reading 
comprehension in which attitudes and behaviour are measured on the same scale, rather 
than measured separately and then correlated. This is a recent development in 
educational and psychological development and has not been attempted in Thailand 
before. 
Purpose 
This study was designed to investigate both trainee teacher, and student attitude 
and behaviour, to the implementation of a specific genre-based reading comprehension 
approach to the teaching of English in secondwy schools in Thailand. The illldy has four 
aims: 
I. To test the success of teaching English as a foreign language using a genre-based 
rhetorical slructure method compared with a traditional teaching method of reading 
comprehension; 
2. To measure s!udent self-reported attitude and behaviour, and English reading 
comprehension on a linear interval scale. The same attitude and behaviour 
measurements, from a Rasch measurement model a.'lalysis, are used for both 
experimental and control groups, before and after the eKperiment; 
3. To investigate trainee teacher self-reported attitude and behaviour in teaching 
English reading comprehension with the genre approach, based on their journals; and 
4. To conduct a group discussion evaluation of the results of the study for future policy, 
involving tho participating trainee teaohers and the heads of English departments m 
the participating schools. 
Research Questions 
1. Do the ~tudents improve their English reading comprehension more as a result of 
using genre-based lessons (expository, narrative, lllld journalistic) compared with 
when they are taught using traditional methods? 
2. How can Thai student self-reported attitude and behaviour (expected b,e]iefs and 
actions) to learning English using genre-based lessons be described? Are these 
descriptions the same in the case ofstudents taught by the traditio11«l method 
different? 
3. What are Thai trainee teacher self-reported attitude and behaviour (expected beliefs 
and actions) to teaching using the genre-based rhetorical structures and traditional 
method? 
4. What recommendations can be given for better classroom implementation in English 
reading comprehension in secondary schools based on evaluations from a group 
discussion by some of those involved in implementing the approach? 
5. Can a linear measure of Enr,'ish reading comprehension based on genre-based 
reading materials and five comprehension categories (inferences for main idea from 
purpose and context, following a sequence of !lvents, following a sequence of ideas. 
locating inforrnntion in the text, making inferences for word meanings) be 
constructed using a Rasch measurement model? 
6. Can a linear measure of attitude and behaviour to EPL, based on three factors 
(reading assignments as genre texts, classroom interactions, course curriculum 
organisation) and two perspectives (ideally, this is what should happen, and this is 
what really happens), be constructed using a Rasch measurement model? 
Limitations 
The measures created in this study and the results of the experiment are limited in 
the scope of which they may be applicable. The attitude me.asurement scale and the 
reading comprehension test scale were created from data collected from 300 students 
studying at a large provincial government secondary school in Thailand. The results of 
the experiment from the use of data from this school are likely to be applicable to similar 
provincial schools existing under the control of the Ministry of Education. They might 
not apply to metropolitan Bangkok area where problems may be different from the 
provincus. Since the actual experimental results were derived from n sample of one 
large, one medium and one small provincial government school. the result may not be 
applicable to other types of school, for example private schools, or to schools with 
different socio-economic characteristics that might effect learning English as a second 
language. 
The experiment used only grade 7 students and, therefore, the results may be 
applicable only to grade seven students. Lower and higher grade students may learn 
English as a second language differently, perhaps because of less or more maturity. 
There may also be other reasons for their learning ESL differently, dffending on the 
curriculum and other differences. 
The results might be applicable only to Thailand. They are not strictly applicable 
to other South East Asia countries, although they may be. 
A limitation refers to the reading comprehension test design. The test was 
developed using both Thai and Australian input and, thus, although comprehensive, and 
including materials from all genres used in the research, it turned out to be too difficult 
for grade 7 students. Student performance on the pre-test was very poor. This limitation 
might tum out to be an advantage, because it means that the test can be used also for 
some higher grades and/or in metropolitan Bangkok, or also private schools, on a trial 
basirJ, as a follow-up to this research. 
The usual limitations of self-reported questionnaires analysed by 11 Rasch model 
to develop a scale for both the attitude and behaviour measures, and also the reading 
comprehension test, also apply. These limitations are compounded in this case by the 
fact that both the questionnaires and the reading tests were administered to relatively 
immature seventh grade students. Thus, control for consistency must rely on both the 
interest of the participants and the time allowed for the tasks. The one hour time allowed 
for the attitude questionn11ire in Thai, and then two hours for the reading comprehension 
test, were adequate for this purpose. 
In this study, no students were deleted from the sample for other than technical 
(transcription error) reasons, leaving 296 in the final score for the attitude questionnaire 
analysis, while all 300 were taken into account for the test analysis. 
It is assumed that students give truthful and not socially-desirable or agreed 
answers. Every effort was made to ensure that answers were given individually, however 
some may sti!l have given socially desirable answers, that might bias the results. It is 
very difficult to know the extent of this. 
Definition of Terms 
Genre and EFL reading comprehension. 
Genre refers to the communication patterns (both oral and written) of various 
discourse communities. Discourse communities are group.s of people united for some 
social purpose, whether family, business, government, acidemia, or other. including 
cultural and ethnic reasons. What they say, or write, will depend on the roles and 
purpose of the participants of these social groups, to achieve communicative purposes. 
If there are written records, the narrow definition of genre applied in reading and writing 
refers to the pattern of these written records necessary to achieve the communicative 
purpose of the writer with the particular audience within the discourse community. The 
reader then faces a problem: unless he or she is part of the discourse community and 
knows the roles of the members, he or she would have difficulties in understanding the 
particular written communication. This is why-it is essential to teach at an early stage the 
pattern of communication of different discourse communities, as embodied in the genres 
they use to aspiring renders, especially readers of foreign languages, where familiarity 
with patterns of text, role, and context (Johns, 1997) is even less likely than within a 
particular language or culture. The three genre categories used in the present research 
are the simplified H, P and H&P structures described in the following material. 
"H" - narrative structure (applicable mainly in literature) as a simplified Hasan 
structure. The definition below was suitably simplified for the lesson plans, 
concentrating mainly on "fables". 
"P" - expository structure {used mainly in science/mathematics) as simplified Pappas 
structure. The definition below was suitably simplified for the lesson plans, 
concentrating on "explanation". 
"H&P" - journalistic structure (applicable in news and feature writing) as a 
combined Hasan and Pappas structure. The definition supplied below is for the news 
reports used for tbe lesson plwis, simplified later. Definitions below are the origiu'ai (not 
simplified) versions, as given by Kamberelis wid Bovino (I 999. p. 149). 
Hasan Structure (H) 
l. Placement: the author may introduce the setting of the story and characters, provide 
some local or historical reference, describe traits or typical activities and attitudes of 
characters, and so on. 
2. Initiating event: the conflict or problem in the story emerges. 
3. ~~quent event: a recounting of the character (s) attempting to resolve the conflict. 
4. J'lnal event: the conflict or problem is resolved or not resolved. 
5. Finale: a restoration of the habitual or normal stllte of affairs or establishment ofa 
new and usually helter state of affairs (e.g.: ''they lived happily ever after", the usual 
er.ding of children's stories ..... ). 
Pappas Structure ( P) 
I. Topic presentation: the topic or theme of the text is presented or introduced. 
2. Description of attributes: a description of the attributes of the class or topic of the 
text is presented and elaborated. 
3. Category comparison: comparisons and contrasts about different members of the 
class or the text topic are presented and explnined; sometimes comparisons and 
contrasts to other related topic or classes are included. 
4. Final summary: summary statements are made about the information covered in the 
te)o;t. 
5. Afteiword: extra information about the topic or theme is added. 
Joumalistie Structure ( H&P) 
This is a simplified Pappas structure combined with some time-related aspects of 
the Hasan Structure, following Frederickson and Wedel (2000). It comprises three 
elements namely headline, lead, details. A headline is a catchy title to attract autention. 
A lead is the first paragraph giving answers to questions "who, what, where, when, 
how, and why". Details are all the supporting materials in the other paragraphs that 
follow the lead (may be in event order). There may or may not be a conclusion. 
The most important difference with the Pappas Structure is that there is usually 
no swnmary at the end of journalistic articles, except if they are written as a "persuasive" 
piece (for advertising purposes or editorials). 
Collaborative Genre-based rhetorical structure method 
The method of teaching English rending is based on the principle of rhetorical 
structures analysed by Pappas (1993) for expository texts (P) and by Hasan (l 989) for 
narrative texts (HJ. The journalistic genre coihbines features of the above as discussed 
by Marin {1994}. It emphasizes teaching students to experience, by themselves, the way 
ideas and propositions are ordered in text for a particular objective or purpose. When 
the students learn or understand, they will easily comprehend the main idea and 
supporting details. In order to achieve this, the teacher in the experimental group relies 
not merely on the teacher-led presentation, but opens up opportunities for student-
centred work. This will allow students to examine the meaning for themselves by 
taking part in discussions and roleplays and responding to written work. 
The procedures in teaching select from the following five steps : 
I. The explanation of each kind of genre-based rhetOrical structure (in both Thai and 
English} then students practice from the text of the lesson, vocabulary learned, using 
the structures from e:ii:en:ises, as per the lesson plans; 
2. Role play (personification of some inanimate categories in e:ii:planations) for directly 
experiencing meanings; 
J. Students do the vocabulacy work individual!y and discuss meanings in pairs; 
4. Students do group discussion on genre-based theoretical structure, applied to the text 
read to find the main idea, supporting ideas, and sequencing order; and 
5. Students do individual text analyses and hand them in to the teacher. 
" 
Traditional teaching method 
This is the method of teaching English reading used by most teachers in Thailand. 
At Rajabhat Institute Muban Chombung, it is the recommended practice for traine1: 
teachers, with some re1:ent modifications such as stressing learner-centered activities. 
The teaching procedure is as follows. 
I. The teacher presents vocabulary items and necessary expressions in the text to 
students (in both Thai and English); 
2. Students practice by repeating after the teacher: the whole class, groups, and 
individually; 
3. After that students may read the whole passage silently or aloud, and do the group 
discussion to answer the questions orally according to the text read; 
4. Then students practice reading in pairs to do vocabulary work and discuss in groups 
to find the main idea, supporting ideas and sequencing order; and 
5. Students do the production exercises by reading the text and complete the reading 
comprehension exercises individually. 
English Reading Comprehension: This involves being able to understand the meaning 
of the vocabulary from reading text, to get the !Tlain idea and the supporting ideas. 
Test for English Reading Comprehcnsion1 English reading comprehension was 
measured by a multiple choice test. The test was constructed by the researcher based 
on 1he genre texts used in class and other similar level texts both from Thailand and 
Australia. The test was checked by the English staff and experts at Rajabhat Institute 
Muban Chombung and the researcher's supervisor. The test was validated by a Rasch 
model analysis in other i;racle 7 classes at a large provincial government school (300 
participants). Eighteen test items (out of the original sixty) were found to form a 
unidimensional scale covering all categories of interest in reading comprehension, based 
on the various genres used. 
Attitude ond behaviour towards learning: This concerns students' beliefs and 
feelings about teaching through genre-based rhetorical structures method, and through 
the traditional teaching method in English reading comprehension. The data was 
collected by a questionnaire, designed to address text, interactions, and behavioural 
controls. 
" 
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Attitude and behaviour towards teaching: This concerns the· beliefs and feeling:; of 
the participating trainee teachers on the ]earning experience of their students. A teachers' 
version of the students' questionnaire, and the trainee teachers' journals, were used by 
the discussion group to probe teacher's attitudes and behaviour. The questionnaires for 
teachers were not otherwise validated, but used in a qualitative way by the discussion 
group members in discussing teachers' attitudes and behaviours. 
Group discussion: A discussion group is a small group made up of perhaps six to ten 
individuals with certain common feature characteristics, with whom a discussion can be 
held to focus onto a given issue or topic (Wellington, l 992, p.55). In this research, the 
group was used for evidence gathering and reseateh management purposes as well as 
for analysing the evidence gathered to arrive at policy recommendatious, eKtending, thus, 
Wellington's definition of focus groups. The current study may therefore refer to 
problem solving group discussions. 
Structure of the thesis 
This thesis comprises three parts with a total of uine chapters and several 
appendices. Part one (chapters one to four) reports on the Thai educational background, 
literature, model and theoretical framework and measurement issues. Part two reports on 
procedures (chapter five), the analysis of the measurement models (chapter six) and the 
results of the experiment (chapter seven). Part three {chapters eight and nine} reports on 
the results of the analysis ~f trainee teachers' journals and the group discussion. 
conclusions and recommendations for further reseim:h and implications of the results of 
the study. Technical details are illustrated in the appendices. 
Part One 
Chapter one introduces the render to the Thai Educational System and the role 
Euglish language and English re!t!lin.g comprehension has in it. Background to the study 
is given, and relevance is discussed. The aims of the study and the research questions ore 
presented. 
Chapter two is the literature review based on recently published works on ESL. 
]t gives some theoretical background, then discusses genre teaching and the use of genre 
for teaching reading. Attitude studies and methodological issues are discussed leading to 
gaps found in the literature addressed by the current research. 
Chapter three starts with an overview of language learning, especially for learning 
foreign languages in tenns ofa conceptual model. This is followed by a model of English 
reading comprehension development implemented in the classroom through lesson plans 
and role-play interactions negotiating meaning of texts in a learning cycle. A reading 
romprehension model and an attitude and behaviour model are introduced to be 
elaborated in the next chapter as tools for measurement. 
Chapter four introduces Rasch model methods of measurement to study of 
changes in reading comprehension and attitudes and behaviours towards reading 
comprehension in a classroom. 
Part Two 
Part two of the study introduces procedures and methods for data collection and 
analysis in chapter five. Then an analysis of the measurement models resulting in linear 
scales for both attitude and behaviour, and reading comprehension performance are given 
in chapter six through a discussion of Rasch measurement model analysis of a 
questionnaire and a test taken by a convenience sample of300 grade seven students in a 
government provincial secondary school in Thailand. Two linear scales, including final 
measures,- are presented, one for attitudes and behaviour, and one for reading 
comprehension performance. Implications for use of these scales and possible further 
improvements are discussed before the results ofa teaching experiment are presented in 
chapter seven, using these scales to compare genre based and traditional methods of 
teaching English reading comprehension for grade seven students in Thailand, based on 
a sample of90 {45 experimental and 45 control) studenl.'I. ANO VA is used to analyse both 
attitude and behaviour changes, and reading comprehension changes. 
Part Three 
Part three contains two chapters. Chapter eight gives the analysis of the data 
from the three trainee teachers' journals, who taught the experimental and control groups 
in the three participating schools as an input to the analysis of discussions by the trainee 
teachers and their heads of English departments about genre method introduction issues. 
Discussions lead to a set of conclusions and recommendations. In chapter nine the study 
is summarised with its findings, conclusions, and then implications arc discussed for 
lecturers at the Rajabhat institutes, the Thai educational system, as well as for future 
research on language learning. 
Appendices contain lesson plans and other data relevant to the study. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
This chapter focuses on four areas. First, the theoretical background is covered 
emphasizing creative tensions leading to a synthesis of many approaches in teaching 
English as a second langu&ge. Second, genre theory, genre-based approaches and the 
use of genre for teaching reading are described. These two sections justify the 
theoretical framework chosen to use genres in the present study. The third part covers 
attitudes, behaviours and methodological issues, related to studying classroom based 
practices, leading to a mixed method research approach. Fourth, a summary of the gaps 
in knowledge addressed by the current research is presented as derived from the 
literature. 
• 
Theoretical background 
Tensions in ESL 
Having surveyed nearly a century of research on bilingualism and second 
language acquisition, Hakuta and McLaughlin (1996) found that seven tensions 
dominated most of the research in lhe United States context, where policy issues often 
lead to diametrically opposed orientations by some researchers. These seven tensions are 
empiricism vs. nntivism, linguistics vs. psychology, psycholinguistics vs. sociolinguistics, 
cognitive skills vs. whole language, e!ite vs. folk bilingualism, basic vs. applied research, 
theory vs. methodology. For example, psycholinguistics contrasts schema theory with 
the group learning approaches ofVygotsky {1978) in sociolinguistics. Similarly, a whole 
language approach implies a 'synthetic' view of language learning, while cognitive skills 
are more consistent with analysis ofindividunls according to their needs. This leads to 
the observation that researchers in different discourse communities using different 
starting points often cannot communicate with each other. On the other hand, Oxford 
(1997) has shown that for the practitioner there is some comfort in the fnet that an 
eclectic approach to teaching is possible in spite of different policy orientations. 
.. 
Commllnicative languaw; teaching 
The first of these tensions and central to the current study is that between 
communicative language teaching (CLT) and traditional (grammar-translation) teaching 
methods. Littlewood (1991) distinguishes between "functional communications 
activities" and "social interaction activities" that characterise the CLT approach. 
Functional communication activities are complemented by an approach to 
communication through the solving of problems and sharing clues in the social 
interaction activity. These include conversations and discourse setting dialogues as well 
as role-play. The emphasis of communicative language teaching is on the process of 
communication rather than the mastery of lunguage forms and grammar as in the 
grammar/translation method. 
Over the last decade or so English !anguage1teaching in Thailand, as in other 
parts of Asia, has been passing through a type of methodological revolution. whereby 
CL T has become a major influence. The most recent English language syllabus of 1996 
for grades 7 to 9 in adopting a CLT approach aims to develop "language communication 
which is grammatically correct and culturally appropriate" (Wongsothom, 1999, p. 17). 
It urges teachers lo plan their lessons in keeping with the needs and interests of the 
student by means oftbe use of authentic materials from different genres such as fables, 
legends, poem,s, advertisements, newspapers, songs, and brochures (English Syllabus, 
pp. 112-116). Cwrently language clnssrooms in Thailand will exhibit differing manifestations 
of the methodology because of the freedom allowed to the teachers to select what they 
see as appropriate in their context. Thus this study seeks to present what could be termed 
alternative exemplars of what is or could occur in the Thai EFL class. 
In fact the two different modes exemplified in the study could be regarded as 
Thai examples of the main divide in CLT theory, between what has been called the 
Linguistic (L) and the Pedagogic (Pl approaches (Brindley, 1986). ln using these terms, 
Brindley referred to the fact that although CLT is based on an agreed set of principles, 
these are ''vague and open to widely differing interpretations" (Brindley, 1986, p. 12). 
Proponents of CLT (Breen & Candlin, 1980; Savignon, 2001) agree tlmt the central-
making purpose of teaching the language whereby teachers and learners collaborate in 
the tasks of interpretation, expression and negotiation of meaning. On ~te basis of this, 
CLT advocates have provided guidance on both what is to be taught and how teachers 
should proceed in the language classroom. In the late 1970s CLT theory was closely 
allied to functional/notional views of language and language teaching, but as 
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disillusionment grew concerning the mere replacements of the teaching of grammatical 
structmes hy functional ones CLT processes became more widely accepted than the 
CLT linguistic substance. Thus the distinctiou appeared that Brindley noted between 
those who viewed CLT primarily in1enns oflinguistic con1t and those who wished to 
adopt only its methods and overall objectives. 
The latter situation is what is now frequently encountered in syllabus statements 
including those in many pans of Asia including Thailand (Savignoo, 2001). Perhaps the 
fact that Asian teachers find it difficult or unacceptable to implement even modified 
fonns of CL T lies at the basis for this modifcation of the more pure fonn of CLT. 
Researchers have pointed to the many factors inhibiting the adoption of CLT method in 
Asian classrooms covering teacher inadequacy in relation to competencies required such 
as fluency, sociolinguistic understanding and ability, teacher reliance on extensive pre-
lesson prepara.,,llil.11. pressures of examination upon students, causing resistance to 
change, and lack of professional and practical support for teachers (Barnaby & Sun, 
1989: Ande~son, 1993; Ellis, 1996; Li, 2001). 
Such arguments are impossible to dismiss and it might be suggested therefore 
that this experiment in regard to CLT practice in rural primary schools would have little 
chance of success. However there are major differences in this case. the major one being 
that the skiH of reading has been adopted as the focus, instead of more normally oral 
interaction. For both groups therefore each lesson is based on a central text and theme in 
the development of which the teacher uses two different approaches, yet is still able to 
implement some continuities iu regard to the teaching of reading. Not all is new 
therefore. What is new is that in the experimental group, the linguistic fonn of CLT is 
adapted to genre teaching, whereby ideational, interpersonal and textual aspects of each 
genre are integrated in both the teacher's presentation and 8!udent nctivities. In this way 
it becomes a modified version of what Adrian Ho!ltday has tenned the 'strong' version 
of CLT based on written text and therefore qualifies for the tenn CLT in which 
collaborative activities are utilized for the further interpretation and expression of the 
genres. 
This leads to different roles for learners from those found in the teacher centered 
granunar-translation method (Breen & Candlin, 2001, p. 18; Savignon, 2001, p. 18;) Richards 
& Rogers, 2001, p.76). The main controversy in a practical sense is that leamern bring 
preconceptions of what teaching and learning should be like, based on the traditional 
grammar-translation method, reinforced by parents' views and the grammar-translation 
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structure of traditional university entrance examinations in Thailand (Vacharaskune!l, 
2000). These expectations when not realised in the communicative classroom can lead 
to learner confusion and resentment (Henner·Sl!mchina & Riley, 1978). In CLT often 
there is no te:,;t book, grammar rules are not presented, classroom arrangements are non· 
standard and students are expected to interact primarily with each other rather than with 
the teacher. The co-operative (rather than individualistic) approach to learning 
emphasise<l in CLT is unfomiliar and may lend to resentment. "Because of this CLT 
methodologies recommend that learners learn to see failed communication as a joint 
responsibility and not that of only the speaker, listener, reader, or writer. Successful 
communication is an achievement jointly accomplished and acknowledged in the 
classroom, helping to overcome initial resentment" {Rfohards & Rogers, 2001, p. 77). 
Hadley (1998) reported that the popularity of communicative language teaching 
and task-based learning is expected to decline while interest in lexical, structurally-
based syllabi will flourish nnd that, therefore, teachers maybe challenged to rethink their 
assumptions abuut language learning and make eclectic decisions based upon real life 
needs of their stu~ents, reflecting to~ical and .ideolog,=nl concern~. While one ~ay, or 
may not agree, with Hadley's analysis of cychcai'ai"'anges, there 1s a need to adJust to 
changes in what classroom teaching needs to reflect, especially in Thailand. In this 
conn~tion, Brown (2000, p. 27) described part of the researcher's problem: "to deny 
that there is II conflict in contemporary English language teaching, particularly but not 
exclusively in the 'importing' of new techniques associated with communicative language 
teaching into the state sector educational systems of developing countries, is to deny a 
reality with which many are familiar". Particularly in the Thai context, Promsiri,<... 
Prapphal, and Vijchulata (1995} discussed problems in a panicuhrr school district in 
Thailand, claiming that most of the problems in introducing a communicative approach 
were related to teacher training. 
Internationally, Hoffman and Pearson (2000) discussed a research agenda that 
may help to address such problems. They claim that what is needed is the teaching of 
teachers, as opposed to only training ~n a set of skills. They need to integrate these 
skills in a teaching context so that, in the future, they could respond to any teaching 
situation they may face in a changing world. Teaching, as defined by them, is cognitive 
and reflective, evaluating results by the learners themselves who are trainee teachers. 
" 
Genre-based learning 
Besides this differentiation between communicative and traditional approaches, 
the tension that most concerns this study is the controversy over the suitability of explicit 
genre-based teaching and learning. This conflict which still divides the linguistic 
community is explained after the section where genre is defined and its major features 
explained. 
Genre and ils maior feoturcs. 
A genre can be defined as a cntego.ry of1ext type, whether spoken or written. All 
languages operate in a global sense on the basis of genres, since they are the expressions 
of intent. They perform a certain purpose whether it be narrating, reporting, arguing or 
defining. Any text within a particular category exhibits similar features. On that there is 
agreement but a basic difference exists between its supporters on whether to place the 
emphasis on the coiitext, the features or the purpose. 
To set the scene for·a further discussion of this matter which in tum influences 
classroom practice, several definitions of genre will be given. First Aviva Freedman 
(1991, p.192), a well-known American genre scholar, gives her view that context 
dctennines the shape of genre: 
"Situation, motive, substance, form-each plays a part in defining genre. 
Bljt the whole is greater than and different from the sum of these parts." 
A different opinion typifies the work of Frances Christie, an Australian linguist, 
who highlights textual features themselves. She defines genre as (Christie, 1989, p. 168): 
"A text may be said to have 'genre structure' because it has an overall 
characteristic paltem of shape, making it identifiably different from 
some other genre, whose functions will of course be of a different kind." 
Finally in the United Kingdom, John Swales, an influential scholar in the 
development of English for English for Specific Purposes, places the stress on 
communicative purpose. In describing any particular academic genre, Swales indicates 
that both content and form are determined by the purpose of the communication. He 
writes {Swales, 1990, p. 58): 
~enre comprises a class of communicative events, the members of 
which share some set of communicative purposes. These purposes are 
recognised by expert members of the parent discourse community, 
and thereby constitute the rational for the genre. This rationale 
shapes the schematic structure of the discourse and influences and 
constrains choice of content and style." 
These definitions give a basis. for the discussion which follows on what 
approaches scholars have taken to the use of genre theory in the classroom. 
North American genre approaches 
The first of the several studies that have influenced the design of the present 
study, is the argument between Fahnestock and Freedman. In the last decade three 
fundamental questions were raised: Cnn genre be taught? Would genre knowledge help 
second language..;eading? How should genre be taught? While Fahnestock (1993) 
supports teaching ~re explicitly citing historical examples, Freedman (1993a, b) argues 
against explicit genre instruction and substitutes, instead, supporting socialization into 
genre communities, as a way to learn from practice. According to Saccardi (1996). 
Harris (1996) and de Graaf(l997), genre can be taught as early as elementary school 
level for firnt language instruction through a mixture of explicit teaching and socialization 
into genre related practices. 
Fahnestock (1993) studied how various crafts are acquired, including the writing 
craft. In this context, she presented historical evidence that rhetorical structures, or 
genres, have been successfully taught throughout history as part of the art of oratory. 
Oratory as a craft was used by the Greeks, the Romans, and by all the scholastics of the 
Middle Ages. She thus finds Freedman's (1993a) arguments against the explicit teaching 
of crafts (including the writing craft) not valid. According to Fahnestock the explicit 
teaching of techniques in the writing classroom has a long tradition an!'[ should be 
continued. 
Freedman (1993b) defended her opposition to explicit teaching of genre by 
recommending "learning by doing in a social context instead": 
"Research showed that the !east successful pedagogies are those most 
explicitly presentational in their teaching (as a mode) and explicit 
teaching of grammar (as a focus). The most successful mode of 
instruction is environmental through socialization into discourse 
communities of various genres. Far from involving explication, the 
most successful teaching minimizes lectures and teacher-led instruction. 
Instead it presents structured activities that students first perform in 
groups and then independently. It is true that principles are To.ugh! but 
not through explanation. Rather, those are taught through concrete 
materials nnd problems. The workb.g tluough of problems not only 
illustrates the principle but involves students." (Freedman, 1993b, 
p. 280). 
Rather than discarding the teaching of genre, Freedman recommends teaching 
genres through engagement. In summary, she agrees with Aoki (2000) arguing against 
reducing complexity through explanations, using, instead, complexity to stimulate the 
students to learn, genre being acquired through exposure, not through instruction. 
Another American, Coe (1994, p. 157) has adopted a compromise position 
accepting both Fahnestock's and Freedman's arguments, that "we can find ways to use 
the best of both process and genre approaches to writing". His suggestion is that 
teachers should first assist students to develop the iden.ofpurpose and audience among 
their students and then move on to highlight the formal structures of the genre, either by 
discovery or by instruction (Coe, 1994, p. 165). 
The Australian genre schooJ. 
t The Australian genre school, based on the work of both linguists and researchers 
such as Michael Halliday (1985), Jim Martin and Joan Rothery (1980-1981) and Frances 
Christie (1985), has developed a genre-based theory of writing and writing pedagogy. 
Rothery in 1995 referred to her extensive research on story and factual writing genre 
writing with disadvantaged student by illustrating from the method of reconstruction by 
the teacher and the students of story orientation after initiatl reading nnd explication of 
the genre features. Rothery concluded that the sociocultural orientation of the systemic 
functional model provides us with tools for teaching students to read and write narrative 
and understand the role of this genre in the culture. In the last two decades of the last 
century, the belief that tbe teaching of genre empowers the disadvantaged to acquire 
both oral and written geru-es led to extensive re.search and publication. Since their 
approach has been used successfully with students of all ages from both first and second 
lnnguage backgrounds, it is seen as appropriate in this study. 
Besides produciog lists and samples of basic genres which are needed by the 
beginner learner {Deriweanka, 1990), the school is particularly noted for producing 
guidelines for teaching the most common factual and narrative genres (Richardson, 1994, 
p. 127). In a guideline text fur teachers, Hammond, Bums, Joyce, Brosnan, and Gero! (1992) 
adapted from Callaghan and Rothery a four stage leaning cycle and produced a less 
teacher-centred method for the teaching of genre. Suggestions for the teacher in the 
writing classroom include describing the context and purpose, modelling the texl, 
explaining the text organisation and language features and then setting the students to 
work both jointly and individually to produce new te:ii:ts. In their examples class work 
results in the written production of student texts. However in order to fit the particular 
circumstances ot this research, the concept of student-based activity has been adapted to 
meet the needs of reading comprehension. The approach therefore in this study is one 
that is a combination of the Hammond model and the need to focus on reading alone. It 
could therefore be ca.Bed a collaborative, genre-based approach to the teaching of 
reading. 
Opposition to these procedures has arisen from those who prefer to work with 
ideas through a process approach (Sawyer & Watson, 1987, p. 47) but the genre school 
has been strong in defence of its position that textual analysis will help students acquire 
basic skills and will not damage creativity. Martin, Christie and Rothery (1987, p. 76) 
have given this reply to their critics: 
..... Year 2 students are not James Joyce ... .like all individuals who 
learned to make meanings, Joyce learned familiar meanings first. 
It is these meanings that genre theorists propose to begin with in initial 
literacy programs. Once established, only if established, do they afford 
the possibility of creativity or social change." 
Although genre approaches in Australia have been more common in writing than 
reading programs, some studies outside Australia recommend the same type of treatment 
in the reading class. An article by Kay and Dudley-Evans (1998) reporting on a survey 
of conference delegates from 10 countries shows that a consensus e:ii:ists among them 
that for second language speakers genre-based approaches should be adopted in reading 
and speaking programs as well as in those for writing. Further e:ii:amples will be given 
later in this chapter, but those already given signal the fact that for this study it has been 
concluded that the ideas of the Australian Genre School are capable of being extended 
to the teaching of reading for elementary and secon<lary EFL students in Thailand. 
The English for specific purposes genre approach 
This approach, developed to meet the needs of advanced second language 
learners in English for Specific Purposes {ESP) courses, is utilised to prepare students to 
participate in communicative events typical of their particular discipline. It hEIS been 
thought necessary therefore to accept the classroom rather than the community as the 
" 
place ofleaming (Freedman & Medway, 1997, p. 7) as well as the formal properties of 
texts as the focus of learning (Hyon, 1996, p. 695). 
F.arly studies in teaching writing by this method (D111ry & Gollin, l 986; 
Flowerdew. 1993; Hyland, 1990) le<l to a few.commentaries on ESL courses where 
reading skills became !lie focus. The versatility of the genre approach was demonstrated 
by Paltridge in 1995 when he e1mmine<l an English for Atademic Purposes (EAP) 
reading and writing course at a New Zealand university. Both his study and that of Hyon 
(2002. p. 139) indicate that the approach can have useful results for students of 
academic discourse. In view of the fact that her students made greater progress in 
it recognising linguistic features rather than contextual ones. Hyon gives the reminder to 
teachers that the reading skill development requires sustained, individual practice over 
time, in addition to effective classroom work. 
It could be said that the ESP school, in that it aims to make the form of 
appropriate genres explicit to the learner, is close to the Australian School of genre and 
therefore gives additional support to the approach taken in this study. That approach 
adapted for EAP-ESP reading from the Australian Genre School takes a position which 
is opposed to much of the thinking about genre in North America. It therefore reflects 
the continuing controversy over many basic issues in language teaching and learning. a 
major theme in this chapter. 
The use of JJenre for tenchioi: readini: 
In the previous section reference was made to a few studies where a specific 
genre approach has been implemented. This process will be continued here but the 
emphasis will shift from the approach to the particular genre. One genre later featured in 
the study. ie the news items. will receive special attention, in addition to some useful 
obsetVations. 
In regard to reading studies for teaching reading. most studies to date have merely 
reported en first language classroom practice rather than dealt with actual research. 
Reppen (1994-5), in describing a unit where students read narrative, descriptive, 
persuasive and expository genres in a social studies reading program, claimed that 
content knowledge, written work and course attitudes all showed signs of improvement. 
However no data was made available in the article. Pappas and Pettegrew (1998) in a 
theoretical rather than research-based article reviewed the role of descriptive genre in 
both factual and fictional texts for the development of skilled reading. Genre is 
considered by them to have a social meaning based approach to language and within that 
approach they showed the complexity of written language structure and how an element 
of description is realized in various written genres. Their conclusion made on the basis 
of analysis of texts rather than on classroom-based research was that "knowledge of 
written genres serves as a critical resourc!l for readers' expectations of that they might 
'see' in the texts they read" (Pappas & Pettegrew, 1998, p. 41). One implication of their 
work is that, with the right scaffolding by the teachers, genre-based approaches to 
reading competence can be powerful tools for the classroom. Such scaffolding structures 
are defined for narratives as well as for expository writing (Kamberelis and Bovine, 
1999). The authors use cultural artefacts such as objects or activities such as role play 
for scaffolding at the kindergarten level. Kamberelis and Bovino (1999, p. 138) 
described genres as follows: 
"One of the hallmarks ofan effective speaker or writer is the ability to 
produce fonns ofdiscours!l that adhere to cultural conventions and 
that acc-:mplish specific rhetorical or aesthetic goals. These forms of 
discoul"Se, typically referred to as genres, are open-ended cultural frames 
that embody relatively stable constellations of sentence and text level 
features. These constellations encode the practice and ideologies of 
particular discourse communities and are used to enact relatively specific 
communicative purposes within typical rhetorical situations." 
In relation to the inclusion of the journalistic examples in this study. 
Frederickson and Wedel (2000) gave examples from journalism to show that this genre 
' can be used to report on situations described originally as expository or narrative. 
Tiersky and Hughes (!996) in their text book on using the journalistic genre for 
mastering rending and language skills also emphasized that activities in the classroom 
based on journalistic materials have been proven to be effective in helping adult high-
intcrmediate and low-advanced ESL/EFL learners. In the current research, role-play is 
usc:d to achieve communicative purposes through personification. Personification 
which means that inanimate objects in explanatory genres are often given human 
characteristics, promotes direct experience for the participants, who themselves become 
part of the story. This helps English reading comprehension since the students can 
better comprehend the concepts learned from the text when they attempt role-play. 
Previous research by Marin (1994) used newspapers ns authentic materials for 
ESL activities. She presented a collection of activities using newspaper materials to 
teach journalistic genre. In addition, she concentrated on headlines, matching the 
meaning and the picture in the story, eyewitness nccounts, press conferences, sequencing 
items in the news, story exchanges, and other activities. Besides that, she found working 
with newspaper activities challenged students and helped the~ to understand current 
language, ideas and expressions. Moreover, she has concluded that such activities help 
to prepare students lo use newspapers for self learning. A similar approach was 
pioneered by Saccardi (l 996) for kindergarten and elementary school children in a first 
language environment, using what she cnlled "predictable books". Predictable books, os 
the nrune implies, were such that young readers soon learned what to expect as they 
read. Thus, predictable books are an example of genre-scaffolding, used for reading 
comprehension in th!l present research. 
For the most part however it must be concluded that those studies, referring 
spedfically to the teaching of genres, have been conducted with first language mther 
than second language learners. Precedents in relation to the value of genre teaching for 
second language learning and reading are sparse and consist almost solely of exhortation 
to adopt a genre-based approach. Teacher support is however there. A survey study of 
teacher perceptions about the value of genre teaching for second language learners, 
conducted at an international conference by Kay and Dudley EVWIB (1998) reported that 
there was a consensus on the subje<:t. Representatives from 10 countries agreed that 
genre-bnsed approaches should be extended beyond writing to reading and speaking 
progmms. Thus this project in taking up the ehallenge to verify previous indications 
about the good response of first language speakers to genre teaching applied to EFL. 
Attitude studies and methodological issues 
Effect of attitude on Jearnini: 
Kennedy wid Kennedy (1996) argued that attitudes often detennine how, or 
whether changes in classroom practice will, or will not, take place. An attitude change in 
interpersonal classroom practice between students and teacher, and between students and 
students, is a necessary but not a sufficient condition for success. Of equal importance 
are subjective nonns, as represented by the genre of the texts used in the reading 
classroom, and also the behavioural controls embodied in curricula and tinistmtive 
" 
rules. Beliefs about these, as well as beliefs held about student attitudes by the trainee 
teachers, would have an equally important effect in enabling or disabling changed 
behaviour according to the model introduced by Kennedy and Kennedy (1996). This has 
guided the modeling approach for the cum:nt study. 
How this works in practice is the subject ofnrticles by Lester (19!'18) and Robles 
(1998). While the fonner could be used as a model for intr.:iducing genre-based 
rhetorical structures into class discussion, the latter argued that by introducing activities 
in a problem and solution framework, classes will actually become more manageable. 
Research by Zephir (2000) puts all this in the context ofaction·based research to 
navigate the methodological issues of complementary uses of fonn and meaning, for 
better teaching. He concluded that: 
action based research with practitioners involved in the data collection 
process is an available option for obtaining both the qualitative and 
quantitative infonnation needed to make any kind foreign language 
education model useful. (Zephir, 2000, p. ! 9). 
Many scholars (Clachar, 2000; Henk&. Melnick, ! 995; Govoni & Feyten, 1999; 
Guthrie, Schater, Wang, &. Att!erbach l 995; Guthrie, VanMeter, McCam, Wigfield, 
BemseU, Poundstone, Rice, Faibis~unt, &. Mitchell 1996; Alalou, 1999) have studied 
tt · p<l'~ct of attitudes and beliefs on t ching and learning. They found that attitudes and 
behds are affected by, and also affect, eaching and learning. Further studies by Biria 
and Tahirian (1994) and Brito and Nunes (1992) found that studying attitude relating to 
English for specific purposes is important to improving achievement. Attitude in 
content-based genre related English reading instruction is described in general terms by 
Stuart and Thurlow {2000). Stuart and Thurlow (2000) concluded that awareness of 
genres improves altitude toward reacting in various content areas. Ingram and O'Neill 
(1999), and Frager (1993), studied cross-cultural and cross-genre motivation while Mori 
(1999) investigated a cross-epistemological approach. Mori concluded that different 
world views Elfe possible for the study ofattitude in an experimental investigation. 
Research by Rongsa-ard (1990), Katib (1990) and Natraj (1990) report on the 
Thai context from the time that the communicative approach was introduced. They 
discussed practical motivation indirectly, as helping or hindering communication. Later 
on, Morrison and Wilcox (1997, p. 156) suggested that "since there is a relationship 
between teachers' beliefs about reading and their attitudes about classroom management, 
further investigation of this connection seems merited". The relationship mentioned was 
planned to be studied in the present research, when exposing trainee teachers and their 
students to the use of genre for reading comprehension. Then, Au (1997) summarized 
some concerns in a checklist of points that cnn be used in designing motivation research. 
Previous research by Mantle-Bromley (1998, p. 385) about student attitude to 
second language learning concluded that ''misconceptions about lnnguage learning may 
hinder their progress and persistence in language study". That is, using an approach that 
is cognitive only may impair fluency altheugh it may help the acquisition of relevant 
information, thus discouraging further learning efforts towards fluency. In addition, 
Morrison and Wilcox {1997), Mantle-Bromley (1998) and Au (1997) stimulated the 
present research to attempt to measure both trainee teachers' and their student attl , :s 
toward teaching and learning as a function of experience with particular teaching wld 
learning methodologies where attitude is usually based on extrinsic motivation. 
Studies of extrinsic motivation were undertaken by Noels, Kimberley, Pelletier, 
Clement, and Vailerund (2000), as well as Kuhlemeier, Van den Berg, and Meise {1996). 
The two studies mentioned used elaborate psychometric models, with measurements on a 
5 point Likert·scale, to link variables such as enjoyment, perseverance, integrative 
motivation, instrumental motivation, and attitude towards the course. While the results 
ofNoels, Kimberly, Pelletier, Clement, and Vallerand {2000) and Kuhlemeir, Van den 
Bergh, and Meise (1996) are mixed concerning extrinsic motivation's influence on 
students attitude and behaviour, Baker and Wigfield (1999) achieved a more usable 
synthesis when they related children's motivation for reading and related issues to reading 
activity and reading achievement. They used a questionnaire (MRQ, or Motivation for 
Reading Questionnaire developed by Wigfield and Guthrie, 1997) designed to assess 
eleven possible dimensions of reading motivation. These included self efficacy, several 
types of intrinsic and extrinsic reading motives, social aspects of reading, and the desire 
to avoid reading. Scales based on the different dimensions related positively to one 
, 
another and negatively to the desire to avoid reading, through a confirmatory factor 
analysis of questionnaire answers. Mean scale scores on most dimensions differed by 
gender and ethnicity, but were similar for fifth and sixth grade students, irrespective of 
income level. The strength of the relations between reading motivation and reading 
achievement was greater for girls than for boys. Cluster analysis revealed seven distinct 
groupings of children based on motivational profiles that were related to reading activity, 
and to lesser extent, reading achievement. The study demonstrated that rea~jng 
motivation is multidimensional and should be regarded as such in research and in 
practice. 
The lesson learned from Baker and Wigfield (1999} for the present research is 
that activities and motivation, as well as perfonnance, are expected to be inter-related in 
classroom practic~. These relationships are worthwhile object~ of study, especially in a 
context where ways and means of effective intcr:ention through teaching methodology 
upon English reading comprehension and attitude development are sought for grade 
seven students in Thailand. 
Furthennore, because the emphasis of the present research is on classroom 
inter\'ention, the results of research by Kennedy and Kennedy (1996), based on Ajzen's 
{1991) model as modified by Waugh (2000) are expected to be applicable. Waugh 
(.?.000) used items measured in two perspectives to measure attitudes and behaviour on 
the same scale such as "expected to happen" and "actually happened", linked through a 
Rasch (1980/\ 960) model analysis. 
Methodolo~ica! issues. 
In this study trainee teachers will replace the nonnal classroom teachers. 
Therefore at the time when the trainee teachers introduce genre into an ESL classroom, 
it is essential that feedback to the participating teachers be provided. As suggested by 
Anderson (1998), a discussion group consisting of both trainee teachers and heads of 
English departments could undertake the follow-up. For example, they might 
recommend asking for more newspapers at the school for their English reading texts, as 
recommended b_y!"rederickson and Wedel (2000), and Tiersky and Hughes (!996). 
Furthermore student attitudes towards learning are evaluated by using a questionnaire. 
ensuring that such follow-up recommendations are based on the learners' needs. It is 
expected that as Linek, Sturtevant, Rasinski and Padak's (199\, p. 78) point out "'the 
nature of variables that are related to aspects of attitude towards reading" need to be 
ideotified. Needs can be addressed in relation to genres in ESL, so that the proper areas 
of classroom interventioo can be identified. 
In the Thai context. Smith and Savage have shown that some Western models are 
inappropriate. Based on previous results by Komin (1990}. Fieg (1980) and Ayal 
(1963), as well as their own results at the Asian Institute of Technology, where 
motivation in an EFL class for Thai staff was evaluated, they argued that "a theory of 
motivation based on Western values is ill-fitted to the Thai context" (Smith & Savage, 
1994, p. 21 ). because of different group motivation structures. 
When discussing methodological issues widely different discourse communities 
that infonn the various paradigms of research require consideration. For this reason the 
recommendation ofTashakkori and Tedd!ie (1998, p. 370) gives the following advice: 
"Study what interests and is of value to you, study in different ways 
-. ·• 
that you deem appropriate and use the resu]is in ways that can bring 
about positive consequences within your value system". 
This choice gives guidance to introducing genres into classroom practice in Thaiiand. 
Following this advice, il is also nccossacy to locate the present research within the various 
paradigms that have been the source of Hakuta and McLaughlin's (1996) "creative 
tensions" in the literature. A good starting point is mentioned in two reviews. one a 
review of research on language learning and teaching by Johnstone (1997), and the 
other. the 1999/2000 University of Georgia Seminar in Reading Education (Bowles. 
Bradly. Burnell. Carr. E.dwards. Font, Francis. Heron, Henderson-Smith, Dougheny-
Stahl. McCartney, Moniero, Park, Payne, Rush, Taufemer. Waldrip, Yoon, with Stnhl. 
Commeyras). These two reviews illustmte the variety of approaches to reading re.,carch; 
one of them gives the epistemological background of Cunningham and Fitzgerald {1996 
p. 58): 
Research methodology is linked inextricably to the kind of 
knowledge being studied. Researchers who -choose to pursue research 
questions emanating from an interactive view of reading need 
methods that pennit analysis of cognitions that offer some way to 
quantify or al least to teach mental operations. These methods are 
likely to be those that pmporti!dly can isolate the effe-ct or influence 
of a single factor or variable. Also, these re:searchen; require methods 
that can lead to decisions about the best means of intervention, and 
quamitative comparison across inter~entions. 
Gaps in the literature addressed by the current research 
In summary, chapter I has shown that there are gaps in the empirical evidence in 
relation to the teaching of reading to second language secondary level students in 
Thailand. One particular gap as revealed in this chapter relates to whether genre-based 
teaching, for {eaching reading, helps to promote reading comprehension. A further gap 
refen; lo whether positive attitudes and behaviour towards reading English assist reading 
comprehension' d~velopment. The third gap is how, or whether, the process of 
implementing pedagogies can. be helped by an analysis of results ("products") and 
activities ("teaching nnd le'aming methods"), introduced by trainee teachers in English 
rending classroom in Thailand. Analysis of results wi!l be e:dremely useful in n field 
where most studies apply descriptive rather than quantitative measures. The current 
study gathers evidence in relation to these gaps and addresse:1 implementation issues 
based on them. 
In the next chapter, a description of the reading model and lheoretical framework 
of the study is given. It in tum has been developed to suggest a way that some of the 
tensions mentioned in this chapter can be examined again, and perhaps resolved, to the 
extent that a sma!l project allows. 
" 
CHAPTER THREE 
MODEL AND THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
This chapter presents the model ofreading English as a second language that is 
used in this study. Reading is an important aspect of ESL and is the subject of the 
current research. Then the expected role of genre based learning in the classroom is 
explained. Next. the links between attitude and behaviour in explaining how students 
learn ESL are introduced. Finally, the hypotheses to be tested in the research are given. 
How ESL students learn to read 
ES! Reading Model 
In the last fifty years, understanding of the second language reading process, like 
that for first language, has benefited from work in associated fields of study such as 
psychology and sociology as well as education and linguistics. Two attempts to explain 
how comprehension is achieved tluough reading are explained in this section before the 
description of this study's conceptual model. 
According to schema theory, readers bring to the task of reading in the second 
language, not only usually the ability to reai.l in the first language, but their knowledge 
of the world and how it operates. The making of connections between this knowledge 
and that contained in the new text is what is involved in reading (Rumelhart, 1980; 
Carrell &. Eisterhold, 1983). As Anderson pointed out "eveiy act of comprehension 
involves one's knowledge of the world as well" (Anderson, Reynolds, Schallert, and Goetz, 
1977, p. 369). Where students can readily link what they read to their background 
knowledge or content schema then comprehension is assisted and reading skill enhanced. 
Thus second language texts especially for elementary readers should contain familiar 
material as this will lead to greater success in reading (Carrell&. Eisterhold, 1983). 
Schema theoiy. however. extends beyond infonnation or content itself to 
linguistic knowledge or fonnal schema. The ESL student has already acquired a 
knowledge of at least one liinguage system, which will be both like and unlike the new 
language. The impact of both these types of schema is generally to assist the reader but 
some familiarity with both the content m1d the genre organisation of the text can 
improve perfonnm1ce (Carrell & Eisterhold, 1983}. 
) 
Efforts to explnfo how ESL students learn to read has also concentrnted on the new 
language to be acqui~d and what students need to do in order to comprehend {Goodman, 
1988). One model relates to the differences between the use of bottom-up and top-down 
skills by the reader. According to this view, second language students use their knowledg,e 
of letters. words and phrases to pro~ the infonnation by use of bottom-up or lower level 
skills. However, they also need to utilise suitable top-down or higher level skills to recall the 
different, separate segments and thus to construct the schema of the whole discourse. By 
way of this psycholinguistic process, students infer the mnin meanings, the roles of the 
participants, !he causes ~d effects of events and differentiate between fact and opinion and 
literal and metaphorical meanings {Richnrds, 1990). Definitions provided by Sega]owitz. 
Poulsen & Komoda {1991) describe these low and high-level processes in greater detail. 
Bottom up Skills word recognition and include visual recognition ofletter features, 
letter identification, the generation of grapheme-phoneme 
correspondences, utilization of orthographic redundancies such 
as regularities in letter sequences. the association of words to their 
semantic representations, possibly the identification of basic 
syntactic structures within the portion of text currently being read, 
and with the generation of propositional units. (p. 17) 
Top,down Skills higher level is concerned primarily with integration of textual 
infonnation and includes resolving ambiguities in the text. linking 
words with their co-referents, integrating propositional units 
' 
across sentences, generating and updnting a schema or representation 
of the text as a whole., and integrating textual information with prior 
knowledge. (p. 17) 
Although the modem emphasis on the acquisition of effective top-down skills 
has improved understanding of the reading process, it is an integrfll part of modem 
theory that students need both types of skill (Eskey, 1988). Es key gives support to the 
view that a good reading model must go beyond a guessing game to include sound 
decoding or bottom-up skills. 
In fact recent approaches emphasize the interaction between these two sets of 
skills (Eskey & Grabe, l 988), such interaction taking two fonns. According to the firs! 
interpretation, readers make connections between their previous understandings and the 
new input by using both sets of skill~ (Anderson, 1999). The alternative view of 
interaction, arises from the fact that the student may not have equol control over both 
sets of skills. In that case the interactive-compensatory hypothesis will operate whereby 
the rea4er's weakness in one aspect is compensated by i<\re, 0 ·n in the other. In other 
words, reader deficiency in word recognition may be co; .. ~e·· ,ated by superior top-down 
processing and vi'ce-versa (Stanovich, l ;180). 
These two models presented ·:s schema UT'.> l•~,1nm-up/top-down theories are not 
in themselves distinct, but alte1native virws ,f the reading process; the first 
emphasizing what the reader brings to the task in tenns of prior understandings and the 
second how the reader work. with i,oneepts in the new language to create 
understanding. 
As is shown in Figure 3.1. the conceptual mode! of EFL reading, the reading 
processes in this study take place within the framework provided by the several different 
reading genres. An unrterstanding of both the overall organisation and linguistic 
features of the genres will enable the students to activate both content and formal 
schema and utilise them developing top-down and bottom-up skills. Although all 
aspects will interact, there will be a primary link between the following. 
Genre organisation __... Content Schema ---+ Top-down Skil!s 
Genre features ___.... Formal Schema ---+ Bottom-up Ski!ls 
figure 3,) EFL Reading Mode! Created by the author 
Model of EEi TeachinG 
A global view of English reading comprehension which supports the present 
study is that language learning is based on interlinked meaning, as described by Hanner 
(2001). These interlinked meanings defined the lel[ical content and communication 
patterns of various discourse communities {~anner, 2001). Interlinked meanings produce 
certain regular and fairly stable patterns of language use for communicative purposes. 
These are commonly known as genre (Kamberelis & Bovino, 1999; Hasan, 1989; Papas 
& Pcttegrew, 1998; Johns, 1997). A key to successful learning ofa foreign language in 
this view would require familiarity with the communicative purpose of various 
discourse communities and the resulting language use pattern of various genres. 
Therefore, the current research applied a model of communicative, top down EFL 
learning combined with bottom up elements eclectically, based on genre, to English 
reading comprehension of grade seven students in Thailand. Although Hanner and 
others are practitioners rather than theorists, their approach is a good basis for classroom 
based research where explanation is sought about how reading comprehension is 
achieved in a classroom setting. 
In Figure 3.2 a theoretical framework is given where the right hand side 
represents sociolinguistically based community langU11ge learning, as modelled on how 
language is learned by infants in families. For classroom applications, Vygotsky (1978) 
developed a methodology based on social links in the zone of proximate development 
among learners, facilitating the !earning of meanings. The left hand side indicates that 
the second language is acquired through communicative language teaching, as practiced 
in Thailand where second language learners are taught in a communicative fra~cwark. 
These two approaches are combined and linked in the middle by the genre app;•J~ch. 
Interlinked meanings in particular genres are represented by the "small worlds" 
(Buchanan, 2002) of discourse communities that are discipline specific (Sw~!es, 1990), 
or community specific. This represents the key aspect of the current study. The genre 
method is implemented in the current study in the classroom through el[plicit scaffolding 
with genre features and authentic meaning-based role play. lea.ding to increased 
comprehension and improved motivation. The approach has been implemented 
previously in a small scale qualitative study with first language upper primruy students by 
Dugan (1997) using Transactional Literature Discll.'lsions culminating in a Readers' 
Theatre. The current research e){tends her approach to three different genres and real 
classroom implementation on a larger scale. The conceptual model is given in Fig. 3.2. 
The bask assumption of the present research is that, being familiar with genre 
features, smdents c,,n comprehend texts better. A second assumption is that genre can bi! 
taught explicitly (Cope. and Kalantzis, 1993) and tlwt it can be experienced through role play 
(Painter, 1986). A third assumption is that better attitudes towards the reading classroom 
will assist in the development of English reading comprehension. 
SLA/CLT I I SOCIOLINGUISTICS/CLL I 
~ / 
GENRE TEACHING 
(Figure 3.3, Table 3.1, Figure 3.4) 
EFL READING 
COMPREHENSION 
(Table 3.2) 
AIT!TUDE AND 
BEHAVIOUR 
(Figure 3.S.) 
EiGUie J 2 Conceptual model of genre EFL learning linked to implementation. 
SLA means second language acquisition (Ellis, 1997) 
CL T means communicative language teaching (Richards & Rodgers, 200], 
pp. 64-86) 
CLL means community language learning (Richards & Rogers, 2001, 
pp. 113·1.27), is a socio!inguistically based approach in the classroom. 
Source: created by the author for this study. 
The reading model used in thi~ 'iludy for methodology guidnnce is infonned by 
the need to combine traditional (te·1cher centered) approaches in Thailand with the new 
learner centered approach of the 1999 National Education Act. Syllabi are now changed 
to achieve this end. The lesson plans of this research may contribute to the change. The 
need is for both continuity as wel! as change since while English is now taught from the 
first grade and new teachers are being trained, the dominant paradigm is communicative 
language teaching, while the old teaching staff, trained in the ~mar/translation system 
so as to meet university entrance examination requirements (V~kunee, 2000) is still 
" .-,;,· 
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in place. The two sides of Figure. 3,2 can be said to represent two blades of a scissor, 
while genres in the middle represent the "hub" that connects all this. The scissor of 
language education can thus cut better, as measured at the lower part uftlie figure. 
The model used in the present study is a genre-based classroom implementation 
of the Australian approach to teaching English, related,., the reading of texts with a social 
purpose. Differences in both text organization and features in relation to the sorts of basic 
texts used in this study were identified after extensive analysis of materials commonly used 
in different subjects in Australian classrooms. In this way the work of Michael Halliday in 
systemic fi.mctional linguistics was able to be transferred for the improvement of the teaching 
of both first and second language literacy. Speaking at a Singapore conference in 1995, 
Frances Christie {I 995, p. 316) summed this advanoo up in these words: 
"Genre-based approaches, in that they focus on use of a functional grammar in order 
to illuminate the ways in which different texts construct their meaning, offer a great 
deal to the teaching of reading !!Dd writing." 
The lesson plans for the experimental group used in the present research were 
constructed from narrative genres and factual genres, emphasizing recognition of genre 
features to help the student comprehend the text read. This is done in the lesson plans of 
the present research through the explanation of genre features and then role play. The 
experience in role-play and genre features leads to developments in the classroom of 
English reading comprehension, as shown in Figure 3.3, based on a model by Ajzen 
(1991), and applied to the reading classroom {Figure 3.5). An example can ,be given 
from the first period (Appendix A} where the students learned the genre features of n 
fable. Then they could play the roles of the mouse and the bull themselves, re-enacting 
the fable in class. 
The model used in the present study is a genre-based classroom implementlltion 
of the Australian approach to teaching English, related to the reading oftexts with a social 
purpose. The experience in role-play and genre features leads to developments in the 
classroom of English reading comprehension. as shown in Figure 3.3, based on a model 
by Ajzen ( 1991 ). and applied to the reading classroom (Figure 3.S). 
The way students learn EFL through community language learning in the current 
study is made possible in the classroom by the meaning-based role play of various 
genres. These are introduced through a cognitive acquisition of genre features. and then 
social re-enacting of meaning in a role-play scene. This is what is new in the genre 
based rhetorical approach, implemented by collaborative language learning for better 
reading comprehension. This is how, through the practice of spiralling knowledge. 
grade 7 students are expected to acquire better English reading comprehension, described 
in detail in Figures 33 and 3.4 in the present study. 
English Reading Comprehension Development 
in the classroom (ERCDC) 
.L I .L 
Genre - based Jntelpersonal attitude Perceived behaviour 
learning texts and interaction in the controls in the 
{narrative.journalistic, classroom classroom 
expository) 
l 1 J. 
Understand the meaning Student/teacher in class Classroom assignment 
of the vocabulary Student/teacher outside class Selfdiseipline 
Understand the main idea Pair work (student/student) Rules 
and the supporting ideas Group work (student/student) Grades 
Sequence the order of 
the text 
Eiuure 3 3 A model of English reading comprehension development 
Source : constmeted by the author based on the literature review. describing the three 
factors that influence classroom-based teaching in this study. 
Reading comprehension development is assumed to be dependent on three 
factors. Factor one is genre based learning of text. Factor two is intelpersona! attitude 
and interaction in the classroom where the social dynamics of learning are captured 
through social interaction. Factor three is behavioural controls in the learning process. 
Genre-based learning texts were designed to enhance students' understanding of the 
meaning of the vocabulary (MIW), understanding the main idea wid the supporting idea~ 
(MI). sequencing the order of the texts read, including following a series of events (FE) 
and following a sequence of ideas (Fl) as well as locating infonnation in the text(!..). In 
genre based learning, understanding main ideas depends often rm understanding the 
pUIJlOSC of the text. 
" 
The way perceived behavioral controls work is similar to the organization of 
traditional cooperative learning, where students are assigned procedure-based roles in 
classroom activities, as part of normal classroom rnaaagemeat. 111 what follows, details 
of how test items designed for genre texts of this resenrch helped to establish whether 
learning objectives were achieved or not, are given as illustrations. 
In understanding the main idea aad the supporting ideas, an English reading 
passage, for instance, "From Bubbles to Bottles" was taught for reading comprehension 
(see Table 3.1 and Appendix A). Test items from "From Bubbles to Bottles" were used 
to evaluate student understanding of main ideas in test items 32 or 34 (see test items in 
Appendix E). For sequencing the order, an English reading passage about a sequence of 
events in ··The Camping Trip" was taught for reading comprehension (see Table J.I and 
Appendix A). "Camping Trip". and "Good-bye. Baby Bird" were used to evaluate 
understanding in test items 21 and 28 (see Appendix E). Also for sequencing the order. 
English reading passages, "Fresh Air to Breathe" and "The Singing Whales", were 
taught for reading comprehension (see Table 3.1 and Appendix A). The test itein on 
""The Singing Whales" was used to evaluate understanding of sequencing in test item 60 
{see Appendix E). 
In relation to factor one, it must be emphasized that genres are studied as 
subjective nonns of texts, concerned with "meaning", "purpose of using text". 
"comprehension" and "text for reading" in the questionnaire, while in Figure 3.3 the 
actual comprehension measurement categories were shown. It is important to keep in 
mind that the attitude model and the reading comprehension model are separate. 
In relation to factor two, interpersonal attitude lllld interactions in the classroom 
and the teaching of reading comprehension process relate to the interaction between 
students and the teacher in class, and the interaction between students and the teacher 
out of class, pair work, group work, that he!p students s11cceed in learning. Interpersonal 
attitude and interactions capture the social dynamics of learning through social 
interactions in a Vygotskyan (1978) classroom. Perceived behavioural controls in the 
learning process or factor three were classroom assignment, self discipline, rules and 
grades. These four perceived behavioural controls in the classroom create students' 
responsibility and support of each other in steps 3, 4, and 5 in the lesson plan. The way 
these perceived behavioral controls work is similnr to the organization of traditional 
cooperative learning, where students are assigned procedure-based roles in classroom 
group activities (Savova, 1985). The content taught to both groups in the experiment 
was based on the English Syllabus Design (Ministry of Education, 1966: 2-15) as shown 
on Table 3.1. with the same content being taught to botb the experimental and the 
control group. The theory discussed here refers to the experimeotal group while the 
control group was used for base line comparison, using the best traditional method, ns 
taught at the Rajabhat Institute Universities. 
Tab!e).1 
Ibe: 1am!e:D1s si:!e:~!e:d for tbe: e:xJle:rime:al in 111~ EEL model 
Content Text Type Language Structure Reading Skills 
The Mouse and the Narrative genre Past teose, action Comprehend 
Bull (fable) verbs, adjectives, II fable, understllnd 
period I call.'!eleffect. and the meaning of the 
{1 hour) direct speech may vocabulary, the main 
be used. idea, and the 
SU""ortin" idens 
The Fierte Tiger Narrative genre Past tense, action Comprehend a fable. 
period2 (fable) verbs. adjectives, understand the 
(1 hour) cause/effect and meaning of the 
direct speech may be vocabulary, the main 
~ed. idea, and the 
supporting ideas 
The Hound and the Narratiw genre Past tense, action Comprehend a fable, 
Fo, (fable) verbs, adjectives, understand the 
period 3 cause/effect and meaning of the 
(l hour) direct speech may vocabulary, and 
' 
be used. sequencing the order 
of the events. 
Good-bye, Baby Narrative genre Past tense, action Comprehend a story 
Bird verbs. adjective, from the text, 
period4 cause/effect, and understllnd the 
(I hour) direct speech may meaning ofthe 
be used. vocabulary, and 
sequencing the order 
of the events. 
Table 3.1 (continued) 
Th ~ !.2II tentssl tdf.rth ~ ~~..i: ., ~~l!i nerim t · the EFT ~II Ill .CD!! de[ (cont" u d) m 
' 
Content Text Type Langmi.ge Structure Reading Skills 
The Camping Trip Narrative genre Past tense, action Comprehend the text, 
period 5 verbs, adjective, understand the 
(I hour) eauseleffett, and meaning of the 
direct spee<:h may vocabulary, and 
be used. sequence the order 
of the text rend, 
understand the 
main idea, and the 
supporting ideas 
Hundreds saved Journalistic genre Mainly past tense Comprehend a news 
from sinking ship (headline in present report. understand 
period 6 time), action ~ ... the meaning of the 
(1 hour) and who, when. what, vocabulary, the main 
--
idea, and the support-
ing ideas. 
Dangerous call Journalistic genre Mainly past tense Comprehend a news 
period 7 (headline in present report, understand 
(1 hour) tense), action verbs, the meaning of the 
and who, when, vocabulary, the main 
what, where words. idea and the support-
ing ideas. 
Dolphins Journalistic genre Mainly past tense Comprehend a news 
period 8 (headline in present report, understand 
(I hour) tense}, action verbs, the meaning of the 
and who, when, vocabulary, the main 
what, where words . idea and the support-
. ing ideas. 
Steer clear of killer Journalistic genre Mainly past tense Comprehend a news 
globefish (headline in present report, understand 
period 9 tense), action verbs, the meaning of the 
(1 hour) and who, when, vocabulary, the main 
41 
Table 3.l(continued) 
The: ~!!n!ems selmed for !hi. e~peciroi:nl in lbi. EEi, m!lili.l (continued). 
Co111en1 Text Type Language Structure Reading Skills 
what, where words. idea and the 
supporting ideas. 
Taking elephants Journalistic genre Mainly past tense Comprehend a news 
to work (headline in present report, 1mderstand 
period 10 tense), action verbs, the meaning ofthe 
{1 hour) and who, when, vocabulary, the main 
what,where words idea and the support-
ing ideas. 
Land ofBikes Expository genre Present tense Comprehend the text, 
period 11 (explanation) (usually, although understand the 
{I hour) past tense may be meaning of the 
used), factual vocabulary, the main 
infonnation idea and the support-
ing ideas. 
What's good about Expository genre Present tense Comprehend 
Mud? (explanation) (usu.ally, although explanation 
Period 12 past tense may be from the texL 
(I hour) used), factual understand the 
information. meaning of the 
vocabulary, the moin 
idea and the support-
ing ideas. 
Fresh air to breathe Expository genre Present tense Comprehend an 
period 1J (explanation) (usually, although explanation 
(I hour) past tense may be from the text, 
used), factual understand the 
information meaning and 
sequence the order 
of the text read. 
r 
Table 3.l{continued) 
The contents selectd for the experiment in !he EFL model (continued). 
Content Text Type Language Structure Reading Skills 
What Plants Do for Expository genre Present te= Comprehend an 
~. (explanation) (usua!ly,although explanation from the 
period 14 past tense may be text, understand the 
(l hour) used), factual meaning of the 
information vocabulary, the main 
idea and the other 
ideas. 
Medicines to make Expository genre Present tense Comprehend an 
you well (explanation} (usually, although explanation from the 
period 15 past tense may be text, understand the 
(I hour) used), factual meaning of the 
information vocabulary, the main 
idea and the support-
ing ideas 
Review texts learnt Nill'l'lltive genre, Review Language Comprehend the 
period 16 Journalistic genre, Structure learnt structure of the (e)(ls, 
(I hour) and Expository Understand the 
genre meaning of the 
vocabulary, the main 
idea and the support-
ing ideas, and 
sequence the order 
of the texts. 
Source: Constructed by the author based on the lesson plans. 
Role of genre-based learning. 
In genre-bru;ed learning, the method of teaching English reading is based on the 
principle of rhetorical structure introduced by Pappas (1993) for expositol)' texts (P) and 
by Hasan (l 989) for narrative texts (HJ, and by Frederickson and Wedel (2000) for 
joumalistic texts. The.jClstilication for the choice of the these three genres is that all 
three tmd been mentioned in the range of genres specified in the syllabus. Furthennore it 
was felt that variety was important in such an experiment. The relative familiarity of 
most students with the first example of genre, the narrative, would assist the students to 
feel at ease with this ne1 type of study while the remaining genre would provide 
contrast and interest. Furthennore, their use would reflect the prevailing .. interest in 
content-bru;ed teaching of language and promote the practice within the school 
community of linking language learning to the main subject areru;. 
The approach em'ph~izes teaching students to experience, by themselves. the 
way ideas and propositions are ordered in tl,J text for a particular objective or purpose. 
For inslnncc, in journalism, the headline nonnally gives a good idea about the 
communicative purpose of the news report to the audience. When the students learn or 
understand purpose they will easily comprehend the main idea and the supporting ideas 
in genre texts. There are five steps in the experimental lesson plan. First, the teacher 
explains the learning objective to the students to see if they understand what they have 
to leam. Then, the explanation of each kind of genre-based rhetorical structure (in both 
Thai and English), as an explicit scalTold for the students. is used. This scaffold is the 
most important step because when the students learn. or understand the genre features, 
they will easily comprehend the main idea and the supporting ideas. Because of this, it 
can be said that genre is a vehicle that supports the students for their reading 
comprehension, as seen in the second step. The explicit scalTold can be likened to an 
actor, first studying the whole play, before playing in it. 
ln the second step, students perfonn the role p!ay to experience the meaning 
implicitly by personification and direct action. Students act according to th~ir roles in 
each part of the stol)' which appear in the genre features. This helps the students to 
understand and to comprehend the text read. 
In the third step. students complete the vocabulary work by discussing meanings 
in pairs. This helps the students feel at ease about the results as they have more 
opportunity to support each other, while discussing the meaning of the vocabuhuy. The 
more able students can help the weak ones to do the work and to be able to finish 
exercise A on time (see step 3 in the lesson plans in Appendix A). 
The fourth step is important because there is an interaction among the group 
members. Students discuss the features of the text and apply this knowledge tn find the 
main idea, supporting ideas and sequencing of the order of ideas or events. In this way, 
• 
students can help each other with knowledge. The group members will help each other 
to do e:,;ercise B (see step 4 in the lesson plans in Appendi:,; A). After finishing this, 
students have a responsibility to report their work to the class. 
In the fifth step, each student does his or her own work individually for text 
analys
0
is in exercise C (see step 5 in the lesson plans in Appendix A). The work is then 
handed in to the teacher to see if he or she understands the genre features and can use 
that knowledge as a tool lo help him or her to comprehend the text rend. 
To conclude, the five steps are based on English reading comprehension 
development' in 'I.he classroom as a learning cycle (see Figure 3.4). In this way, text-
related social skills, such as e!~borating other's ideas. come from the interactions, 
including the processing and presenting of infonnation. Genres are a tool for this and 
ore learnt explicitly as well as through direct e:,;perience, involving role play. 
Current theory in ESL reading and writing focuses on the interrelationship 
between the render, the writer, and the text. Grabe (1993), for instance, discussed the 
interactive nature of reading in which readers interact with the text, arriving at their own 
understanding. It is empha.~ized that in the present research the Australian approach for 
implementing genre-based method in English rending comprehension classroom 
learning has been adapted. The approach maps out "a teaching-learning cycle .... in tho 
figure ofa wheel" (Cope et nl. 1993. p. 10); A modified version of the wheel is shown 
as Figure 3.4 which is similar in many ways to the whee! used by Dugon in 1997. 
I Modelling I 
context Jext 
•Social function 
of the genre 
•Locating infonnatio 
•Following sequence of 
events 
•Following sequence of 
ideas 
j Reading comprehension 
•Meaning of vocabulary 
•Main idea 
•Supporting idea 
• E:xerdse in recognition of 
Genre fealures 
• 
Eienre J 4 A model of the teaching and learning cycle adapted for English reading'-
comprehension. \ 
Source: adapted by L'te author from Cope. and Kalantzis (!993, p.lO) 
' 
Hoelker (2000) has also used the Australian approach for teacher training, as 
based on Christie Gr!ly, Gray, Macken, Martin, ond Rothery (1990-1992), Derewianka 
(1996) and Knapp (1995). This approach was suitably modified for grade seven 
students in Thailand. All the authors hnve shown that genre could be implemented in 
schools. Moreover. the Australian authors produced a guide book for lesson plans. 
They categorized those genres that can be taught in schools, involving the learning of all 
school subjects into two divisions, factual genres and narrative genres. The lesson plans 
used in the present research were constructed from these two categories, emphnsizinll 
recognition of genre features to help the student comprehend the text read. The 
precedent for this is Painter (1986) who explained that ''the structure of genre can be 
highlighted by activities which concentrate attention on one element of structure at II 
time ... ". This is done in the lesson plans of the present research through explanation of 
genre features. and then role play. The emphasis on role play is based on Richards and 
Rogers (1997) who elaborated on using it lo experience genre features in the classroom. 
A fuller statement on the value of all forms of drama for second language learners such 
as role play, simulations, and scenarios can be found in Wilburn's work {Wilburn, 
1992). Her conclusion (Wilburn, 1992, p. 82) is that through the use of drama "in 
meaningful settings, students are able to hypothesize, test and modify their language to 
meet the demands of the situation." 
Expected links between attitude and behaviour and readior in EEi . 
It is theorised that the genre based learning process that consists of e){plicit 
introduction of genre features and direct e){perience through organised, meaning-based 
role play during the lessons, helps to achieve better attitude and behaviour towards 
learning EFL 
Specifically the meaning based roles for each genre a!so help to e){perience 
meaning through feedback from a Vygotskyan perspective as discussed by Roller 
{2002), Gee {2001), Connor (1996), Bowering (1999) and Mioduser (2002). 
Jn order to link EFL learning and attitude and behaviour to English reading 
comprehension, a reading comprehension test and an attitude and behaviour model were 
needed, as was shown in the conceptual aiodel (Fig. 3.2). For completeness sake, bo1h 
the reading comprehension test and the attitude and behaviour model are presented here, 
before being clnborated further from a measurement point of view in chapter four. 
Table 3.2 
English Read ins Comprehension for IP'.i}de seven in Thailand 
Idea level 
Inferences for main idea on purpose and context (Ml) 
Following a sequence of events (FE) 
Following II sequence of ideas (Fl) 
Locating relevant information in tl1e text (L) 
Word level 
Making inference for word meaning (MJW) (including guessing) 
Source: modified from Lim Tock Keng (1994, p. 25) to suit the genre texts used in the 
lesson plans for this study and the lel'el of participating grade 7 students in Thailand. 
The abbrel'i11tions Ml, FE, Fl, Land MIW relate to the classification of comprehension 
categories. 
Subjective norms reading assignment 1cX.tS '--..... 
Attitudes _____.. classroom interaction with students ---+ intentions 
/i 
Perceived behavioural controls---+ course curriculum organization action 
Fil:ure 3.5 Ajzen's {19CJI) model applied to the EFL reading classroom. 
(beliefs abollt subjective norms (genre texts). attitude concerning interaction, 
behavioural controls in class). 
For the present study, what W11S needed was an advocacy by le~·ei:5, trainee 
teachers. and heads of English departments, for introducing learner-centered changes 
into rhc English reading classroom in Thailand through practical inte1ventions. 
Expected links between learning and attitude and behaviour were postulated to depend 
on an e:,;perience of success for EFL students and their trainee teachers. Achieving 
better reading comprehension brings feelings of success to the students and similarly to 
the trainee teachers. In a dynamic framework, their self-wnfidence is expected 10 
increase (Porter, 1996), through positive feedback based on a Vygotskyan classroom 
experience rendering the Kennedy and Kennedy (1996) model dynamic (Appendix NJ. 
Hypotheses 
In the present study, three main hypotheses are tested. The first is that students 
achieve helter in English (as a Second Language) reading comprehension in the genre-
based learning dnss thEltl in the traditional learning class. The second hypothesis is that 
students show better attitudes to English reading comprehension in the genre-based 
learning class 1han in the traditional learning class. The third hypothesis is that students 
show better behaviours towards English reading comprehension in the genre-based 
learning class than in the traditional learning class as a result of the teaching experiment 
and thus the implementation ofa genre based methodology by the teachers is helped by 
student attitudes. 
The three hypotheses are listed for easy refer~nce: 
1. The students achieve better in English reading comprehension.in the genre-based 
learning class than in the traditional learning class: 
2. The students show better attitudes to English reading comprehension in the genrc-
based learning class than in the traditional !earning class: 
J. The students show better behaviours towards English reading comprehension in the 
genre-based learning class than in the traditional learning class. 
Measurement procedures. including the variables 11nd instruments' used in the 
present study. are described in the next chapter. 
• 
CHAPTER FOUR 
MEASUREMENT: ATTITUDE AND BEHAVIOUR, AND 
READING COMPREHENSION 
This chapter starts with a description of problems with current measurement 
approache-~ before the Rasch measurement model is introduced. The Rasch measurement 
model solves these problems and is used to analyse a new attitude and behaviour 
measurement questionnaire and reading comprehension tes\ that is used in the present 
study. Pilot testing of the questionnaire and test are described, anticipating the Rasch 
model analysis following in chapter six, after discussion ofpro~dures for data collection 
and analysis in chapter five. 
Measurement 
Introduction 
The item difficulties used in this study are discussed in terms of ordering from 
easy to hard. and calibrated, on the same scale as person abilities, while person abilities 
arc ordered from low to high. Calculating item difficulties and person measures on th~ 
same scale using a Rasch measurement model will produce a linear scale. This is the 
reason a Rasch measurement model is used to solve measurement problems in the 
cunent study. A linear scale is better than a rank ordering and an improvement on the 
usual True Score Theory measures. 
Problems with True Score Measurement Theocy 
There are at lea! ::w :,roblems with cunent vruiable measures. In the attitude 
and behaviour measurement area, very few measures have been based on a multi-aspect 
model in which items ilre conceptually ordered from easy to hard and are conceptually 
influenced by a single trait. Many ofthese measures arc based on the use ofa Likert 
scale anal1sed with True Score Test Theory. The problems with this method are as 
follows. One, the response categories of strongly disagree, disagree, agree, and strongly 
agree are not ordered from low io high, as there is a discontinuity between disagree and 
agree. lfa neutral category is used, this further complicates the construction of a linear 
measure because it attracts answers such as 'I don't know', 'undecided', 'don't want to 
answer' and 'indifferent', which themselves arc not part ofan ordered structure, even if 
• these answers could be separately identified. For this reason it is argued that the Likert 
response fonnat often does not provide a proper basis for the construction of a linear 
measure. 
Two. it is not determined whether students agree on the difficulties of the items 
along the scale. There is a need to test whether students agree 011 the item difficulties. 
In a proper linear scale, students with high. medium and low measures of ability 
will agree that certain items are clisy and that others are hard. For instance, persons with 
low measures are only likely to answer the easy items positively. Per:sons with medium 
level measures ore likely to answer the easy and medium difficulty items, rather than the 
hard items. most of the time. Persons with high [l"lea5ures wi\1 be likely to answer all 
easy. medium and hard items. 
Three. item 'difficulties' are not tested for conceptual order. That is, in True 
Score Theory. the theoretical ordering of item 'difficulties' is not tested with the real 
data to create a linear scale. The Rasch model, on the other hand. tests that item 
difficulties are ordered. 
Four. the item 'difficulties· (from easy to hard) and the person measures (from 
low to high) are not calibrated on the same interval-level scale. This is a fundamental 
n!lcessity in the creation of a proper linear scale. 
Five, the data for many measures do not show high reliability and constmct 
validity. In the literature, there are many measures of attitude and behaviour in 
classrooms where reliability is 0.7 or less and where construct validity has not been 
adequately tested. 
Rasch measurement and the RJ/MM computer program. 
Two objectives of this study were to measure two variables, (1} attitude and 
behaviour toward_s a genre-based learning of ESL reading. and (2) reading comprehension of 
English;:~.!1':fntCJ?,'ill-level scales. One way to do this was to calibrate nll the item 
difficulties and al! the person scores on the same scale, using a Rasch measurement 
model (Andrich. \988a,b; Rasch ]980/1960) with the computer program Rasch 
Unidimensional Measurement Models. referred to .as RUMM 2010 (Andrich, Sheridan, 
Lyne & Luo. 2000). 
Use of this Rasch measurement program ensures that only items that contribute 
logically and consistently to the measurement of attitude and behaviour, and to reading 
comprehension test, are included in the scales. Any items that do not fit on the scales in 
n consistent pattern with the other items are rejected. 
The most likely reason for an item to be rejected is that it is not consistently 
measuring the variable attitude and behaviour towards genre-based learning of English, 
or reading comprehension. The RUMM 20 JO computer program tests that items fit the 
model from 'easy' to 'hard', and calibrates the person measures from low to high. These 
measures of the attitude and behaviour, and reading comprehension, are calibrated on the 
same scale with the item difficulties. A separate scale for the questionnaire and for the 
test is obtained through separate REISCh model analyses for each. 
The RUMM 2010 program estimates threshold parameters to create an ordered 
threshold structure, in line with ordered response categories of the items. Within a four 
category response set (as in the present attitude and behaviour measure), there are three 
thresholds or boundaries, and it is necessary for thesc to be aligned with the order of the 
response categories for satisfactory discrimination or differentiation between measures. 
In the present study, ability measures are the students attitude and behaviour score and, 
at a threshold between two response categori~s, there are odds of 1: l of answering in 
either category. @; 
Parameter estimates arc substituted back into the model and the RUMM 2010 
program examines the difference between the expected values predicted from the model 
and the observed values, using two tests of fit. The first is the item-trait test-of-fit (a chi· 
square) which examines the consistency of the item parameters across the students with 
differing measures along the scale (see Andrich & Van Schoubroeck, 1989, p. 479-480 
for the equations). Essentially, a consensus is obtained for all item difficulties across 
students with differing measures along the scale. If students cannot agree on the 
difficulty ofan item, then the item is discarded. 
The second test-of-fit is the person-item interaction which examines the response 
patterns for students across items and for items across students. The residuals between 
the expected estimate and the actual value for each student-item are summed over all 
items for each student and over all students for ench item (see Andrich & Van 
Schoubroeck, 1989, p. 482, for the equations). When the data fit the measurem)e,t 
model the fit stat1st1cs approximate a distribution with a mean near zero and a stand(lfd 
" ·, 
deviation near one. Negative values indicnte a response pattern that fits the model too 
closely, probable because response dependencies are present (see Andrich, 1985). 
After a successful fit on the linear scale, (Fig. 4.1) persons with high measure are 
likely to be able to answer the high, medium and easy items positively. Persons with 
medium measures are likely to be able to answer oniy the medium difficulty and easy 
items positively. Persons with ]ow measures are likely to answer only the easy item 
positively. They arc unlikely to be able to answer the medium and hard item positively. 
low 
,~, 
medium 
Person measure 
Item difficulty 
medium 
high 
fja;ure 4,1 Idealised scale of item difficulties with person measures. 
Attitude and Behaviour Measurement 
A new attitudefbehaviour questionnaire 
From the analysis of the attitude/behaviour questionnaires, a new mode! for 
English Reading Comprehension Development in the Classroom was devised to 
oven:ome the problems of enabling meaningful intervention for reading comprehension 
improvement through classroom based actions. The model, as implemented by the 
questionnaire, was described in Fig 3.2 of chapter three. Some further details are given 
here that are relevant to the measurement process. In the questionnaire (Appendices M 
and D), questions are grouped under three major headings related to text, interactions, 
and controls, respectively, all amenable to classroom interventions by the teacher as a 
facilitator. The questions within these groups are grouped under subheadings that ar,: 
arranged according to an order of increasing difficulty, as far as possible, as found by a 
pilot group of students not participating in the current study who were asked to respond 
to them. The questionnaire was revised also niter discussions with the researcher's 
supervisors. Ordering is essential for establishing II unidimensional scale as described by 
Waugh (2002,pp.67-68). The questionnaire items were grouped under their various 
headings so that it would be clear to the convenience sample of300 grade 7 students at a 
large provincial government school what was being asked of them. Thus all items were 
written in a positive sense, with an ordered response format, from easy to hard. All 
items were written in Thai. An English translation that was used for discussions is 
provided also in Appendix D. The English "teacher's version" (Appendix M) was used 
with the trainee teachers as part of the qualitative data collection process for the group 
discussions. A Rasch model analysis of the student questionnaire was performed after 
some preliminary checks with peers and pilot testing with some grade seven students 
who were not participating in the study. After only some minor corrections, the full 96 
item questionnaire was later administered before Rasch model analysis to 300 grade 
seven students at a large provincial government school. This will be discussed in detail 
in chapter six. However, after the pilot testing, the researcher was quite certain that the 
questions were understandable at the grade seven level, and that the questionnaire could 
be completed in less than one hour by all respondents. Delllils of the pilot testing follow. 
Pilot tesling of the que~1ionnairo 
In general, pilot testing involved having the questionnaire scrutinized by peers. 
and then administered to a sample of prospective students of the same grade level not 
panicipating either in the Rasch model analysis sample or in the experiment. 
Administration involved letting them do all questions, observing the time, then talking 
about their experience in class with their teacher. 
The first step was achieved through scrutiny before, during, and after a graduate 
seminar in Perth in April, 2000. Based on this scrutiny, as well as suggestions by the 
researcher's supervisors. the language of the questionnaire was simplified so as to be 
understandable at the grade seven level. All questions were retained. The total number 
of questions was 96. The questionnaire was translated into Thai and scrutinized again 
with Thai native speakers at Rajabhat Institute Muban Chombung who were familiar 
with similar questionnaires in the Thai language at grade seven level. Those native 
speakers who were experts in testing found the questionnaire acceptable. 
The Thai version was then administered by a trainee teacher teaching grade sever. 
in another school, not the participating schools in the research. It was observed that the 
students took about one hour to complete L'1e questionnaire. The trainee teacher asked., 
the students whether they understood the questions or not, and whether they understood 
the difference between expectiition (attitude) and actual (behaviour) in the questions. 
" 
The trainee teacher reported that in the class of thirty grade seven students all 
answered the above questions affirmatively. S11ying that they understood the questions 
and that they know the difference between what they expected to happen and what really 
happened in the classroom. They felt that they could, in general. do more than what they 
had thus far achieved in English. Moreover, for the future, they felt that they cou!d do 
even belier. After seeing these results, the researcher decided to use the Thai translated 
questionnaire wi1hout chnnge for the Rasch model analysis with the convenience sample 
of 300 grade seven students. 
Reading Comprehension Measurement 
The re:1dinc comprehension test 
In constructing the test, tho objective was to have both comprehension categories 
and genre variety adequately covered in the test items. Comprehension categories 
included locating relevant information in the text (LI) represented by 26 test items from 
all three kinds of genre texts, expected to be easier with genre knowledge than without. 
The second comprehension category was following a sequence of events (FE). relevant 
mainly to the narrative genre and journalism. reprc.sented by two items. The third 
comprehension category was following a sequence of ideas {Fl), mainly relevant to the 
expository/explanation genre represented by only one item. The last two comprehension 
categories related to mnin idea identification (Ml) represented by 15 items, and word 
level inference {MIW) i;epresented by 16 items. Classified by genre types, the same sixty 
items can be broken down into 21 from narrative texts, 7 from journalistic texts, 25 from 
explanations and another 7 undefined in tenns of genre category. The original test is 
given in Appendix E based on the categories introduced. 
Pilot testing of the reading comprehension test 
There was limited opportunity to pilot test the reading comprehension test before 
the Rasch model analysis, since extensive scrutiny and several revisions based 011 
consultations with the researcher's supervisors was felt to be more important for quality 
colltrol. Only one grade seven student of high ability took the test and completed it in 
one and a half hours. Later, the test was administered to the convenience sample of300 
grade seven students without change. giving instructions that it was a difficult test and 
thus they should use their best guesses about the meanings of words since they would 
want to do their best. Correct answers only would be counted. This may have 
introduced a bias for guessing, however it was judged to be both pedagogically and 
procedurally realistic in a competitive learning environment in Thailand. It was also 
ensured that students were sufficiently physically separated so that they answered the 
questions independently. The test turned out to be more difficult than expected. Some 
of the difficulty was due to design, since the comprehensive set of Bnglish reading 
materials included difli:rent genre texts (narrative, expository, journalistic} both from 
Thailand and Australia. The test was checked by cuCTiculum experts both from Thailand 
and by the researcher's supervisor in Australia. After Rasch model analysis, 18 items of 
the original 60 were found to give a meaningful unidimensional scale, a little fewer than 
the I :3 signal-to-noise ratio obtained for the questionnaire, where 36 items out of 96 
were found to form a unidimensional scale. This consistency indicated that the 
· questionnaire and test were designed with similar care, and that the response pattern of 
grade seven students supported the data collection instrument, giving the researcher 
confidence in the process itself, and also of the representative character of the 
convenience sample of JOO students. This point will be further discussed in the 
conclusions and recommendations .chapter at the end of the dissertation as one of the 
advantages of using the Rasch measurCment model and the RUMM 2010 computi:r 
programmmc (Andrich,Sheridan, Lyne, & Luo, 2000) to solve measurement problems. 
The next chapter explains the procedures for dall} collection and analysis of the 
present resenrch. In chapter six the Rasch mode! analysis results are presented. 
CHAPTER FIVE 
RESEARCH DESIGN 
This chapter on methodology ffrst locates the current resellJ'Ch in the qualitative 
nnd quantitative choice of methmlologies. Then it applies a combined qualitative and 
quantitative process design to the data collection and analysis process. A description of 
the whole process follows with validation (phase I), experimental control. {phase 2) and 
~valuation (phase 3), ending with the discussion group thnt evaluates results for future 
implementation. 
A mixed method framework based on social constructivist pragmatism was 
chosen as a theoretical framework, as descri\led by Tashakkori (1998,p.44). In Figure 
5.!, the approach of combining qualitative and quantitative parndigms is illustrated. 
Tashnkkori represents in his diagram qualitative processes by squares, quantitative 
processes by circles or ellipses. He connects these by arrows showing how quantitative 
and qualitative processes are combined in diffurent resellJ'Ch designs to achieve desired 
results. Results. as interpreted and applied to policy analysis, arc always qualitative in 
implementation through human intervention. Thus results are also represented as 
squares on the diagram. The figure below shows four possible ways of COf11bining 
qualitative and quantitative design elements for a research study and these are described 
as four possible scenarios A, 8, C, and D. The choice for the current research is a 
modified version of scenario A. An additional quantitative ellipse is inserted for the 
Rasch mode! analysis of the questionnaire and test with the convenience sample of 300 
students at the beginning, and an additional qualitative square is inserted for the journal 
and discussion group analysis before the results. Results are achieved through a 
discussion group managed experimental research design, relying equally on 
questionnaires, tests, journals as well as brain storming and problem solvin!i 
discussions. This is an incidence diagram. with the arrows denoting activities starting 
from, or ending in nodes, that are methodologies or results. thus showing links. A 
process design of the research model is given in Fig. 5.2, before details of dam 
collection analysis and experimental control are described in the following sections. 
A. Qualitative methods to develop Quantitative Tools 
B. Qualitative Methods to Explain Quantitative Results 
i 
QL 
C. Quantitative Methods to Enlarge on Qualitative Study 
QL 
i 
0 
D. Quantitative and Qualitative Methods Equal and Parallel 
R"'result QL = Qualitative 
R 
R 
QT= Quantitative 
Fii:ure 5.1 Illustration of different scenarios for combining qualitative and 
quantitative methods (Tnshakkorl & Teddlic, 1998. p. 44) 
Pilot study 
The attitude and behaviour questionnaire in Thai was checked to make certain 
that the students at grade seven level could understand it. There were two checks, one 
testing by e:,;perts at Rajabhnt Institute Muban Chombung and the second by students. 
It W/15 pilot tested by 30 grade seven students in n seoondary school in Chombung, 
where some trainee teachers {who werc,.not participating in the experiment) were 
practice teaching". The questionnaire was first explained to the class by the trainee 
teacher showing how to reply to each response category, then one hour was given to the 
class 10 complete the questionnaire. All students completed it in less thnn an hour nnd 
handed in the results to the trainee teacher who th-en nske",fthem whether they had any 
difficulties in understanding questions or in responding to what they expected and what 
they actually did in each question. They all replied that they had no difficulties and that 
they all felt they could do better than what they actually did in most areas. and in the 
future. they expected to do even better. 
The rending-comprehension test was checked several times by the researcher. the 
three trainee teachers. and the researcher's supervisor. until a satisfactory test covering 
all comprehension objectives and nll gen:,e categories was constructed in the 60 item 
test. Testing experts at Rojabhat Institute Muban Chombung scrutinized the test and 
found it ~atisfactory for grade seven students. The test was then taken by one volunteer 
grade seven studen~at the top cif the class at the same school where the questionnaires 
were tested. It was found !hat even for the brightest student in the class. this test took 
one and a half hours. Therefore the researcher expected that. for the 300 participants. 
the test would be difficult. 
Data collection and ana,ysis (Phase I} 
The first step of the data collection for phase 1 was to administer the attitude and 
behaviour questionnaire. and Eaiglish rending comprehension test, to 300 students in a 
large provincial secondary school. These grade seven students were similar to the grade 
seven student.~ used in the experimental and control groups. but separated from the 
participants of the experiment. since they came from a different location. The school 
chosen for the validation of the questionnaire and test had about twelve grade seven 
classes of between 40 to 45 in each. This Thai secondary school was located in 
Samutsakhon province about 130 kilometers from Rajabhnt Institute Muban Chombung. 
This was near the practice teaching school centre for the Rajabhat Institute Muban 
Chombung. but it was not where practice teaching occurs. 
Snmph: !phase I I 
The 300 sample of gender-mixed grade seven students in the school came from 
Samutsakhon province as mentioned before.· They hove similar characteristics and 
'" 
ability to those in !he experiment in Ratchaburi. The socio-economic indicators are 
similar and the school size with 110 teachers and about 2500 students was also similar 
to one of the schools participating in the experiment. It can be considered 
representative of many other schools in Thailand. The questionnaire was scheduled for 
an hour and the test for another two hours for 12 classes of grade seven student5. from 
09.00 a.m. to 12 noon. The monitors were twelve. fourth yeur English major students 
from Rajabhal Institute Mu ban Cho bung together with the resean:her. 
The data collected were taken to Rajabhat Institute Muban Chombung for data 
preparation before analysis with the RUMM (Rasch Unidimcnsion~I Measurement 
Model. Andrich. Sheridan. Lyne&. Luo. 2000) computer program later on. 
Eihics Procedure (phase 11 
The school principal was contacted by the Rajabhat Institute Muban Chombung 
President to nsk if the sch.ool would be wllling to participate in this classroom research. 
The signed letter of participiition. as approved by the Edith Cowan University i:tilics 
Committee. had been returned (Appendix C) indicating willingness 10 participate. The 
letter outlined the purpose of the study and ensured the school and the students of 
confidentiality. Students had the right to refuse to participate. and finally. to withdraw 
from the questionnaire and test analysis study. Signing !he Jetter indicated satisfaction 
by the principal. and all panicipanlS. of the tenns and conditions of the questionnaire 
and test analysis e)(ercise. 
Data 1mmara1ion /phase I l 
After 1he administration of the questionnaire to the convenience sample of JOO 
grade 7 students. the checked questionnaires were collated by student code number and 
entered into an Excel program. For the attitude and behaviour questionnaire, there was 
the student co<le number and there were the item numbers in the same row from left to 
right. The slUdent code number staned from number 1001 and continued until 1300 
{300 students). The item numbers stoned from I and continued until 96 {96 items). 
Item response ranged from I to 4. The data wer,: entered into an Excel program as 
shown in Table 5.1. 
Table 5.1 
A ' d !!Jill !.l!n d heh . • d ll~ICll[ Qll!::S l!Hlnam: 
~ ' ' ' 0 
1001 2 ) l 
1002 ) I ) 
JOOJ 2 ) I 
l004 I l ) 
• 
1300 
I ,e rua sam11 !l: x,~ llli!l:tllm 
' 
ete--+96 Total ,co,.., 
) 
2 
2 
4 
Student responses were entered 1 (for never). 2 (for mostly did not ogree), 3 (for 
sometimes agreed). and 4 (for always agreed). To interpret these numbers. the first 
student. ]UOI. chose 2. 3. 2, J for items 1. 2. 3. 4 respectively, meaning that he/she 
·mostly did not agree' (2), 'sometimes ogrec' (3). 'mostly did not agree' (2). and 
'sometimes agreed' (3) with items 1. 2, J and 4. respectively. 
Table 5.2 shows how the data for the reading comprehension test were entered 
into the Excel program. The test had multiple choice answers, i,nd all the answers, othef 
than the correct ones. were scored 1.ero. A l was entered for each correct answer, while 
a O wus entered for each incorrect answer. This was a case or data reduction. since the 
way incorrect answers difforfd in tenns of the decoys used was ignored. This is general 
grading practice for similar tests when grades are given to the students. 
Table 5.2 
R ,. 
ea ID~ Sl!Wl!rll h eOSll!D 
~ ' 
' 
1001 0 
1002 I 
1003 I 
1004 
1300 
d [ rF. 1 nmi:mml aia :HUDI! e xi:e 
J J 
' ' 
et,_.60 Totalscu~ 
' ' 
0 I 
0 0 0 I 
0 I 0 I 
. 
. . 
.. . -· 
Afler all darn was entered in Excel files, it was convened into a word·text 
document ready for Rasch analysis. described in chapter six. The Rasch analysis 
produced linear scales. with non·fitting items deleted. The measures of these two scales 
represented English Reading Comprehension Development in the Classroom (ERCDC) 
for attitude and behaviour, and reading comprehension performance in English. These 
measures are used in phase 2 (chapter seven) for comparative analysis of the 
experimental and control group results. That is. the Rasch scores were used in ANO VA 
and Mes1S for the experimental and control groups; to test for significllllt differences. 
separately for each of readi~g comprehension. nnd altitude and behaviour measures. 
using the SPSS computer programs (Pall Mt. 2001 ). 
Data collection and analysis (phase 2) 
Thi: experimental desiµn (11hase 21 
The leaching experiment was implemented in three selected schools. thr'l'>ugh 
simple random sampling i!Ssignment. with 15 grade seven students ih each of the 
experimental and control groups. The specific genre,based rhetorical structure method 
was used in the experimental group, while the traditional teaching method was used in, 
the control group. The length of the experimental study was 16 periods (50 minutes 
"' 
each). Two extra days, at the beginning and the end of the experiment, respectively, 
were included for the pretest and posnest sessions. Three extra hours, on the day before 
and on the day after the experiment. were provided for the attitude questionnaire and 
English reading comprehension !est. Upon the completion of the experimental teaching 
sessions after 16 teaching periods, both experimental groups and control groups of 
students in each school were given the reading eomprehension, and the attitude and 
behaviour questionnaire posttests, which were the same as the pretests, to sec whether 
the students improved in English reading comprehension, and in attitude and behaviour. 
based on the treatments received. 
Somp!e (phase 21 
Three provincial schools within the Rajabhat Institute Muban Chombung area of 
trainee teacher practice were chosen for the teach(ng experiment. While the first was a 
large provincial school similar to the one included in Phase I, the other two represented 
a typical small provincial village temple school, and II middle sized school. By 
choosing these three schools, major types of provincial goVemment education delivery 
were covered. Thus the results may have relevance for most of Thailand, except 
metropolitan Bangkok. (Photographs of the schools are also given in the Appendix B 
with some classes being taught by the trainee teachers particip~ting in the experiment), 
Procedure (phase 2) 
The researcher conducted the experimental research in the three selected 
schools: school one, scheol two and school three. One trainee teacher in each of those 
schools was the teacher in both the experimental and control groups with 15 students in 
each. The three trainee teachers all volunteered for the study and were chosen based on 
their grade in a methodology of teaching course. In the Methodology course. they had 
all studied both genre-based and traditional teaching methods. 
In preparation for the experiment, the three trainee teachers were asked to attend 
the.first discussion group for this experimental rcseorch. The three heads of the English 
departments from the participating schools were also invited to join the first discussion 
group. They were expected to facilitate and to discuss problems of English reading 
comprehension. The researcher explained how lo use the genre-based method lesson 
plans in the experimental group and how to control the instruction according to the 
traditional teaching method lesson pl alls in the control group. The three trainee teachers 
studied the plan of the research study and how to administer the English reading 
comprehension test, and the attitude and behaviour questionnaire, at different times 
before and after the experiment. The consent forms (approved by the ECU Ethics 
committee) asking permi55ion to conduct the teaching experiment with grade seven 
students in each school, were sent directly from the president of Rajabbat Institute 
Muban Chombung to all schools (Appendix C). 
The pretest session: At the beginning of the experiment in February 2002, both 
experimental and control groups were given the pretest based on the attitude and 
behaviour questionnaire, and the English reading comprehension test. The questionnaire 
• and the tesl were administrated in one day, first the questionnaire, then the test. lt took 
a to\31 of three hours, one hour for the questionnaire and two hours for the English 
reading comprehension test. 
The teaching experiment: After the pretest session. the experimen1al group in 
each school was taught with the genre-based instmctional method lesson plans, while 
the control group was taught through the traditional teaching method lesson plans. The 
same trainee teacher in each school taught each of the two groups. four periods (50 
minutes each} a week. The two different teaching methods can be described as follows: 
In the ·experimental group, the trainee teacher followed the lesson plan of the 
genre teaching method which consisted of the following steps (sec appendix Al). 
l. The objectives of the lesson and vocabulary presentation: 
2. Presentation of genre features along with story chart, part-by-part as per the lesson 
plan. Students practice reading text according to each part of genre feature learned 
and do the role play: 
3. Students do vocabulary exercises individually and in pairs: 
4. Students read the text in groups and discuss to see if they recognize genre features. 
They do group work on the genre features !earned, apply it to the text, report to 
class: and 
5. Students do individual work and hand it in to the teacher. 
In the control group, the trainee teacher followed the lesson plan of the 
traditional teaching method which consisted of the following steps (sec Appendix A2). 
I. The teacher's presentation of vocabulary items and necessary expressions in the text 
to students (in both Thai and English): 
2. Students practice by repeating after the teacher: the whole class, groups, and 
individually: 
J. After that students may read the whole passage silently or aloud; 
• 
4. Then students practice answering the questions on the text. including written 
assignments: and 
5. Students do the production by reading text ond do the reading comprehension 
exercises themselves. 
The posttest session: Upon the expiration of the experimental study after 16 
periods of instruction. both groups of students in each school were given the posuests, 
which were the same as the pretest. Each test wus administered one at a time in the 
same day. The first was the questionnaire, the second the English reading comprehension 
achievement test. 
Collection of Dato: From the pretest and posttcst session. the collected data from 
the experimental and control groups in the three selected schools were returned and 
checked. TI1ey included the answer sheets on the English reading comprehension test, 
and the attitude and behaviour questionnaire. The results of the discussion group 
session were summarized by the researcher. The trainee teachers journals were also 
collected and anolyzed1µ: the researcher. 
Treatment of data: The procedures in preparing the collected data for analysis 
were as follows. First, all the answer sheets for the test of English reading comprehension, 
and for the anitude and behaviour questionnaire, both for the experimental and control 
groups in each school. were scored by the researcher. Then the data were entered into 
an Excel program nnd a word text format, for subsequent analysis with the RUMM and 
SPSS computer programs. 
Research desien 
A randomized assignment pretest-posttest design was used in the present study. 
The teaching experiment involved three selected schools in each of the experimental 
ond control groups. The insuuction through the use of tJi.e genre based rhetorical 
structure methoci was the treatment in !he experimental group, while the traditional 
teaching method was taught in the control group. The length of the experimental study 
was 16 periods (50 minutes each). Two extra days were included for the pretest and 
posnest session as shown: 
Phase 2 
Al a Me1hods and Approoch0o in Teaching 
Engllsh course. (English 1()23602) 
instruct 1rainee leachors 
in two mc1hods ofteachtng 
a, 1rad;t;onal method TM 
b, genre·boscd rhetorical structures GRS 
Phase I 
Rasoh-va\idation of English reading 
comprehension tesi and anitudes questionnaire N - 300 
Phase 3a 
Conduci firsl discussion group meeting 
(Trigger. Explore) 
Pre-test control group Pre-1est experimemal group 
(reading test & altitude and behaviour) (reading test & attitude ond behaviour 
questionnaire qu<'Stionnalre) 
. 
Instruct control groups Jnstrucl experimental groups 
Using TM (4 weeks) Using GRS (4 weeks) 
PosMest con!rol group Post-tesl experimental group 
(reading test & attitude and behaviour (reading lest & anitude and behaviour 
ques1ionnaire) questfonnafre) 
Phase Jb 
Conduct second discussion group meeting: Stratcgiv:, Treat (3 1rainee teachers J wJ1h 
3 English Department Heads, conduoted by re,oarchor) using TEST procedure , 
TEST: Trigger. Explore, Stra1cgiv:, Treat (Matthews, 1993) 
Report results 
analysis (Source : created by th!l author for tbis study). 
" 
Pretest and posttest (phase 21 
The 36 validated items measuring attitude and behaviour, and the 18 validated 
items measuring English reading comprehension, were converted to Rasch scores. The 
items in the pretest and pastiest {attitude and behaviour and English reading 
comprehension test) were from the same questionnaire and the same test papers that had 
been used before the experiment (for three experimental and three control groups). in 
order to see whether there were any changes before and after the experiment, ns shown 
in Table 5.3. 
Table 5.3 The pretest and posttest administration for the experiment 
Pretest Posttest 
Experimental group attitude and behaviour & attitude and behaviour & 
Control group 
N=45 
reading comprehension 
altitude and behaviour & 
rending comprehension 
Controls in the experiment (phase 21 
reading comprehension ( 
attitude and behaviour & 
reading comprehension 
Problems may occur during the experiment which might influence the result. 
These may be related to the participants or the processes during the experiment. Before 
the exp-1:riment. a random sampling assignment process was used to allocate the students 
into the experimental group and the control group. This resulted in the characteristics of 
both groups being statistically similar. The work of the tluee trainee teachers was 
organized s( lhat the treijtment of the studerits in each class were the same as each other. 
On{ trainee teacher taught both the experimental and the control groups of 
fifteen students in cacb of the schools. That is, the same teacher taught both groups. but 
different teachers taught at the differeiit schools. All three trainee teachers were English 
majors who had obtained the same (high) grade in their teaching methodology course 
and were now fulfilling the practice teaching requirements of their degrees. They had all 
studier! the specific genre-based rhetorical structures method, as well as the traditional 
teaching method, and pa~icipatcd in designing their lesson plans ns part of the course. 
During the design of the lesson plans, con~nt was selected on the basis of 
vocabulary items and structures required in the English grade seven curriculum by the 
Ministry of Education in Thailand. The content of both sets of materials was controlled 
by using the same texts for both the experimental and control groups, so that there was 
equivalence between the two sets of lesson plans on vocabulary items, structure, and 
variety of text types. For the lesson plans, the same texts were used. Only the 
methodology of teaching was different. Appendix A contains a representative set of 
lesson plan~. 
The reading comprehension pretest and posttest were the same for both groups. 
It was pilot tested and validated in phase one, similarly to the attitude questimmaire, 
then entered into Excel data file, similarly to the data preparation shown in phase 1. 
These were subsequently converted to Rasch measurement scale scores as shown in 
Appendix J before analysis of comparative results shown in chapter seven. 
The timing of experimental and control groups each day alternated. The trainee 
teachers first taught one, then tl,e other group in succeeding time periods through the 
experimental and control method {while the other group would do independent reading 
under the supervision of the regular teacher at the scbools) as shown in Table 5.4. 
Table 5.4 Timetable durina the experiment 
Monday 
GRS 
TM 
Tuesday 
TM 
GRS 
Wednesday 
GRS 
TM 
Thursday 
TM 
GRS 
Friday 
GRS 
TM 
GRS is the genre based rhetorical structures taught to the experimental group. 
TM is the traditional method taught to the control group. 
In practice, two classrooms needed to be used simultaneously, one controlled by 
the trainee teacher, and one by the regular teacher. Thus the heads of the English 
departments needed to arrange for additional classroom resources. In addition, 
participating students would have twice the usual number of English classes during the 
four weeks of the experiment, although the actual teaching time would remain the same, 
the other period being spent in silent reading under the supervision of the regular 
teacher. The trainee teacher in each school also taugbt twice the normal required 
teaching periods during the experiment, since she or he had to teach bath the 
experimental and the control groups separately during the same day, one after the other. 
Schedules were at different times of the day (morning, noon, afternoon) in the 
three schools. allowing the researcher to visit all three schools. Schools were visited at 
least twice a week during the experiment and the trainee teachers discussed their weekly 
journals with the researcher as part of supervisory control. Other controls were 
maintained, such as similar amounts of homework, similar amounts of explanations in 
Thai and English, and continual monitoring of the lessons. 
·, In summary, a great deal of care was exercised to treat the experimen.tal and the 
control groups the same in every way, except for the teaching methodology. Therefore 
any measured ~ifferences in attitude and behaviour, or reading comprehension. could 
reasonably be attributed to the difference in leaching methodology. 
Data collection and analysis (phase 3) 
Discussion jjroup meetincs /uhase J} 
The three trainee teachers and their heads of English departments formed a 
discussion group to discuss teaching experience, starting with the first. "triggering and 
exploring" ;,cssion already mentioned. After the experiment, they had available the 
English reading comprehension perfonnance grades of the students, both before and 
after the teaching experiment, the trainee teachers jonrnals, and, finally. the preliminary 
triwigufotion of attitude results based on the journals and the student questionnaires. 
The discnssion group's agenda was based on the procedure of Matthews (1993) called 
TEST, previously used for training English language reading tutors. It was therefore 
more structured then other groups. as the discussion had not only some objectives to 
resolve, but was also used as a training vehicle in collaborative problem solving for the 
trainee teachers and their English department heads. TEST is a four step proces,; 
including "'Trigger, Explore, Strategize, Treat"'. Triggering and exploring was 
addressed in the first session of the discussion group before the practice teaching with a 
general information sharing strategy. The strategy was used to stimulate expectations 
about genre-based teaching methodology. Strategizing and treating was addressed in 
the second group discussion after the teaching practice when results were available, a 
problem solving session was organized which considered strategies for treating 
implementation problems. From this. a set of conclusions and recommendations 
followed, and are summarized by the researcher in chapter eight. The researcher was 
.. 
the chair person and reporter of the discussion group sessions, summarizing conclusions 
for the participants at each session and a set of agreed conclusions 1111d recommendations at 
the end. 
The next chapter discusses results of the data l!lllllysis of phase I. while chapter 
seven will give the comparative experimental results. 
Discussion Gro\lP data /phase 3) 
The three trainee teachers were asked to record their fflervations in Thai during 
their teaching sessions. These journals contained confidentiol observations and thoughts 
and were discussed each Friday with the researcher. A summary of their observatiom 
and thoughts is contained in chapter eight where experimental results are triangulated 
with the trainee teachers observations. Thus the themes from the journals were cross-
checked with the validated student questionnaire results. 
CHAPTER SIX 
DATA ANALYSIS (PHASE 1) 
CREATING SCALES TO MEASURE A ITITUDES 
AND BEHAVIOUR TOWARDS READING COMPREHENSION, 
AND ACHIEVEMENT OF READING COMPREHENSION 
This chapter describes the process of data analysis for the students' attitude and 
behaviour questionnaire, and the reading comprehension test. using the Rasch Unidimensional 
Measurement Model (RUMM) computer program (Andrich, Sheridan, Lyne & Luo. 
2000). The results are presented by tables, figures and descriptive text. The general 
meaning of the students' attitudes and behaviour towards reading comprehension 
(questionnaire) and reading comprehension (test) are discussed, and the relevant ospects 
are also discus~ed. The data on the variables attitude and behaviour towards learning 
English and English reading comprehension support the view that the data are valid and 
reliable. 
Data ai;alysis with the RUMM computer program 
Responses for the attitude and behaviour questionnaire were entered into on 
Excel file m;cording 10 the response category codes (one, two, .three or four) and 
converted to a text file. Also, the responses for the English reading comprehension test 
were entered into an Excel file, as per the response category codes (zero for wrong and 
one for righl) and then converted to a text file. The data were analysed using the Rasch 
Unidimensional Measurement Model (RUMM) computer program (Andrich, Sheridan. 
Lyne & Luo. 2000). 
Several steps were iaken in order to create a proper interval level scale of 
students' attitude and behaviour, and English reading comprehension. First the item 
thresholds were checked to see that they were ordered in line with the ordering Of the 
response categories. On!y those items with oroered thresholds (indicating that the 
response categories for the item were answered consistently and logically) were include(] 
in the final analysis. The i;>ther items were deleted. Then, the residual~ were examined. 
A residual is the difference between the expected item 'response' calculated according to 
the model and the actual item 'response' as marked by students. Residuals should be as 
close together as possible for a good fit but in practice are acceptable within -2sd <;,; < 
+2sd. The item-trait test-of-fit chi-square tests the consistency of the item pllrameters 
across the students' attitude and behaviour questionnaire. and the English reading 
comprehension test measures for each item, after that, the person-item trait fit was 
investigated to determine whether there was agreement among students as to the 
·responses· of all the items along the scale. The non-performing items of students• 
attitude and behaviour questionnaire {60 items out of 96, determined 11trough the steps 
described) and the non-performing items of English reading comprehension (42 items 
out of 60) were deleted from the scale, thus creating a proper scale with only items that 
fitted the measurement model. Variable measures were calibrated on the same scale as 
the item difficulties by the RUMM program. 
• 
Results of Phase I testing 
Attitude and Behaviour meMure 
The swnmary statistics of the Rasch analysis arc shown in Table 6.1. Table 6.2 
shows the items that titted the Rasch model for ar.titude and behaviour. and their item 
difficulties in logits. Appendi1t F shows the person-item map of the student attitude and 
behaviour measures. and \tern locations on the Slime scale. Figure 6.1 shows the item 
thresholds and person measures on the same scale. The item difficulties are ordered from 
•easy' to ·hard' and the attitude and behaviour measures are ordered from low to high. 
RefilliDe Comprehension measure 
The summary statistics of the Rasch analysis life shown in Table 6.3. Figure 6.2 
shows the person-item map of the student measure of the English reading comprehension 
and item difficulties on the same scale from 'easy' to 'hard' with the student measures 
ordered from low to high. Low is at the bottom of the fi,;ure (-) while high is at. the top 
(+). Items are labelled according to comprehension categories. Further details are given 
in Appendix G. 
Results of Rasch analysis 
.,,, 
Attitude nod Bchsviour measYre (psychonietrii: characteristics) 
Of the original 95 items of the anitude and behaviour measure. 60 did not lit the 
mcasuremen1 model. in either the rcnl or ideal ru;pcct. and were deleted. Of the 36 items 
that did fit the measurement model. 18 items meru;ured a real (or behaviour) l.spcct of 
stud~~r~· attitude and behaviour (that is wha~ really happens). and 18 items measured an 
expectation (or attitude) ru;pect of stude~ts· attitude and behaviour (that is what I expect 
should hlppen). Together ... these 36 items lined the measurement mode! and the da1a 
formed an interval·lcvel scale from which valid and reliable inferences can be made. 
Table 6.1 
Summay s1mis1ics for 36 item smdenJs~attitude and behaviour meilsurc. 
Number 
J.ocation mean 
Standard deviation 
Vic statis1i~al mean 
Smnclard deviation 
Items 
)6 
0.00 
0.72 
0.18 
0.90 
ltem·trnit interaction chi square 170.75 
Probability of ilcm·trait (p) 0.06 
Degrees nffrccdom 144 
Student Separation Index 0,92 
Students 
295 
0.69 
0.81 
0.32 
1.85 
Power oftesl·of·lit excellent {based on the Separation index) 
Notes on Table 6.1 
1. The item means are constrained to zero by the measurement model. 
2. Whcl'l the dam lit the measurement model. the lit statistic approximates a distribution 
wilh a mean neru:.zem and a SD near one (a good lit for this scale). They arc reported 
onlr lo 2 decimal places because the error is to two decimal places. 
3. The item-trait interaction indicates the· agreement displayed with n!I items across all 
students from different locations on the scale (acceptable for this scale). 
4. The Student Separation Index is the proportion of observed variance considered true (in 
t;1is scale. 92% and excellent). 
5. Standard errors arc between 0.08 and O.!O. 
·, 
• 
The item-trail test-of-fit is acceptable aml supports the claim of creation of a 
unidimensional scale {X' = !70.75, df = 144. p = 0.06) (the null hypothesis is that there 
is no significant interaction between the responses to the items and the person measures 
along the trait). There was a reasonable eonsensus among students about the difficuhics 
of tbe items. ordered along the scale from 'easy' to "hnrd'. This means that students 
11ith low. medium or high measures agreed that certain items were easy, that others were 
of moderate difficulty, and that some others were hnrd. Catc!gory threshold values 
( Table 6.6) arc ordered from low lo high, which indicates that students answered the 
response categories consistently for the 36 items. The Index of Separability for the 36 
item scale with the four response categories is 0.92. This means that the jil'Oportion of 
observed variance considered true is 92 percem, and this is similar to traditional 
reliabi!il). using Cronbach Alpha. The RUMM computer program rates}he overall 
power of tests-of-fit in the categories of too low. reasonable. good. or excellent, and. in 
the case. i1 was rated as excellent. based on the Index of Separation. 
Tahle6.2 
"lbe final 36 items for the attitude and behaviour measure. 
l)u"'iunn,m, U<in 
On~<nol 
1,.,, "" 
No~ ilom n<> 
M)'Ol(l<ctOli<>n• Thi, i,\\hat r<OII) 
hnppc,,«J 
Sub~roup· lntemersonal aUitudes and interacJions in the classroom 116 i1emsl 
Opportuni1y of interaction (student/student) 
Old No. New No. 
59-60 !-2 I can have more opportunity to participate -1.50 
in activities among friends. 
51-52 3-4 I like to talk or study in pairs. 
-0.94 
49-50 5-6 l like to learn new words from friends. -0.77 
Student and teacher in clE1Ss 
43-44 7-8 I like the way my teacher teaches me 
-0.56 
English reading. 
Grl?up work (student/student) 
55-56 9-10 I like lo compare different poims of view 
-l;.40 
---
found in n:nding with friends. 
.. ,· 
• 
, ,., .. 
~~r. . . 
·-
-:~ 
' 
• 
-0.50 
-0.40 
-0.32 
-0.05 
0.53 
" 
The final 36 ilems for the attitude and bebnviour measures {continued). 
(Joo,timrnoir< itcm M)' <>('«t"'lnn, n,;, i, uhol rooll)' 
Ori~iual 
h,n, nu. 
Ol~Nu. 
53-54 
41-42 
39-40 
N,u ;,,m ""· 
N,u Nn. 
11 • I 2 I can tell my friends whether I believe 
what I have read. or not. 
Student and teacher out of class 
13-14 ! cllll discuss my hobbies and my future 
plan with my teacher. 
15-16 ! cllll talk to my teacher informally about 
news. sport. and everyday life related to 
my reading assignment. 
-0.35 
-0.16 
-0.14 
Sub11roup· Perceived behavioural comm ls in Jhe dassroom CIO items) 
Classroom assignment 
83-84 17-18 I can study reading materials in groups -0.45 
with mher friends. 
81-82 l'J-20 ( can panicipate in class discussion. -0.37 
Selfrlisdpline 
73.74 21-22 I can use note for stories. information -0.25 
about my reading assignment. 
75-76 23-24 I can finish my reading tasks in lime. -0.03 
3'7-38 25-26 I can make an appointment to see my -0.02 
teacher in hislller office to discuss m)' 
reading. 
h,ppcn«I 
0.55 
+0.86 
+0.85 
+0,51 
+0,25 
+0.76 
+0.84 
+ 1.21 
,. 
The final 36 items for the attitude and behaviour measures fconlinuedl 
Qoc5linnnoiro i,.,,, My c,pc,ln\ion, fhis is "hal n'OII) 
Orlginol 
hem"''· 
Old Nn. NewNn. 
Suhsrouo· Genre based Jeamins text 00 items) 
Meaning 
,_, 
3!-32 
29-30 
15-16 
3-4 
27-28 I like to guess the meaning of the 
words in the text. 
Purpose of using te:,;t 
29-30 I find English reading is useful. 
31-32 lcanreadEnglishathome. 
Comprehension 
33-34 I can find the causes of the problem 
after reading. 
Text for reading 
35-36 ! like reading news reports in English. 
-0.75 
-1.43 
-0.39 
om 
0.44 
hoppen<u 
0.51 
-0.(i9 
0.23 
l.16 
1.81 
In Table 6.2. it is of interest to observe the range of values from easiest lo 
hardest going do\\11 from the top of each subgroup to the bottom. For the subgroup 
interactions. this range is -1.50 to -0.14 for the eitpectations perspective and -0.50 lo 
+1.21 for actual perspective (what really happened). For the subgroup behavioural 
!.Qlll[O].s. This range is 0.45 to -0.02 for the expectations perspective and +0.25 to +l.21 
for the actuals. For the subgroup genre-based learning !ext, the range is -1.43 to +0.44 
for the expectation perspective and -0.69 to + 1.8 l for the actual perspective. This is 
intersting because i1 shows some overlap in the three factors, part of the same 
unidimensional scale. 
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EASY ITICMS 
~ Person-item map (attitudc'1d behaviour measures and item difficulties on 
the same si:alc, 296 stud~ and 36 items) 
Notes: odd numbers arc expectation (altitude). even numbers are actual behaviour. 
~ interaction. C=controls. T = tcxl 
STI ""sludcnl-tcachcr interaction. 
PW! = pair-work interaction. 
PUT = purposi: of using 1cxt. 
SSI "studcn1-studcn! interaction. 
• 
• 
STOl = student-teacher out-of-class interaction, 
SDC = self discipline controls, 
CCT = comprehension of Cllll5CS of problems in text, • 
OW!= group work interaction. 
RGC = rules group controls. 
LNT = !ike newspaper text, 
GMT= guess meaning of words from text. 
Figure 6.1 gives the order of items with hard items on top and easy items at the 
bottom. How items were ordered according to their locations on the Rasch 
unidimensional scale is presented in Tablc 6.2 with 16 items {8 pairs} on classroom 
interaction. 10 items (5 pairs) on behavioural controls, and IC items (5 pairs) on text. 
The difficulties of some of the items in these subgroups overlap. as was seen already in 
Table 6.2. The Item Separability Index shows that items chosen after analysis fonn one 
unidimensional scale in measurement for interactions. behavioural controls. and 
subjective norms. altogether. As a result. it can be concluded that the data on lhc 
variable attitude and behaviour towards learning English are valid and reliob!e. The 36 
items are ordered in difficulty from easy to hard. The student answers are ordered from 
low to high. and there is a strong agreement amongst the students about the ordering of 
the item difficulties. Thero is. therefore, an expectation that valid and reliable inferences 
can be made from the data. 
Readine Comprehension measure (psychometric characteristics). 
For the reading comprehension measure, there were 60 original items, and 42 did 
not fit the measurement model. Thal left 18 test items that did fit the measurement 
model. These 18 lest items were about understnnd!ng the main idea, sequencing the 
order Df ideas and events. and understanding the meaning from English reading genre 
texts. as well as locating information within these texts . 
Table 6.3 
Summao: statistics for )8 i1ems Eni:lish readini: commebcmsion measure 
Number 
Location mean 
Stnndard deviation 
Fit statistical mean 
Standard deviation 
llem-trait interaction chi square 
Probability of item-trait {p) 
Degree of freedom 
Student Separation Index 
Power oftest-of-tit: 
Noles on Table 6.3 
68.61 
0.59 
72 
0.41 
low 
Items Students 
18 
0.00 
0.49 
O.Cil 
0.85 
JOO 
-0.27 
0.67 
0.26 
0.71 
I. The item means are constrained to zero by the mesurement model. 
2. When the dam fit the measurement ffiodel. the tit statistic approxin,ates a distribution 
with a mean near zero and a SD near one (a good fit for this scale) 
J. The item-trait interaction indicates the agreement displayed with all items across all 
students from different locations on the scale {very good for this scale). 
4. The Student Separation ln.dex is the proportion of observeJ English' reading 
comprehension variance considered true {in this scale 4l% and low). 
There was_r reasonable cons~nsu~ among ~tudents about the difficulties of the 
items. ordered along the scale from ·easy' to 'hard'. The item-trait test-of-tit (X1 ~ 
68.61. df ~ 72. p ~ 0.59) was good, supporting a unidimensional scale (\he null 
hypothesis is that there is no significant int~raction between the responses lo the items 
and the pi:rson measures along the trait}. All the data together means thnl students with 
low, medium or high measures agreed that certain items were eru;y, that others wl!re of 
moderate di~culty. and some others were hard. Threshold values {see Appendix G) arc 
ordc~J !'.om !ow to high which indicates that students answered the response catcgori~s 
consistently for the 18 items. The Index of Separability for the 18 item scale with the 
two response categories is 0.4!. This means that the proportion of observed wriance 
1:onsiden.'ll true is 41 percent and this is akin to traditional reliability using Cronbach Alpha. 
This is low and. therefore. there is room for improvement in any future use or the scale. 
when it should be revised. The main problem here is that some easier items and some 
harder items need to be added to the scale. especially easier items for these students. 
The RUMM computer progrwn rotes the overall power or tests-of-fit in the categories or 
Joo low. low. good. and excellent. and in this C'lSe. it was roted a low, based on the 
Index or Separati'ln. The problem here is that the errors arc large in comparison to the 
separation of the person mcnsures along the scale. and this means that some easier items 
need to be added. 
Table 6.4 
lndhddunl item fi1, ~adini: ~om1m:he:nsi110 test 11:!=J!!!! i=I Hl 
Newi1em Old item 
•' No. ~o. Chi Sq Proli Location SE Residual DegFrec 
-J 3.155 0.520 -0.85 0.13 0.22 282.39 
2 
' 
0.210 0.335 0.02 0.12 1.04 282.39 
J 7 8.374 0.054 0.70 0.!3 2.30 282.39 
4 12 l.626 0.799 0.53 0.13 0.98 282.39 
' " 
2.872 0.568 0.70 0.13 l.67 282.39 
6 21 3.473 0.468 -0.61 0.12 0.10 282.39 
7 24 2.784 0.584 0.18 0.12 0.44 282.39 
" 
30 2.284 0.675 0.25 0.12 2.14 282.39 
9 31 2.363 0.661 -0.10 0.12 0.97 282.39 
10 )2 5.025 0.266 -0.27 0.12 2.14 282.39 
11 )) 5.087 0.259 0.17 0.12 1.11 282.39 
12 47 7.159 0.104 -1.16 0.13 -0.86 282.39 
I) 49 9.536 0.024 -0.07 0.12 1.24 282.39 
14 50 6.137 0.167 0.19 0.)2 1.19 282.39 
" " 
3.693 0.434 0.39 0.13 1.08 282.39 
16 58 0.878 0.926 -0.05 0.12 0.73 282.39 
17 
" 
1.157 0.882 0.10 0,)2 -0.10 282.39 
• 18 60 2.797 0.582 -0.13 0.12 1.96 282.39 
It can be seen that, when compared to the attitude and behaviour model of the 
previous section, the rending comprehension test presented here achieved only a low 
,. 
power of test·Of·fit 11J1d a separation index of only 0.41, mther than an excellent one of 
0.90 or better. The test contained some AU51ralian materials which were too difficult. 
Nevertheless, a unidimensional scale was established with the remaining items properly 
ordered. These could be used to compare the experimental results in the teaching 
experiment described in the next chapter, since the linear mode! fitted the data and all 
errors were randomly distributed. Appendix G summarizes the person·fit statistics. In 
Figure 6.2 the distribution of labeled test items is sho\\on, based on the person·item 
distribution. These indicate II good match of ability of persons and difficulty of items for 
the chosen remaining items across the whole convenience sample of 300 grade seven 
students. 
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~ Person measure ofa.bility against item difficulty map for reading 
comprehension test (N"-300, J"-18). 
Test item categories: MIIN"' main idea identificatkin, narrative 
Ml/E = main idea identification, explanation 
MIWIN = mElldng inferences for word meanings, nlll'l'lltive 
MIWIE = making inferences for word meanings. explanation 
FIIE • following a sequence of ideas, explanation · 
FFJN = following a sequence of events, narrative 
UE = locating information, e,c_p]anation 
UN= locating infonna1imi. narrative 
'" 
In Figure 6.2. test items are labelled as in Table 3.2 in chapter three and as in 
Tables 6.7 and 6.8. In the figure, there rue no items matching persons at either the lowest 
(-2.0} or the highest (1.0) end of the scale. indicating the improvements may be possible 
for the test if both easy items and hard items are added. 
It can also be concluded that with any similar 60 item test, the scale derived using 
the chosen items could be used for comparison of grade seven students' classroom 
performnnce. provided items of lexical and genre similarity are used to construct another 
60 item multiple choice test. The test is expected to be robust, as wi!l be further 
elnborated. allowing for valid comparisons between groups. 
In the light of the low power of test fit in Table 6.3, a word on errors from 
guessing on an admilledly hard test are in order. Errors we~ likely to be uniformly 
disuibuted. since there were three possible wrong guesses and only one correct answer 
on the multiple choice test items, rendering a wrong answer three t_imes more likely than 
a correct one on any item. from pure guessing. Only correct answers were counted, with 
no penalty (except loss of score) for wrong guesses. Thus, even if correct guesses 
improved the score of some participants. there was likely to be a larger number of 
incorrect gues.1es lowering the score of most. The results for the whole convenience 
sample of JOO students may be slightly biased through guessing. and the variance of 
answers may be ~omewhat larger. It is unlikely uiat the unidimensional seal~ would be 
substantially altered with the;e most likely unifonnly biased errors, in spite of the low 
power of the tests-of-fit. At 72 degrees of freedom, the total item trait chi-square of 
68.6 can be considered good with a probability of 0.59, as reported in Table 6.3. This 
supports the claim of unidimcnsionality for the scale. When comparing two groups in the 
teaching experiment using the scale. the differences wou!d remain meaningful, because 
only identical biases from gues.1ing may characterise both samples (Torok, 1976, p.223-
224). 
Summary of scale characleristics 
Attitude and Behaviour 
The data presented in the results indicate that a good unidimensional scale of 
attitude and behaviour towards BSL has been constrocted. For this scale of 36 items, the 
errors !ll'I: .,mall and the internal reliability is very high with a separation index of0.92 
"' 
and the power of the tests-of.fit statistics is excellent. The 36 items are aligned on the 
scale in order of hem difficulty from easy to hard as shown in Figure 6. 1. Most students 
answered the easier items positively. As the items become more and more difficult on 
the scale. respondents needed a higher attitude and behaviour measure to answer them 
positively. This means that the more difficult i1<;•ns are an~wered positively only by 
students with high attitude and behaviour m1:£1Sures. Students with lower attitude and 
behnvivur measures would not have answered the more difficult hems positively. As 
seen in Table 6.2. items from the three subgroups interaction. behavioural controls. and 
text. are interspersed with interaction items at the l?west end of the scale dustering for 
the actuals on the right hand side al the top of Tobie 6.2 that presents the same data as 
6.5. Such a presentation is of interest when comparing two lists. namely those of 
expectations to those actuals for the same items, without looking at the fact that all 
acuals are of higher difficulty than their corresponding expectations. Tables 6.2 and b.5 
both indicate that classroom interaction items were the easiest to achieve. while behavioural 
control and text related items were more difficult. · 
Readinr Comprehension. 
Although the reading comprehension measure cOuld be improved in tenns of 
psychometric properties to obtain o better item separability index. the test as given was 
found useful for the puiposc of the experimental comparisons reported in the next 
chapter. The psychometric properties presented here are used for evaluating reading 
comprehension based on the teaching of genre structures. Previous!:,. in Table 3.2 of 
chapter three. the structure ofthc test was described. In Tobie 6.7 the 18 items. left after 
the Rasch model analysis according to comprehension categories as found in Table 3.2 
and Fig. 6.2. are given. Text item categories are also given, where E stands fo; 
expository genre, N stands for narrative genre and J stands for journalistic (news report) 
genre. It is noted that no journalistic item survived the Rasch model analysis. The result 
is consistent with the Rasch ffiodel analysis of the attitude and behaviour questionnaire. 
where journalistic genre texts were uxpected to be, and were found to be. the most 
difficult. In spite of tl1is, students liked rending and using 1cxt with a purpose (item 32 is 
on the top Of the )cale on the right of Table 6.5) as easy. Jt ls considered that the 
rending comprehension data are valid and reliable and can be used lilr experimen1al 
comparisons in chapter seven although the reliability could be improved if some easy 
:,~ms would be added. 
" 
Tab!e6.5 
RWJk order item difficulties for interactions. bebavionrnl controls and Jext Conlimd scall:l 
Expectation Actual behaviour· 
Easiest 59 SSI 32 PUT (least trouble) 
JI PUT 52 PWI 
51 PWI 50 PW[ 
49 PWI 60 SSI 
·1 GMT 44 STI 
43 STI 8 GMT 
83 RGC 30 PUT 
" 
OWi 82 RGC 
29 PUT 84 RGC 
81 RGC 56 OWi 
53 OWi 54 OWi 
7) SDC 74 SDC 
41 STOI 76 SDC 
39 STOI 40 STOl 
75 SDC 42 STOl 
37 SDC 38 SDC 
15 CCT 16 CCT 
Hardest 3 LNT 4 LNT (fnost trouble) 
Notes: I = Interactions. C = Behavioural controls (roles). T= Text. easiest (!east 
trouble) item; are al lhe lop l'f the scale while hardest (most trouble) items arc ot thc 
botto'll. Labels are as in Figure 6.1: 
STl = student-teacher intcmction, 
PWI = pair-work interaction. 
PUT= purpose ofusing text. 
SSI = student-student interaction, 
STOI = studenMeacher out nfclass interaction. 
SDC = self discipline controls. 
LNT = like n~wspapcr text, 
GMT= guess meaning of words from text. 
The item difficulties in Table 6.5 arc on on ordinal scale (ranks) meaning that 
only their relative positions matter, not the distance between MY two items on an interval 
"' 
' 
scale. The ranks lll'C derived from the Rasch analysis (see Tables 6.2 and 6.6) and show 
that the easiest items in the expectati';)n perspective tend to be the easiest in the 
behavioural perspective, and the hardest items in the expectation perspective items tend 
to be the hardest items in the behavioural perspective, rui conceptualised. 
Table 6.6 
Th fi I 36 "t f<thtfld dbeh' • ua u:ms .or 1::0 111..,aa ar1011[ w~w,11a: 
Item Number Mean location Thresholds 
New Old (difficulty) Lower Middle Upper 
I 59 ·.1.50 ·3.41 -1.34 0.26 
2 60 0.30 -!.82 -0.26 1.20 
J 51 ·0.94 -l.98 -1.l I 0.27 
4 51 -0.40 -2.01 ·1.15 0.97 
s 49 -0.77 -1.99 ·0.84 0.53 
6 SD -0.32 -1.90 ·0.06 I.OJ 
7 4) -0.56 -1.84 -0.46 0.6] 
8 44 -0.05 -l.07 -0.05 0.97 
9 55 -0.40 -1.97 ·0.30 1.08 
ID 56 +0.53 -1.51 0.51 2.58 
II SJ -0.35 -1.92 -0.30 1.17 
12 54 +0.55 .1.37 0.83 2.17 
I) 41 ·0.16 -1.53 -0.25 l.30 
14 42 +0.36 -0.81 0.98 2.42 
15 )9 ·0.14 -l.28 -0.27 I.! I 
16 40 +0.85 -0.37 0.87 2.05 
17 83 -0.45 -1.27 -0.43 1.06 
18 84 +0.51 
-1.17 0.61 2.07 
19 81 ·0.)7 
-1.42 -0.40 0.70 
20 82 +0.25 -l.37 0.49 1.67 
21 7J -0.25 -l.75 -0.02 1.02 
22 74 +0.76 -l.21 0.70 2.78 
2) 75 ·O.o3 -l.47 0.01 1.38 
.. 
' h Ibi: final Jfi il~ms _or I i: al!1!udi: 1111 ~ h h . i:....a!<1our meai;uri: ~omrnue . 
. --:- 24 76 +0.84 -0.87 I.IS 2.24 
25 .. 37 -0.02 -L31"i 0.14 1.28 
26 38 +l.21 -0.11 1.18" 2.57 
27 7 -0.75 -2.01 -0.62 0.36 
28 8 +0.15 -J.20 0.01 l.65 
29 JI -1.43 -2.9':J -\.12 -0.20 
JO 32 -0.69 -1.97 -0.68 0.57 
JI 
" 
-0.39 -1.29 -0.53 0.66 
32 JO +0.23 -1.32 0.28 1.72 
)) IS +O.D7 -J.45 0,03 1.63 
34 16 +1.16 -0.89 1.28 3.08 
JS ) +0.44 -1.02 0.48 1.87 
36 4 i +l.81 -0.04 1.96 3.49 
Note: Odd numbered item difficulties (expectations} are easier than the next even 
numbered item diffici•lties (actual behaviou.r}, as conceptualised. 
It can be seen from Table 6.6 that what actually happened is always harder to 
achieve tlum the expected one, a result consistent with the model used. To further 
elaborate on these results, some of the particular items are of interest. For easy 
identification in these discussions, the labels of Figure 6.1 and Table 6.5 are used. 
although the full item descriptions ofTablc 6.2 can also be referred to when necessary. 
First. easiest expectations were for interaction opportunities SSI (item 59). The 
corresponding behaviour item {item 60) was fourth down on the scale on the right hand 
side of Table 6.5, meaning that, in actual be~aviour, some other items (32. 52, and 50) 
were easier. Two of these are interaction related, also (PWI) referring to pair-work 
interaction. while the first one (PUT) is concerned with knowing the purpose of using 
the text. That was found to be the easiest in behaviour and also in expectation (second 
down on the left hand side of Table 6.5), both referring to the item "! find English 
reading is useful ... 
" 
!! is also of interest lo observe 1hat the most difficult items are text related ( 15 
and 3) CCT and LNT. the first one .. 1 can find causes of the problems after reading .. 
referring 10 both Narrative and Expository genres and the practical use of information 
while the second one "[ like reading newspapers" refers to the journalistic genre where 
liking is not diminished by the difficulty of the text. Actually. eDmpleting readiDg 
assignments on time was easier than expected when ranked with the other items on the 
right hand side of the scale on Table 6.5 (items 75 and 76. SDC, from the behaviourol 
cDntrols cluster. referring lo self discipline.I, !n general. students prefer easier (less 
troublesome) items than hankr ones. although sometimes harder items arc more 
challenging tlmn easy ones (eg.: reading newspapers and linking ii. items J and 4) 
About bclrnvioural controls related h,•ms. an additional observation is that these nccJ 
some improvement, especially items 39. 40. 41 and 42 when these refer to imcractions 
between studcn1s and teacher teachers out of class (STOIJ. presumably governed hy 
school rules and teacher initiatives. The reading comprehension lest discussion begins 
with Table fi.7 
Table 6.7 
Distribution ,if test items m:cording to comprehension categon· and ~enre 
Categories: 
-·, 
Ml L FE Fl 
Item number. 15N JE 21N 60E 
with genre 32E 24N 
indicator 49E JOE 
56E JJE 
58E JIE 
SE SOE 
59E 
Notes 
N"' narrative text ( mainly fables) 
E"' expository text (mainly explanations) 
Ml"' inferences for main idea on purpose and context 
FE"' following a sequence of events 
MlW 
7E 
12N 
47E 
.. 
F!'- following a sequence of ideas 
L= locating relevant information in the te.~t 
MIW ~making inferences for word meanings (including guessing) 
The original test is given in Appendix E while the items ns a RUMM 2010 result appear 
in Figure 6.2. 
Table 6.8 gives items ordered according to i1cm difficulty on the unidimensional 
scale produced by the RUMM programme. Table 6.8 shows that psychomctricnlly the 
categories MlW. L. FE. Ml. FL MIW are not really much different in difficulty. us items 
could be found anywhere on 1hc unidimensional scale. From the point or view or genre 
learning nnd how il helps reading comprehension. it is seen thm the two strongly gcnrc-
dcpendent items. namely FE (following II sequence of event~ mainly for narrati\'cs) and 
Fl (following n sequence of ideas mainly in explanations} are relatively easy. while 
guessing (MIW) and main idea identification (Ml) arc relatively JiOkult. depending. of 
course. on actual text content. Based on actual text content they may appear anywhere 
on the scale. similarly for items related to supporting ideas and locating information (L). 
Thus it may be concluded thnl genre learning might lead lo II uniform improvement of 
rending comprehension based on improved ability to locate information as well as 
understanding main ideas and supporting ideas based on location and the !JUCssing of 
words. This argues for readiog comprehension being nn integral measure. which i~ 
difficult to be broken down into dis1inct components. Meanings arc always interlinked. 
It is difficult 10 construct tests with n unidimensional scnle that completely eliminate 
noise. even though giving useful insights into the difficulty for students or the analysed 
test items (Lim. 1994). 
Table 6.8 
Th d"ffi lt" 
' ' 
~!J l~S Q fth fl l"t 
' 
na I ems .Q[ IJ.'.ll d' m~ ~l!IDl!IJ: h CDSll!D f .mm ~Ds:,, llthdl+l . 
' 
H[ 
Original New Hem 
Item Item Location Label Item Category 
Number Number (difficulty) 
47 I -1.16 EIM!W Expository: making inference for 
word meaning including b'liessing 
(understanding the meaning). 
" 
I 
I 
Tub!e 6,8 
The difficulties ol'tbe final items for reading comprehension. from easy f.) to bard (+I 
1£!ntinucdl 
Original New Item hem 
Item Number Location Label Item Category 
Number (difficulty) 
J 
' 
-0.85 E.IL Expository: locating rclcl'nnt 
infmmution in the te.~t 
I <understanding the supporting 
idea). 
" 
., 
-0.6\ NIFE Narrntivc: following a sequence or 
c,·cms (sequencing the order of 
events). 
3' 4 -0.27 EIMI Expositor)·: inforenccs for main 
idea on purpose and context i 
(understanding the main idea). ' 
60 5 -0.13 EIFI Expositor)': following a sequence or 
ideas (sequencing the order of 
ideas). 
31 6 -0.10 E/L Expository: locating relevant 
information in the tcx1 
(understanding the supponing 
idea). 
49 7 
-0.07 E/MI Expository: inferences for main 
idea on purpose and context 
{understanding the main idea). 
SB 
" 
-0.05 EIMJ Expository: inferences for mnin 
idea on purpose and context 
(understanding the main idea). 
5 g +0.D2 EIMI Expository: inferences for main 
idea on purpose and context 
(understanding the main idea) . 
.. 
Tahle 6.8 
The diOicuhies of11w Gnni items for rcadinc comprehension from easy(.) to hnr<l (+I 
!continued\ 
1~0~,c,,,,-,c,-~jN~,,-,c,,,,-m~~-,h-,m--,1------,1--------------~ 
I Item I Numhcr Location Label 
I 
hem Cmcgory 
LNumhcr I {difficulty) j 
1 
5<)-1--~,0~-+1--,1c1_c1c((-+-~1,,1c,_-Clclc'-,p-,-,ci<-,-0-.,c10- 0- 0-,c.,·-,-,-,'l,-,-0-,,--- ( 
' ' ' I infonnation in the 1cx1 I (under.Handing the ~upporting i,lc-..tl. j 
c-~-t-~--t-=~f-=-+~~~-c~~-,---- ' 33 11 +0.17 Ell. Exposi1ory: locating rclevam 
" 
+O.l& Nil. 
so I) +O.l<J Ell. 
30 (4 +0.25 E/L 
36 (5 +0.39 EIMJ 
infonnation in the lcxl 
(undcrslanding the supporting idea). 
Narrati\'c: locating relevant 
infonnatinn in the tc.xt 
'""''"""""' ,h, '"'"""'"' ""'- I Expository: locating relevant 
infonnmion in the tc.~l 
(unders1.anding lhe supporting idea). i 
Expository: locating relevant 
infonnation in the text 
(undcrstar.ding the supporting idea). 
Expository: inferences for main 
idea on purpose and eomexl 
I 
(understanding the main idea). j 
~,......+~--+-~+-=c=-t-c-c-c~--,,,----,-----11 Ir, +0.53 NIMIW Narrative: making inference for I 
7 17 +0.70 
word meaning including guessing 
(1mderstanding the meaning). 
E/MIW Expository: making inference for 
word meaning including guessing 
{understanding the meaning). i 
Tnblc 6.8 
The difficulties o(thc final items for readin1: comprehension, from ca:;y (·l lo hard{+) 
(continued) 
Original Item New hem hem 
Number Number Location Label Item Category 
(rl'fficulM 
15 18 +0.70 NIMJ Narrative: inforcnccs for main 
idea on purpose and conte.~l 
(undcn<landing the main 
idea). i 
Note: Labels lcfl of the slash refer to genre while right or the slush arc comprehension 
categories as defined in Table 6.7. 
Summary 
A Rasch measurement model was used to create u scale to mcusW'C auitudc and 
behaviour towards English reading comprehension development in 1he classroom. This 
comprised 36 items ( 18 expected and 111 actual corresponding to these). Each of !he Jr, 
items fits lhe model and nrc aligned together on a linear scale. The data were valid nnd 
reliable ns shown by the separability index (0.92) and fonned one unidimensional scale 
comprising three partiully overlapping subgroups relotcd to interactions. hchaviouml 
controls. and te.~1. respecti\·cly. with increasing degree of·difficulty". 
A reading comprehension test has been developed for this study. using various 
genre rending materials. A sixty item multiple choice test. (only one Cllrrccl an.~wcr each 
i1cm). wi1h narrative. expository. nnd journalistic l:enre reading ma1crinls was used. ,\ 
Rasch measurement model analysis yielded o unidimensional scale or 18 items that can he 
used to assess the English reading comprehension development of grade seven students. 
The reading comprehension test may need futhcr refinements to improve its separability 
index. such us possibly anal}·sing il with higher than grade seven groups. as it wru; slightly 
'" 
too difficult for grade seven. Test items at both the lowest and highest levels of dinkuhy 
may need to be added for possible improvements. 
It can be concluded that the data for the attitude and behaviour measure is valid 
and reliable. and that valid and reliable inferences can be made from the unidimensional 
scale created. The r:oncJusion can also be drawn that a unidimensional measure for 
reading comprehension wns created. but that its reliability is low because some of the 
1c.st items were too difficult for many of the students. The Rasch analysis has provided 
'"alunblc understanding of the structure of the data while creating the two scales. 
The ne.~l chapter describes the experimental results. using the Rasch scales 
created in this chapter. 
" 
CHAPTER SEVEN 
DATA ANALYSIS (PHASE 2): 
THE EXPERIMENT AL RES UL TS 
ll1is chapter contains n description of the results for the reading comprehension. 
and the students' ntthude and behaviour. experiment. The data were anal)'Sed with th~ 
SPSS compu1er program {Pallant. 2001 ). and one way ANOVA results me shown 
through tahlcs and descriptive text. Tables 7.l. 7.2. 7.3 and 7.4 contain dntn and 
statistics relating to the rending comprehension measure. Tables 7.6. 7.7. 7.8 and 7.9 
contain the auitude and behaviour. pre1es1 and posuest. n:sults. Table 7.5 shows the 
n:ading comprehension interaction c!Teel. while Tab!c 7.10 shows the altitude and 
behaviour interaction elTect. Figun: 7.1 provides the reading compn:hcnsion mean 
scores in graphical formal. while Figure 7.2 provides attilude and behuviour mean 
scon:s in graphical format. 
The two research questions n:lmcd Hl the chapter arc: ( \) Do the studems 
improve their English reading compn:hension as a result of using genre·hased learning 
compared with when they arc taught using traditional methods? and (2) What arc Thai 
students' self-rcpor1ed attitude and behaviour (expected beliefs and actions) towards 
learning English using genre-based learning? Are these ditTen:nt from those of students 
taught by the traditional teaching method? The linear scales described in the previous 
chapter and constructed using Rosch analysis were used ns the measures in the 
experiment described in this chapter to answer these two research questions. 
Reading Comprehension measure 
PoSJtcst versus preJes! results for the Cllperimental group 
Tnblc7.l 
Statistics for 1be Readin~ Comprehension mcosure by pretest and posuest for the 
~ncrimentul group (N "'45\ 
PRETEST POSTIEST 
x -0.82 x 0.42 
SD 0.52 SD 0.67 
EXPERIMENT AL 
Cl 0.32 Cl 0.35 
GROUP 
SE 0.05 SE 0.10 
N 45 N 45 
Note I Cl confidence incervnl 
2. SE s1nndnrd error of the measure of altitude and behaviour towards 
rending comprehension. 
J. x menn 
4. N number or participants 
5. SD standard deviation 
The students in the experimental group did significantly better nn the posttcst 
than the pretest in regards to the reading comprehension measure (F "'64.74. df~ 1,89. 
p < 0.001 ). This means that the reading comprehension of the studcncs learning under 
the genre-based learning approach was significantly better at the end of the experiment 
than at the beginning. The effect size. eta squared. equals 0.73 and. under Cohen's 
( ! 988) rules. this is a large effect. 
Posttcsl versus prcJCst rcsuhs for the control i:roup, 
Table 7.2 
SJatistics for Jhc Readin~ Comprehension measure by pretest nnd posttest for the control 
~rouo fN=451. 
PRETEST POS"ITEST 
x ·0.90 x -0.39 
SD 0.52 SD 0.54 
CONTROL Cl 0.3! Cl 0.33 
SE 0.08 SE 0.08 
N 45 N 45 
Nmc [. Cl confidence interval 
2. lE standard error of the measure of reading comprehension. 
3. x mean 
4. N number of participants 
,. SD standard deviation 
The students in the control group did significantly better on the posttcst than the 
pretest in regards to reading comprehension in English (F = J7.3J, df= l.89. p < 0.001 ). 
This means that the reading comprehension of the students learning under the traditional 
teaching method was significantly better al the end of the teaching than al the 
beginning. Eta squared is 0.17, a medium effect size. 
Pretest versus prclcsl results for the experimental versus the control group, 
Table 7.3 
The Reoding Comprehension pretest results for the experimental group versus the 
control croup 
Sum or Mean 
Squares df Square r Sig. 
Between Groups 0.14 0.14 0.53 p - 0.47 
Within Groups 23.71 88 0.27 
Total 23.85 89 
The students in the experimental group were not significantly better than those 
in the control group in regards lo reading comprehension in English (F = 0.59. df = I. 
89. p = 0.47) as measured for reading comprehension al the beginning of the 
experiment. 
Posnest versus posuest results for the exneriroemal versus the control group. 
Table 7.4 
Die Reading Comprehension posuest results for the experimental group versus the 
""""'""""' Sum of Mean 
Squares df Square r Sig. 
Between Groups 14.79 14.79 39.61 p < 0.001 
Within Groups 32.85 88 0.37 
Totnl 47.64 89 
The students in the experimental group were significantly better than those in the 
control group (F = 39.6. df = 1,89. p < 0.001). at the end or the experiment. The 
conclusion is that the students' reading comprehension under the genre-based learning 
method was significantly better at the end of the experiment than those taught by the 
traditional method. Eta squared at 0.42 gave a large effect size. 
Interaction effect 
Table 7.5 
Th Read" r: 
' 
ID~ h !!mim: eD'.ima· mtemcU!lD e_i:.d h lli!l:J:a t e eXl)el]menlll DD d h ! C !,!!Dl!Il ~li.llll!S, 
Type [II Partial 
Mean 
Source Sum of df F Sig. Eta 
Square 
Squllfes Squared 
Intercept 32.377 I 32.377 64.736 .000 .424 
VAR00002 8.916 I 8.916 17.826 .000 .168 
Error 44.012 I .500 
Table 7.5 indicates that there are significant differences between the 
experimental and the control group. The conclusion is that the experimental group 
achieved better results than the control group after receiving the treatment. To 
conclude. there is a larger effect in the genre-based learning method than the traditional 
teaching method. so. in technical tenns. there was an interaction between them . 
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figure 7 ) Graph of reading comprehension {by group and mean score). 
Figure 7.1 shows the mean of reading comprehension measure by experimental/ 
traditional groups and pretest I posttest. The first line represents the experimental group 
" 
the other represents the control group. Both lines increased but the experimental group 
line rapidly increased while the control group line slowly increased. The meaning is that 
the e:1perimentnl method exens a larger effect than the traditional leaching method. 
Attitude and behaviour measure 
Posuest versus pre\est results for the experimental ~roup, 
Students in the experimental group did significantly better on the posttest than the 
pretest, in regards 10 attitude and behaviour towards learning English {F = 99.94. df = 
!,89, p < 0.00!). This means that the attitude 1111d behaviour of students learning English 
as a second language under the genre-based learning method wa~ significantly bener m 
the end of the teaching experiment than at the beginning. The effect size. eta squared. 
equals 0.52 and, under Cohen's (1988) rules. thi, is a large effect. 
Table 7.6 
Statistics for the nUitudc and behaviour measure by pretest and posttest for the 
experimental ~mun (N = 45). 
Pretest Posttest 
Experimental Group x 1.73 x 3.62 
SD= 0.93 SD= 1.20 
SE = 0.14 SE 0.18 
CJ= 0.58 CI 0.72 
N a 45 N 45 
Note: I. Cl = confidence inteival 
2. SE = standard error of the measure ofallitude and behaviour 
towards reading comprehension. 
3. X mean 
4. N = numberofparticipanls 
5. SD= standard deviation 
&sttest versus pretest results for the control smup 
Table 7.7 
Statistics for 1he attitude and behaviour measure by pretest and posuest for the control 
sroup (N = 45) 
Control Group 
Note 
Pretest 
x 1.83 
SD = 0.95 
SE= 0.14 
Cl = 0.57 
N = 45 
1. Cl = confidence interval 
2. SE= standard errorofthe measure 
J. X = mean score 
4. N = numberofparticipants 
5. SD= standard deviatior. 
Posttest 
x l.61 
so = 0.70 
SE = 0.10 
Cl = 0.41 
N = 45 
The students in the control group did not improve their attitude and behaviour 
towards learning English by tbe end of the teaching experiment. 
.. 
Pretest versus pretesJ results for the experimental versus the control ~roup 
Table 7.8 
The studenJs' Attitude and BehE1Yiour Ouestionnafre Pretest results for the experimental 
versus the control lit<lUP 
Sumofsquares df Mean square F sig. 
Between groups 0.24 0.24 0.27 p-0.61 
Within groups 78.43 88 0.89 
To1al 78.67 89 
The students in the e){perimental group were not better than those in the control 
group in regards to attitude and behaviour towards learning English (F"' 0.27, df= 1,89. 
p"' 0.61) at the beginning of the e){periment. 
Posttest versus posuest result for the exoedrnental versus the control ~roup. 
Table 7.9 
The students' Attitude nod BehE\Yiour Questionnaire posttest results for the exm:rimentnl 
croup versus the control croup 
Sum of squares df Mean square F sig. 
Between groups 90.84 90.84 99.94 p < 0.001 
Within groups 84.20 88 0.96 
Total 175.04 89 
The students in the experimental group were significantly better than those in the 
control group (F"' 99.94. df= l.89, p < 0.001). Eta squared is 0.52, a large effect size. 
The conclusion is that the students' attitude and behaviour towards reading 
comprehension for the experimental group was better than the students' attitude and 
behaviour for the control group at the end of the experiment. 
Interaction effect 
Table 7.IO 
The students' Attitude and Behavimu: Ouestionoa;ire interaction cffec1 of the experimental 
i;ltQ"I! versus the oontrol !!mnl!, 
Source Type Ill Sum df Mean F Sig. Partial Eta 
of Squared Square Squared 
Intercept 870.7!6 I 870.716 726.340 .ODO .892 
VAROOOOI 40.869 I 40.869 ]4.093 .ODO .279 
Error I 05.492 88 1.199 
Table 7.10 indicates that, in technical terms, there is an interaction effect between 
the experimental and the control groups indicating significant differences. Tlie 
conclusion is that the experimental group achieved better attitude and behaviour than the 
control group. after receiving the treatment. To conclude, there is a larger effect in the 
.. 
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genre-based learning method than the traditional teaching metho(I. 
Fhrnre 7,2 Graph of Attitude and Behaviour towards reading comprehension by means 
of pretest and posttest for the experimental and control group. 
'"" 
As was seen in Figure 7.2. the first line re-presenting the control group and the 
second line representing the experimental group intersected at the left of the graph. 
indicating no significant difference in attitude and behaviour at the beginning of the 
experiment. towards learning ESL. At the end of the experiment, the lines are well 
separated. with that for the experimental group increasing, while that for the control 
group is slightly declining. This means that the students responded positively to the 
genre-based learning method and improved their attitudc and behaviour, while the 
students did not improve their attitude and behaviour to learning ESL when taught by the 
traditional teaching method. 
Summary of results. 
The results of the experiment arc summarised. 
Reaclinc Cpmprebension measure 
I. Students improved their reading comprehension in English as a second language 
under both the genre-based learning and traditional methods of teaching. 
2. Students improved their reading comprehension in English ns a second language 
under the genre-based learning method significantly more than under the traditional 
teaching method. 
Anitude and behnvipur measure 
3. Students improved their attitude and behaviour towards learning English as a second 
language under the genre-based ]earning method significantly more than under the 
traditional teaching method. 
4. Students did nol improve their attitude and behaviour towards learning English ns a 
second language under the traditional teaching method. 
In the next chapter, these results will be compared to lhe results of the trainee 
teachers' observations in their journals. as a triangulation exercise comparing teacher and 
student evaluntions of questionnnire items and observations that are important for 
reading comprehension development in the Bnglish classroom. for grade seven students 
in Thailand. The two research questions wi!l then be answered in the last chapter, based 
on these results. 
'"' 
CHAPTER EIGHT 
ANALYSIS OF GROUP DISCUSSION 
AND JOURNAL DAT A (PHASE 3) 
This chapter starts with the result of the group discussion. The aim in using a 
group discussion pr,,cess is to get infoITT1ation about the allitude and behaviour repons 
or 1h<: teachers about gcnre-lmsed !earning and traditional teaching methods. "nlis 
should then result in recommendations about teaching English reading comprehension 
to grade 7 students and 10 answering research question 3 ( Whal arc Thai trainee 
teachers self-reported attitudes and behaviour (expected beliefs and expected actions) In 
teaching English using ccnre-hased learning and the traditional teaching method ?) and 
research question 4 (What recommendations can he given for better classroom 
implementation in Enclish reading comprehension in the secondary schools based on a 
group discussion with some of those implementing the approach'!). 
This chapter also provides the observations from the trainee 1eachers' journals 
and the assessment feedback for the genre-based learning in the experimental group. 
The journals were wriuen in Thai (sec appendix Kl by the trainee teacher themselves 
while they were teaching in the experimental group during the sixteen periods. The)' 
were summarised as problems encountered and solutions found by trainee teachers. 
Tables 8.1. 8.2 and 8.3 summarise the trainee teachers' observations towards student~' 
attitude and behaviour. These tables are presented as the I 8 items checklist of three 
trainee teachers of the three schools through the sillteen periods. The checklist refers to 
the "this is what really happ ned" perspective and gives the trainee teacher's 
observations of classroom interactions ( 8 items), perceived behaviour controls { 5 items) 
and use of texts ( 5 items). 
Then the qualitative information fowid in the trainee teachers' journals was used lo 
describe what actually happened in the teaching experiment and what factors influenced 
the changes in reading comprehension pcrfoITT1anec. These factors were in agreement 
with the model for English Reading Comprehension Development in the Classroom as 
formulated in chapter three and quantitatively analyzed in chapter six. An understanding 
of the micro behaviour that led to the macro results of chapter seven was also supplied h)' 
observing the change in attitude/behaviour of three individual studen1S based on the 
attitude/behaviour questionnaires in their posnest and pretest. Then. group discussions 
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for possible implementation of the findings of this research on II wider scale in the Thai 
school system complete the study. answering the last lwo research questions. 
Group discussion data 
Group discussions 
Jn the present study. there was II different role for the group meeting than what is 
usually expected. in that it was part of the management and evaluation process of the 
experiment. For this reason. the infonnation that w115 gathered from the English reading 
comprehension melhod in this research was concerned wilh research management. and the 
aims of the training. instead of only to gather simple data. as is usual in a group 
discussion. The four stage agenda for the group discussion session in the presen1 
research was based on the TEST (Trigger. Explore. Strategize and Treat) procedure of 
Matthews (19't3). The first group discussion before the practice leaching consists of 
Trigger and Explore. The second group discussion after the practice teaching consist, 
of Strategize and Treat. The TEST results are reported after some relevant excerpts 
from the discussion. as illustrative quotes. 
The first ~rouo discussion 
Before the teaching experiment. 
When : January 2002 
Where: At School 3 
Who : Researcher: Mrs. Sanguansri Torok 
School I head of English department 
School 2 head of English department 
School 3 head of English department 
Trainee teacher School 1 
Trainee teacher School 2 
Trainee teacher School] 
Trigger : The researcher explained to the three heads of English departments uf 
the three participating schools what was going to occur in their schools and asked for 
their help in facilitating the work of the trainee teachers. The heads of departments. in 
tum. asked what benefits they could e:,;pect. Benefits were expected to be beuer English 
reading comprehension achievement by the students who participated. and experience 
for the trainee teachers with another methodology under the supervision of the 
researcher. 
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Explore : The researcher asked for classroom facilities nnd lime schedules nnd nny 
other suggestion that could make the study better. The Head of the English Department 
of School ! suggested that this study should focus on wonk classes lo raise lhc 
possibility for improvement. All three heads of English departments wanted to have 
access to the results oft he study once available. and they all showed great interest in the 
lesson plans distributed lo them. The trainee teachers were already familiar with those 
lesson plans they helped to write. The three trainee teachers were worried about how 
they would be able to tench the genre-based learning method. but they were enthusiastic 
nnd ready to lry. To quote 
Researcher : 
I am pleased to welcome you to this group discussion and wish to thank you for 
your participation in this project. You may wonder how this came about and what you 
could expect to benefit from it, right? 
Head of School I English Department: 
Yes. I have read your letter and I know you arc trying a different methodology in 
English reading comprehension from what we arc using now. What makes you believe 
that il might be better? 
Researcher : 
I used Genre-based learning in my teaching and it seems lo have worked. My 
trainee teachers like it. and there is support for it from the experience of others. in other 
countries. Genre-based rhetorical structures include a knowledge not only of text 
structures but the purposes of the author and the audience or discourse community. 
Students familiar with these will be able to get the main ideas.\1nd guess the meaning in 
a text easier than when they know nothing about the purpose. !he form and the audience 
of the texts. However, that is exactly whnt we will test at your schools with my trainee 
teachers. 
Trainee teacher. School I : 
Do you think the students will understand it? 
Researcher: 
Well. that is your job. to make them understand. For thal. you have the lesson 
plans that you have worked on. As long as the students will find the materials and the 
lessons interesting. [ believe they will learn. 
'"' 
Head ofSchool 1 English Department: 
I will do you a favor ... or nre you doing me one? I will give you the weakest 
grade seven class I have. If they improve. I will believe you can successfully teach 
anybody. 
The second ~roup discussion 
After the teaching experiment. 
When: March 2002 
Where : At Schou! i. 
Who : Researcher: Mrs. Sanguansri Torok 
School I head of English depnnmem 
School 2 head of English depanmcm 
School 3 head of English depanment 
Trainee teacher School I 
Trainee teacher School 2 
Trainee teacher School 3 
Strategize : After the teaching experiment. the trainee teachers had already had 
available the reading comprehension lest results and the students' attitude/behaviour 
questionnaire results to prepare for the group discussion. These served as a checklist for 
observations in their journals. However. their filling out ofa teacher version (Appendix 
M) allowed them to reflect on factors that affected English reading comprehension 
development. The three heads of the English depanments were also given the test 
results. They had the average final grades for each group in each class. as usually 
reported in their schools. They were quite pleased with these results as the trainee 
teachers' work seemed to have produced good results. They could sec the improvements 
from the grade records. 
In introducing the strategy session. the researcher briefly outlined the results 
which were. however. preliminary and tentative, .and subject to further analysis. The 
largest improvement in results was in School 3. followed by School 2. School I showed 
the least improvement. However. all experimental classes seemed to have enjoyed the 
role piny activities. 
Strategizing involved finding ways of helping students by providing them with 
more journalistic genre texts and more narratives and expository texts in the future. so 
that the students could understand the purpose of each genre more easily. It was also 
suggested that the role play about texts should use easy words created/found by the 
students themselves about the situations they understood from the texts. After the role 
'"' 
play of the narrative genre (the fable) the students should be allowed to discuss word 
meanings in Thai to show their comprehension. Then, the teacher can help to put the 
moral of the fable into appropriate English expression. 
Treat the suggestions covered in the strategizing session were summarized by the 
researcher as a set of recommendations and conclusions. that the group agreed on. 
These included : 
I. A seminar for all the regular English teachers of the three panicipating schools on 
the genre based learning method, to be organized in 2002 - 2003. 
2. A suggestion wos given that the Rajabhat Institute should make the genre based 
learning method part of the Methods and Approaches in English leaching course. 
For the 6'1, year of teacher uaining under the new six year diploma program genre 
based learning method could~ used for practice teaching. 
3. To increase the number of journalistic genre texts in the curriculum as authentic 
materials. 
4. To emphasize cause-effect problem-solution in narrative and expository genre texts 
as part of the course design for English reading comprehension course development 
under the new curriculum, in order to suppon the creative thinking process of the 
students. 
5. To publish the lesson plans from this experiment for wider distribution to help 
propagate the genre based learning methodology to the regular English teachers. 
Researcher: 
Welcome 10 the final group discussion. You have seen the process of genre-based 
learning method for teaching English reading comprehension ot your school and you all 
have in your hand now both pretest and posltest results. Whal do you think about 
genre-based learning method? Does it work in your school? 
Trainee teacher. School 3 : 
I think my students did much better with the genre-based learning method than 
with the traditional teaching method. I certainly enjoyed teaching them and they seem to 
have enjoyed their learning experience. They liked to work in groups because they 
could use their background knowledge of the genre to help them to find the answers 
easily. So rhey felt confident. 
Trainee teacher, School 2: 
Sometimes [ felt lost and thought that it was too difficult to explain to the 
students what genres are. When they played the roles ofthe various participants in the 
reading materials they naturally understood these through acting and could express the 
'"' 
meanings that they experienced. Thus through participation as II group, they understood 
the whole story, helping each other in the process and having 'hig laughs". They also 
liked to do vocabulary work in pairs. 
Trainee teacher, School I : 
I had a hard time since my students wanted only to play. When they had the 
roles from the text to try, they enjoyed playing and improvising. They sometimes 
switched back into Thai, but I tried to keep them using only English with more and 
more success as we continued with the lessons. 
Head of English Department, School 2; 
"I am sorry I could not spend more time observing the class. though I remember 
the sessions I spent with the experimental group well. [ feel confident from what I have 
observed that the genre methodology works when the students have opportunities to 
negotiate meaning and wurk in groups. I myself would like to try the.Jesson plans 
sometime after [ learn more about genres. I wlll start using some of the reading 
materials right away with my regular classes:· 
Head ofEnglish Department. School 3 : 
.. 1 spent quite a bit of time observing the classes since ! was very much 
interested in how the two groups did every day al my school during the experiment. I 
was especia!ly impressed by the enthusiasm of those who were learning genres how 
much they could improve not only their understanding but also their spoken English 
when play-acting. I think English teachers should use the genre approach if they are 
trained to do so. Could you, please. organize a seminar for us?'" 
Researcher: 
"'With great pleasure. Maybe your school (School 3) could invite us all next year 
for such a seminar. Please give me some advance notice. so that ! could also invite some 
others from other schools." 
Trainee teachers' observations are summarised in the checklist forms in table 8.1 
8.2 and 8.3. The checklists have been developed on the basis of actual observations by 
trainee teachers during the lesson. For instance in the first item under Classroom 
Interactions in Table 8.1. it WBS found that all trainee teachers through all lessons 
observed group activities. giving a total score of 16. In contrast, for the last two items 
(item 7 and item 8), concerned with informal interactions between students and 
teachers. only some teachers found this to be happening. For the first school and the 
first teacher. the total score is 8 for these two items. meaning that only half of the time 
could students have free discussions about hobbies. future plans. news, sport. and 
'"' 
everyday life. For the other two schools. the score is not much better. 9 for the second 
school and 10 for the third school. 
To triangulate these observations with chapter six results. in Table 6.2 of chapter 
six. the same two items relating to informal discussion with teachers {item 13 - 14 and 
!5 - 16) were difficult. Thus the trainee teachers observations confinn what was 
established in the analysis of the "convenience SW11plc" of300 students in chapter six. 
On Table 8.2 concerning behavioural controls. similar observations could be made 
between the first two and last three items. with the third school consistently doing better 
than the other two. The third school was the smallest, and it had a more personal touch 
and warm atmosphere than tho other two. It also had the best working relationship 
between the trainee teacher and the head of English department that would also be 
apparent from the group discussion of the next section. 
ln Table 8.3, the observations on texts used and understanding can be contrasted 
with the previous two tables. There was a full score on this Table only for the first item 
at the third school. The guessing of meaning WllS helped by the features of the text in 
all texts and genres. Through more than half of the lessons. the students found that their 
purpose and choices could be achieved based on genre texts (items 2 and 3). Narrative 
and expository genre features helped them 10 understand problems and find solutions in 
their daily lives (item 4). 
Finally, the most difficult item was the news report genre (item 5), where onl~ 
School 3 achieved a full score of six. Note that only lessons 6, 7. 8, 9, 10 and 16 have 
journalistic genre texts. thus six in this case is a full score. This completed the 
triangulation with chapter six. In chapter six. journalistic items were eliminated from 
the final 18 items reading comprehension test scale, as being too difficult. At the same 
time. on the attitude behaviour scale. students liked journalistic genre texts the most 
{Fig. 6.1 and table 6.5 and 6.6). although they found those the hardest as told to 
teachers. Table 8.1, 8.2 and 8.3 show item numbers, classroom interaction (8 items), 
behavioural control (5 items). texts (5 items}. trainee teacher, school. lesson plan for 
sixteen periods, and total score. 
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Journal data 
Troinee Teachers' journals entries about the experimental method ofwchinB, 
The three trainee teachers were asked to record their observations in Thai during 
their 16 periods of experiment. The observations they recorded explained their attitude and 
behaviour in the teaching, the problems they found, and how they solved the problems. 
The table of trainee teachers' observations (see table 8.! and 8.2) came from the journal 
contents that showed how often each aspect happened through the 16 periods. The journal 
contents were based on the teaching and learning activities, and classroom interactions. A 
swnmary of the quotes with problems and solutions are presented below. 
What is pre.1ented below is a summary of the problems found, and solutions 
implemented by. trainee teachers while teaching the sixteen lessons to the experimental 
group. The lesson plans can be found in Appendix A. while a copy of the trainee teachers' 
journals in Thai appear in Appendix K. The summary of the journals is presented in the 
order of the lessons. in a problem encountered and solution-found framework. and includes 
all three trainee teachers for each lesson. 
Quotes from the journals of trainee teachers for the class periods illustrate the 
process. translated from the Thai originals in Appendix K. These quotes are summarized in 
Tables 8.1. 8.2 and 8.3. 
First period: .. The Mouse and the Bull''. 
Problem : The trainee teachers found that the students did not understand genre features 
because they did not have any previous schema about ge<ue. 
Solution : The procedure of explanation was slowed down sufficiently to make them 
understand. 
Problem : In the exercises. the students did not understand the instructions. 
Solution : The teachers therefore explained in Thai and gave examples to follow by 
drawing on the story chart and diagram including pointing at the genre feature on the chart. 
Problem/Solution : They ran out of time. Therefore the trainee teachers assigned the 
language uses section as homework. 
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The highest frequency aspects that were found in the teachers' observations at the 
three schools in this period, were as shriwn in Tables 8.1, 8.2 and 8.3. 
Quotes for lesson one (period one). 
Classroom interactions 
"Students have more opportunity to participute among friends which support their relation 
needs and group work." {3 teachers} 
"Students like to do pair work which helps to build up their self confidence.'" 
(3 teachers} 
Behavioural controls 
"Students were allowed to study reading material in group with their friends." 
(3 teachers) 
"Students are allowed to participate in class discussion.'' (3 teachers) 
Text (genre - based learning) 
''Students like to guess the meaning of the words in the text read (as helped by genre 
features)." (I teacher) 
Second period: "The Fierce Tiger". 
Problem t Some s!Udents were reluctant to write the vocabulary on the blackboard because 
they were afraid they might make a mistake. 
Solution : Teachers urged others to volunteer. 
Problem : Students in School I (the largest school) did not want to do the group work (for 
example. they did not pay any anention to the teacher when the teacher was trying to 
organize it). These students were from the slow learner class assigned by the school to lhe 
trainee teachers to see the result of the methods proposed with the most difficnlt group. 
The regular teachers were teaching the other regular classes in the school. 
Solution : The trainee teacher encouraged students by offering them incentives in terms of 
grade score improvements when working in groups or 1•,1iting on the blackboard as 
volunteers. 
The highest frequency aspects that were found in the teachers' observations at the 
three schools in this period, were as shown in Tables 8.], 8.2 and 8.3. 
Quotes for lesson two (period two), 
Students' interactions 
"Students have more opportunity to participate in activities among friends which support 
their relation needs and group work." (3 teachers) 
"Students like to do pair work which helps to build up their self - confidence." 
(3 teachers) 
"Students like to learn the meaning of new vocabulary from friends. TI1ey find it easy to 
ask their frienJs. They achieve a positive group purpose." (I teacher} 
"Students like the way their teacher teach them English reading which helps to improve 
their attitude townrds English reading and toward the school." (I teacher) 
"Students like to compare what they think about the text they have read with their friends, 
they feel al ease to express what they comprehended." (I teacher) 
"Students can tell their friends whether they believe what they have read or no1:· 
(I teacher) 
Behaviournl controls 
"Students arc allowed to study reading material in group with their friends." 
(3 teachers) 
·'Students are allowed to participate in class discussion." (3 teachers} 
"Students can use notes for stories, infolltlation about reading assignments." 
(3 teachers) 
"Students can finish tasks in time." (I teacher) 
"Students can see their teachers outside class by making an appointment." 
(I teacher) 
Text (genre - based learning) 
"Students like to guess the meaning of the words in 1he text read (as helped by genre 
features)." (3 teachers) 
·'Students find they can use the text read for their reading purpose." (3 teachers) 
"Students cEU1 use their understanding of genre to choose materials to read at home." 
(2 teachers) 
"Students can use Narrative and Expository (explanation) genre features to help them 
understand problems and find solution in lheir daily lives." (2 teachers) 
"' 
Third period: "The Hound and the Fox", 
Problem : The story was a little bit too long. The students had difficulty in finding the 
moral of the story. Only the smartest ones could provide this answer. They answered with u 
similar moral in Thai, however they found it too difficult to say or write it in English. 
Solution : The trainee teachers Jet them say, write in Thai, then walked around to help 
them do the exercises. assuring them that the teacher was available all the time for 
questions in class or out of class. 
The highest frequency aspects that happened from the teachers' observations at the 
three schools in this period, were as shown in Tables 8.1, 8.2 and 8.3. 
Quotes for lesson three (period three). 
Classroom interactions 
"Students have more opportunity to participate in activities among friends which support 
tl1eir relation needs and group work.·· (3 teachers) 
'"Students like to do pair work which helps to build up their self- confidence." 
(3 teachers) 
'"Students like to learn the meaning of new vocabulary from friends. They find it easy to 
ask their friends. They achieve a positive group purpose."' (3 teachers) 
"Students like the way their teacher teaches them English reading which helps to improve 
their attitude towards English reading and towards the school." (3 teachers) 
"Students like to compare what they think about the text they have read with their friends. 
they feel at ease to express what they comprehended." (3 teachers) 
"Students can tell their friends whether they believe what they have read or not." 
{2 teachers) 
"Students can discuss their hobbies and their future plans with their teacher. This allows 
them to share their feelings." (I teacher) 
"Students can talk to their teachers infonnal!y about news, sport and everyday life related 
to their reading assignment. This leads to a warm classroom atmosphere." (3 teachers) 
Behavioural controls 
'"Students are allowed to study reading material in group with their friends."(3 teachers} 
"Students arc allowed to participate in class discussion." (3 teachers} 
"Students can use notes for stories, infannation about reading assignments."() teachers) 
'"Students can finish tasks in time." n teachers) 
"Students can see their teachers outside class by making an appointment." (3 teachers) 
'" 
Te>:ts 
"Students like 10 guess the meaning of the words in the text read (as helped by genre 
features)." (3 teachers) 
"Students find they can use the teKt read for their rer ''ng Purpose." (3 teachers) 
"Studems can use their understanding of genre to choose materials to read at home." 
(3 teachers} 
"Students can use Narrative and E>:pository (explanation) genre features to help them 
understand problems and find solution in their daily lives." (3 teachers} 
Fourth period: "Good-bye Baby Bird." 
Problem : Students ran out of time on the individual work since they enjoyed the role-play 
activities too much. 
Solution : The teachers solved the problem by assigning individual work as home work. 
The highest frequency aspects that happened from the teachers' observation at lhe 
three schools in this period. were as shown in Tables 8.1. 8.2 and 8.3. 
Quotes for lesson four (period four), 
Classroom interactions 
·•students have more opportunity 10 participate in activities among friends which suppon 
their relation needs and group work.·· (3 teachers) 
"Students like to do pair work which helps to build up their self - confidence." 
(3 teachers} 
"Students like to learn the meaning of new vocabulary from friends. They find it easy 10 
ask their friends. They achieve a positive group purpose." (3 teachers) 
"Students like the way their teacher teach them English reading which helps to improve 
their attitude towards English reading and toward the school." (3 teachers) 
"Students like to compare what they think about the te>:t they have read with their friends. 
they feel at ease to express what they comprehended.'" {3 teachers) 
"Students can tell their friends whether they believe what they have read or not." 
{3 teachers) 
"Students can discuss their hobbies and their future plans with their teacher. This allows 
them to share their feelings." {2 teachers) 
"Students can talk to their teachers infonnally about news, sport and everyday life related 
to their reading assignment. This leads to a warm classroom atmosphere." 
{l teacher) 
'" 
Behavioural controls 
"Students are allowed to study reading material in group with their friends." 
(3 teachers) 
"Students are allowed to panicipatc in elru;s discussion." (3 teachers) 
"Students can use notes for stories, information about reading ru;signments." 
(3 teachers) 
"Students can finish tasks in time." (3 teachers) 
"Students can see their teachers outside clru;s by malling an appointment." 
(3 teachers) 
Texts 
"Students like to guess the meaning of the words in the text read {as helped by genre 
features)."' 
"Students find they can use the text read for their reading Purpose." 
(3 teachers) 
(3 teachers) 
"Students can use their understanding of genre to choose materials to read at home." 
(3 teachers) 
"Students can use Narrative and Expository (explanation) genre features to help them 
understand problems and find solution in their daily lives." {3 teachers} 
Fifth period: "The camping trip". 
There were no problems with this lesson which the students understood very well. The 
eKpetience in the lesson was close to their everyday life and they knew the narrative genn: 
because this was the fifth time they had encountered it. They could answer the questions 
very well. They already had a previous schema for going camping from their own 
experience. 
The highest frequency ru;pects that happened from the teachers' observations at the 
three schools in this period. were as shown in Tables 8.1. 8.2 and 8.J. 
Quotes for lc~~on five {period five). 
Classroom interactions 
"Students have more opportunity to participate in activities among friends which support 
their relation needs and group work.'" (3 teachers) 
"Students like to do pair work which helps to build up their self - confidence." 
(3 teachers} 
"Students like to learn the meaning of new vocabulary from friends. They find it easy to 
ask their friends. They achieve a positive group purpose." (3 teachers) 
'" 
"Students like the way their teacher teach them English reading which helps to improve 
their attitude towards English reading and toward the school:· ( I teacher) 
"St11dents like to compare what they think about the text they have read with their friends. 
thr,y foci at case to express what they comprehended." () teachers) 
"Students can tell their friends whether they believe what they have reud or net." 
(3 teachers) 
"Students cun discuss their hobbies und their future plans with their !cacher. This allows 
them to share their feelings.·· (3 tcachcrs) 
.. Students can talk to their teachers infonnally aboul news. sport and everyday life related 
to their reading assignment. This leads tn a wann cla~sronm atmosphere." 
(J teachers) 
Behavioural controls 
"Students are allowed to study reading material in group with their friends;' 
[3 teachers) 
"Students arc allowed to participate in class discussion:· (3 1eachers) 
"Students can use notes for stories. infonnation about reading assignments:· 
(3 teachers) 
"Students can finish tasks in time:· (3 teachers) 
"Students can sec their teachers outside class by making an appointment.•• 
(3 teachers) 
Texts 
"Studenls like to guess the meaning of the words in the text read {as helped by genre 
features). (3 teachers) 
.. Students find they can use the text read for their reading Purpose:· (3 teachers) 
.. Students can use their understanding of genre to choose materials to read at home:· 
(3 teachers) 
.. Students can use Narrative and Expository {explanation) genre features to help them 
understand problems and find solution in their daily lives ... 
Sixth period: "Hundreds Saved from Sinking Ship:· 
{3 teachers) 
Problem : The classes were a little slow because it was their first introduction to !he 
journalistic news report genre. 
"" 
Solution : Teachers solved the problem by explaining in Thai. Each part of the genre was 
drawn out {divided) by highlighting them in diffe:rcnt colors, and underlining on the story 
chart in different colors. This can be seen in Appendix Bin the photographs. 
The highest frequency aspects that happened from the teachers' observations 111 the 
three schools in this period, were as shown in Tables 8.1, 8.2 and 8.3. 
Quotes for lesson six (period six). 
Classroom interactions 
"'Students have more opportunity to participate in activities among friends which support 
their relation needs and group work.'" 
Behavioural controls 
(3 teachers) 
·•students are allowed to study reading material in group with their friends.'" 
"Students are allowed to participate in class discussion.'" 
Texts 
(J teacher:;) 
(J teachers) 
"Students like to guess the meaning of the words in the text read (as helped by genre 
features).'' (2 teachers) 
.. Students find they can use the text read for their reading Purpose."' (I teachers) 
·•students like reading news reports in English, but find it difficult to comprehend."' 
( 1 teachers) 
Seventh period : "Dangerous Coll". 
There were no problems with this story. Students liked the mobile phone topic. Most 
students use or have used mobile phones in their everyday life. 
The highest frequency aspects that happened from the teachers' observations at the 
three schools in this period, were as shown in Tables 8.1, 8.2 and 8.3. 
Quotes for lesson seven (period seven). 
Classroom interactions 
"'Students have more opportunity to p!lr!icipate in activities among friends which support 
their relation needs and group work." (3 teachers) 
"Students like lo do pair work which helps to build up their self- confidence." 
(J teachers} 
"Students like to learn the meaniog of new vocabulary from friends. They find it easy to 
ask their friends. They achieve a positive group purpose." (3 teachers) 
"Students like the way their teacher tench them English reading which helps to improve 
"" 
their attitude towards English reading and toward the school." (3 teachers) 
"Students like to compare who! they think obout the text they hove read with their friends. 
they feel at ease to express what they comprehendc:d." (2 teachers) 
"Students can tell their friends whether they believe what they have read or not." 
(I teacher) 
"Students can talk to their teachers informally about news, sport and everyday life related 
to their reading assignment. This leads to a warm classroom atmosphere." 
(I teacher) 
Behavioural controls 
"Students are allowed to study reading material in group with their friends." 
(J teachers) 
"Students are allowed to participate in class discussion." (3 teachers) 
"Students can use notes for stories, information about reading assignments." 
(I teacher) 
"Students can finish tasks in time." ( 1 teacher} 
"Students can see their teachers outside class by making an appointment." 
( I teacher) 
Texts 
"Students like lo guess the meaning of the words in the text read (as helped by genre 
features)." (J teachers) 
"Students find they can use the text read for their reading purpose." (3 teachers) 
"Students can use their understanding of genre to choose materials to read at home." 
(3 teachers) 
"Students like reading news reports in English, but find it difficult to comprehend." 
Eight period: "Dolphins Return to Bang Pakong River". 
Problem : Some of the students had difficulty with pronunciation. 
(3 teachers) 
Solution : Teacher helped by repeating the correct pronunciation to the students many 
times. Students then repeated the words. 
The highest frequency aspects that happened from the teachers' observation at the 
three schools in this period, were as shown in Tables 8.1, 8.2 and 8.3. 
'" 
Quote! for le.1!on eight (period eight). 
Classroom interactions 
"Smdents have more opportunity to panieipate in activities among friends which support 
their relation needs and group work." (J teachers) 
"Students like to do pair work which helps to build up their self - confidence." 
(J teachers} 
"Students like to learn the meaning of new vocabulary from friends. They find it easy 10 
ask their friends. They achieve a positive group purpose." (J teachers) 
"Students like the way their teacher teach them English reading which helps to improve 
their attitude towards English reading and toward the school." (3 teachers) 
"Students like to compare what they think about the text they have read with their friends, 
they feel at case to express what they comprehended:' (3 teachers) 
"Students can tell their friends whether they believe what they have read or 001.·· 
(3 teachers) 
"'Students can discuss their hobbies and their future plims with their teacher. This allows 
them to share their feelings.'" (3 teachers) 
"Students can talk to their teachers informally about news, sport and everyday !ifo related 
to their reading assignment. This leads to a warm classroom atmosphere." 
(J teachers) 
Behavioural controls 
"Students are allowed 10 study reading material in group with their friends." 
(3 teachers) 
"Students are allowed to participate in class discussion." (3 teachers} 
"Students can use notes for stories, information about reading assignments." 
(I teacher} 
"Students can finish tasks in time." (I teacher} 
"Students can see their teachers outside class by making an appointment." (2 teachers} 
Texts 
"Students like 10 guess the meaning of the words in the text read {as helped by genre 
features)."' (3 teachers) 
"Students find they can use the text read for their reading purpose." (3 teachers) 
"Students can use their understanding of genre to choose materinls to read at home." 
(3 teachers) 
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"Students like reading news reports in English, but find it difficult to comprehend." 
Ninth period : "Steer Clear of Killer Globe Fish- says Doctor". 
Problem : The vocabulary was difficult for tho students. 
(3 teachers) 
Solution : Teachers helped by drawing pictures to present the meaning of the vocabulary. 
Dolng appropriate actions by the teachers also helped. 
The highest frequency aspects that happened from the teachers' observation at the 
three schools in this period, wore as shown in Table 8.1. 8.2 and 8.3. 
Quotes for lesson nine (period nine). 
Classroom interactions 
"Students have more opportunity to participate in activities among friends which support 
their relation needs and group work." (3 teachers) 
·'Students like to do pair work which helps to build up their self - confidence." 
(3 teachers) 
"Students like to learn the meaning of new vocabulary from friends. They find it easy to 
ask their friends. They achieve a positive group purpose." (3 teachers) 
"Students like the way their teacher teach them English reading which helps to improve 
their attitude towards English reading and toward the school." (3 teachers) 
"Students like to compare what they think about the text they have reud with their friends. 
they fod at ease to express what they comprehended." (3 teachers) 
"Students can tell their friends whether they believe what they have read or not." 
(3 teachers) 
"Students can discuss their hobbies and their future plans with their teacher. This allows 
them to share their feelings." (3 teachers) 
"Students can talk to their teachers informally about news. sport and everyday life related 
to their reading assignment. This leads to a warm classroom atmosphere." (3 teachers) 
Behavioural controls 
"Smdents are allowed to study reading material in group with their friends." (3 teachers) 
·'Students are allowed to participate in class discussion." (3 teachers) 
"Students can use notes for stories, information about reading assignments." (3 teachers) 
"Students can finish tasks in time." (3 teachers) 
"Students can see their teachers outside clas,\scb"""'l .. !g an appointment." (3 teachers) 
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Texts 
"Students like to guess the meaning of the words in the te){t read {as helped by genre 
features). (3 teachers) 
"Smdents find they can use the text read for their reading purpose." (3 teachers) 
"Students can use their understanding of genre to choose materials to read at home:· 
(3 teachers} 
"Students like reading news reports in English, but find it difficult to comprehend." 
{3 teachers) 
Tcnlh period: "Taking Elephants to Work''. 
Problem : Students had difficulties in e){pressing their opinion in English. 
Solution : Teacher let them help each other by first discussing among themselves in Thai 
before writing their opinions in English on the blackboard. The teacher also reassured them 
by saying that were free to discuss it with her in class or out of class. 
The highest frequency aspects that hnppened from the teachers' observation at the 
three schools in this period, were as shown in Tables 8. !, 8.2 and 8.3. 
Quotes for lesson fen {period ten). 
Classroom interactions 
"Students have more opportunity to participate in activities among friends which support 
their relation needs and group work." (3 teachers) 
"Students like to do pair work which helps to build up their self - confidence." 
(3 teachers) 
"Students like lo learn the meaning of new vocabulary from friends. They find it easy to 
ask their friends. They achieve a positive group purpose." (3 teachers) 
"'Students like the way 1heir !eacher teach them English reading which helps to improve 
their attitude towards English reading and toward the school." (3 teachers) 
"Students like to compare what they think about the te){t they have read with their friends. 
they feel at case to express what the~ comprehended." (3 teachers) 
"Students can tell their friends whether they believe what they have read or not." 
(2 teachers) 
"Students can discuss their hobbies and theu future plans with their teacher. This allows 
them to share their feelings." (3 teachers) 
Behavioural controls 
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"Students are allowed to study rending material in group with their friends." 
(3 teachers) 
"Students are allowed to participate in class discussion." (3 teachers) 
"Students can use notes for stories, information about reading assignments." 
(3 teachers) 
"Students can finish tasks in time." (3 teachers) 
"Students can see their teachers outside class by making an appointment." 
(3 teachers) 
Texts 
"Students like to guess the meaning of the words in the text read (ns helped by genre 
features)." (3 teachers) 
"Students find they can use the text read for their reading purpose." {2 teachers) 
"'Students can use their understanding of genre to choose materials to read at home." 
(3 teach~rs) 
"Students can use Narrative genre and Expository (explanation) features to help them 
understand problems and find solution in their daily lives." (3 teachers) 
"Students like reading news reports in English, but find it difficult to comprehend." 
(3 teachers) 
Eleventh period: ''Land of Bikes". 
Problem: This was the students' first introduction of the expository (explanation) genre. 
Thus, again. il was a little slow because the students had no previous experience of this 
genre. 
Solution : The teachers solved the problem by explaining the story chart and the diagram 
in Thai to the students. 
The highest frequency aspects that happened from the teachers' observations at the 
three schools in this period, were as shown in Tables 8.!, 8.2 and 8.3. 
Quotes for le99on eleven (period eleven). 
Classroom interactions 
"Students have more opportunity to participate in a-ctivities among friends which support 
their relation needs and group work." (3 teachers) 
"Students like to do pair work which helps to build up their self- confidence." 
(3 tenchers) 
"" 
"Students like lo learn the meaning of new vocabulary from friends. They find it easy to 
ask their friends. They achieve a positive group purpose." (2 teachers) 
Behavioural controls 
"Students arc allowed lo study reading material in group with their friends." 
(J teachers) 
"Students are allowed to participate in class discussion." (3 teachers) 
"Students can use notes for stories, infmmation about reading assignments." 
(I teacher) 
Texts 
"Students like lo guess the meaning of the words in tho text read (as helped by genre 
features)." (3 teachers) 
"Students find they can use the text read for their reading purpose." (3 teachers) 
"Students can use their understanding of genre to choose materials to read at home.·· 
(2 teachers) 
Twelfth period : "What's Good about Mud?" 
Problem : They ran out of time because they enjoyed the ro!e -p!ay too much. 
Solution : Teachers chose some students randomly for the role - play to speed up the 
process. 
The highest frequency El.'lpects that happened from the teachers' observation at the 
three schools in this period, were as shown in Tables 8.!, 8.2 and 8.3. 
Quotes for lesson twelve {period twelve). 
Classroom interactions 
"Students have more opportunity to participate in activities nmong friends which support 
their relation needs and group work." (3 teachers) 
"Students !ike to do pair work which helps to build up their self· confidence." 
(2 teachers) 
"Students like to learn the meaning of new vocabulary from friends. They find it easy to 
ask their friends. They achieve a positive group purpose." (3 teachers) 
"Students like the way their teacher teach them English reading which helps to improve 
their attitude towards English reading and toward the school." (3 teachers) 
"Students like to compare what they think about the toxt they have read with their friends, 
they feel at ease to express what they comprehended." (2 teachers) 
'" 
Behavioural controls 
"Students are allowed to study reading material in group with their friends." 
(3 teachers) 
"Students are allowed to participate in class discussion." {3 teachers) 
"Students can use notes for stories, information about reading assignments." 
(1 teacher} 
"Students can see their teachers outside class by making an appointment." 
(! teacher) 
Texts 
"Students like to guess the meaning of the words in the text read (as helped by genre 
features)." {3 teachers) 
"Students find that they can use the text for their reading purpose.'" (3 teachers) 
"Students can use their understanding of genre to choose materials to read at home." 
{2 teachers) 
Thirteenth period : "Fresh Air to Breath". 
Problem : They ran out of time again before doing individual work. 
Solution : Individual work was assigned as homework. 
The highest frequency aspects that happened from the teachers' observation at the 
three schools in this period, were as shown in Tables 8.1, 8.2 and 8.3. 
Quotes for lesson thirteen (period thirteen). 
Classroom interactions 
"Students have more opportunity to participate in activities among friends which support 
their relation needs and group work." (3 teachers) 
"Students like to do pair work which helps to bnild up their self - con!idence." 
(3 teachers) 
"Students like to learn the meaning of new vocabulary from friends. They find it easr to 
ask their friends. They achieve a positive group purpose." (3 teachers) 
"Students like the way their teacher teach them English reading which helps to improve 
their attitude towards English reading and toward the school." (3 teachers) 
"Students like to compare what ther think about the text they have read with their friends, 
ther fee! at ease lo express what they comprehended." (3 teachers) 
"Students can discuss their hobbies and their future plans with their teacher. This allows 
them to share their feelings." (3 teachers} 
,,. 
"Students can talk to their teachers infonnally about news, sport and everyday life related 
to their reading assignment. This leads to a warm classroom atmosphere:· 
(3 teachers) 
Behavioural controls 
"Students are allowed to study reading material in group with their friends:· 
(3 teachers) 
"Students are allClwed to participate in class discussion." (3 teachers) 
·•students can use notes for stories, infonnation about reading assignments." 
(2 teachers) 
"Students can finish tasks in time." (2 teachers) 
·•students can see their teachers outside class by making an appointment." 
(2 teachers) 
Texts 
"Students like to guess the meaning of the words in the text read (as helped by genre 
feature~)." (3 teachers) 
"Students find they cnn use the text read for their reading purpose." (3 teachers) 
"Students can use their understanding of genre to choose materials to read at home." 
(3 teachers) 
.. Students can use Narrative and Expository (explanation) genre features to help them 
understand problems and find solution in their daily lives." (1 teacher) 
Fourt~n!h period : "What Plants Do for Us". 
Problem : Some students had difficulty with pronunciation. 
Solution: Teacher repeated the words and corrected their pronunciation. 
The highest frequency aspects that happened from the teachers' observations at the 
three schools in this period, were as shown in Tables S.1, 8.2 and 8.3. 
Quotes for lesson fourteen (period fourteen). 
Classroom interactions 
"Students have IIJOre opportunity to participate in nctivities among friends which support 
their relation n~ds an~! group work." (3 teachers) 
·'Students like to do pair work which helps to build up their self - confidence." 
(3 teachers) 
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"Students like to learn the meaning of new vocabulary from friends. They find it easy to 
ask their friends. They achieve a positive group purpose." (3 teachers) 
"Students like the way their teacher teach them English reading which helps to improve 
their attitude towards English reading and toward the school." (3 teachers) 
"Students like to compare what they think about the text they have read with their friends. 
they feel at ease to express what they comprehended.•• (3 teachers) 
"Students can tell their friends whether they believe what they have read or not." 
(3 teachers) 
"Students can discuss their hobbies and their future plans with their teacher. This allows 
them to share their feelings." (3 teachers} 
·'Students can talk to their teachers informally about news. sport and everyday life related 
to their reading assignment. This leads to a wmm classroom atmosphere." 
(3 teachers) 
Behavioural controls 
"Students are allowed to study reading material in group with their friends.·· 
{3 teachers) 
"Students arc allowed to participate in class discussion." (3 teachers) 
"Students can use notes for stories. information about reading assignments." 
(2 teachers) 
"Students can finish tasks in time." (3 teachers) 
"Stndents can see their teachers outside class by making an appointment." 
(3 teachers) 
Texts 
"Students like to guess the meaning of the words in the teKt read (as helped by genre 
features)." 
"Students find they can use the text read for tl1eir rending purpose." 
(3 teachers) 
(3 teachers) 
"Students cnn use their understanding of genre to choose materials to read at home."· 
(3 te~chers) 
·'Students can use Narrative and Expository {explanation) genre features to help them 
understand problems and find solution in their daily lives." (1 teacher) 
"" 
Fifteenth period : .. Medicines to Make you Well.'' 
There were no problems because they had learnt the genre from the previous lessons. 
The highest frequency aspects that happened from the teachers' observations at the 
three schools in this period. were as shown in Tables 8.1, 8.2 and 8.3. 
Quotes for lesson fifteen (period fiftem), 
Classroom interactions 
"Students have more opportunity to participate in activities nrnong friends which support 
their relation needs and group work." (3 teachers) 
"Students like to do pair work which helps to build up their self- confidence.'' 
(3 teachers) 
"Students like to learn the meaning of new vocabulary from friends. They find it easy lo 
ask their friends. They achieve a positive group purpose.'' (3 teachers) 
"Students like the way their teacher teach them English reading which helps to improve 
their attitude towards English reading and toward the school.'' (3 teachers) 
"Students like to compare what they think about the text they have read with their friends. 
they feel at ease to express what they comprehended.'' (3 teachers) 
"Students can tell their friends whether they believe what they have read or not." 
(3 teachers} 
"Students can discuss their hobbies and their future plans with their teacher. This allows 
them to share their feelings.'" (3 teachers) 
"Students can talk to their teachers infonnally about news. sport and everyday life related 
to their reading assignment. This leads lo a wann classroom atmosphere.'' 
(3 teachers) 
Behavioural controls 
"Students are allowed to study reading material in group with their friends." 
(3 teachers) 
"Students are allowed to participate in class discussion." (3 teachers) 
"Students can use notes for stories. infonnation about reading assignments." 
(3 teachers) 
"Students can finish tasks in time." (3 teachers) 
"Students can see their teachers outside class by making an appointment.'' 
(3 teachers) 
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Texts 
·•students like to guess the meaning of the words in the text read (as helped by genre 
features)." (3 teachers) 
"Students find they can use the text read for their reading Purpose." (3 teachers) 
"Students can use their understanding of genre to choose materials to read at home." 
{3 teachers) 
"'Students can use Narrative genre and Expository (explanation) features to help them 
understand problems and find solution in their daily lives." (3 teachers) 
Sixteenth period : "review". 
There were no problems. except that they needed more time for reviewing exercises. 
The highest frequency aspects that happened from the teachers" observations at the 
three schools in this period. were as shown in Table 8.1. 8.2. and 8.3. 
Quotes for lesson sbteen (period sixteen). 
Classroom interactions 
"Students have more opportunity to participate in activities among friends which support 
their relation needs and group work.'" (3 teachers) 
"'Students like to do pair work which helps to build up their self - confidence." 
(3 teachers) 
"'Students like to learn the meaning of new vocabulary from friends. They find it easy to 
ask their friends. They achieve a positive group purpose." {3 teachers) 
"'Students like the way their teacher teach them English reading which helps to improve 
their attitude towards English rending and toward the school." (3 teachers) 
"'Students like to compare what they think about the teitt they have read with their friends. 
they feel at ease to eitpress what they comprehended." (3 teachers) 
"Students can tell their friends whether they believe whnt they have read or not." 
(3 teachers) 
"Students can discuss their hobbies and their future plans with their teacher. This allows 
them to share their feelings." (3 teachers) 
'"Students can talk to their teachers informally about news, sport and everyday life related 
to their reading assignment. This leads to a warm classroom atmosphere.'" 
(3 teachers) 
"" 
Behavioural controls 
"Students are allowed to study reading material in group with their friends." 
{3 teachers) 
"Students are allowed to participate in class discussion:• (3 teachers) 
"Students can use notes for stories, information about reading assignments." 
(3 teachers) 
"Students can finish tasks in time." {3 teachers) 
"Students can see their teachers outside class by making an appointment." 
(J teachers) 
Texts 
"Students like to guess the meaning of the words in the text read (as helped by genre 
features). 
"Students find they can use the text read for their reading Purpose." 
(3 teachers} 
(3 teachers) 
"Students can use their understanding of genre to choose materials to read at home." 
(3 teachers) 
"Students can use Narrative and Expository (explanation) genre features to help them 
understand problems and find solution in their daily !ives." (3 teachers} 
"Students like reading news reports in English, but f:nd it difficult to comprehend." 
(3 teachers) 
CONTENT ANALYSIS OF JOURNALS FOR ATTITUDE AND BEHAVIOUR 
Examples of the highest frequency aspects of obseivation from each table are 
presented as follows. 
Table 8.1 provides a summary of trainee teachers" obsetvations of classroom 
interaction. Item I records the opportunities that students had for participating in group 
work. All trainee teachers, in all schools, recorded that students participated in a lot of 
group work began from the students' first introduction to genre. especially the journalistic 
genre {news report), which. accordi11g lo the trainee teachers' jounmls, required additional 
explanation by the teachers, and co11tinued throughout the lessons. Trainee teacher I 
observed no preference for pair work in Lesson 12. 
'" 
Item 3. that students prefer leamin1' vocabulary from each other was observed in all 
but the first lesson {by all trainee teachers) and in the second lesson {by teachers l and 2). 
This may be attributable ID the students not being at case with the teaching and learning 
method during the early stages of the experiment. Further occasions where the absence of 
this preference was observed included Lesson 6 (for all teachers; ,nd Lesson 11 for teacher 
1. As above. Lesson 6 (and Lesson l l) involved introd1.1c11,"l ·,. n new genre and therefore 
may have coincided with a lack of confidence among strn:i~n•s to learn in pairs. 
In fact. it looks like beginning c.,d1. new kir., of p~nre had considerable impact on 
the results. so some generalized observution at th~ end .vould be in order. This observation 
is that results could be explained by thu fact that students not familiar with that particular 
kind of genre had no schema or ~xperience to follow as they were learning and 
experiencing new genre features. 
Table 8.2 provides a summary of trainee teachers· observations of students• 
behavioural controls. As can be seen from Hems 1 and 2. students were allowed to study 
reading materials in groups and participate in class discussions throughout the ellperiment. 
Item 3. on the use of written resources, was less prevalent in the first lesson of each new 
kind of genre {e.g. Lessons 1.6.11 ). Teacher 2. however. recorded less use of the resources 
in two subsequent lessons and teacher I in two subsequent lessons for the journalistic genre 
(news report) and for three subsequent lessons in the cllpository genre (explanation). 
Table 8.3 contains trainee teachers· observations of students' use of the genres. All 
situations. except teacher 1 in Lesson 1 and 6. and teacher 2 in Lesson I. recorded evidence 
of students liking to guess the meaning of words from their contexts (Item 1 ). 
Item 2. that students find they can use the tell! for their reading purpose. was 
observed in all but the first lesson {by all three teachers) and in the sixth lesson {by teachers 
1 and 2). This may be attributable to the students not being familiar with the new kind of 
genre. The Lesson JO entry (by teacher 1) could be explained by the fact that the students 
in school I had limited English vocabulary because they were from a weak class. They 
could not imagine riding elephants to school because it was out of their ellperience. 
SUMMARY 
Analysis of group discussions and journal data were covered in this chapter. It was 
found that the answer to the third research question is that trainee teachers like the genre· 
based learning method based on their teaching experience. The answer to research question 
four is that longer tenn implementation of the methodology was recommended by the 
discussion group of trainee teachers and heads of English departments. Using a genre 
based method. the teachers had to work very hard to explain genre features to the students 
(as shown in the content analysis for lessons 1,6, 11) and in organizing role play activiti~s. 
Yet, they have enjoyed the experience as expressed at the discussion group. especially since 
they have seen the improvements in their classes in reading comprehension. Thus. in 
response to the fourth research question. they have unanimously recommended that a 
genre-based method should be taught to both trainee teachers and regular teachers so that 
the long-temt benefits of better reading comprehension perfonnancc, and better altitude and 
behaviour to classroom learning in EFL, could be widely achieved in the Thai secondary 
schools. In the next chapter. after first providing a summary of the study and bringing all 
findings and conclusions together with implications, suggestions for future research are 
given. 
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CHAPTER NINE 
SUMMARY, RESEARCH QUESTIONS, AND IMPLICATIONS 
In this chapter a summary of the study is provided and the main findings of the 
research are summarized. The results and conclusions are related to how some 
theoretical controversies mny be resolved. Pedagogical implications are discussed Wld 
suggestions offered for the implementation of the findings and recommendations, and for 
future research. 
Summary of the study 
The study had four aims. The first one was to test whether a genre-based method 
of teaching English reading comprehension was better. or not, than a traditional teaching 
method. The second aim was to see whether attitude and behaviour towards learning 
English improved, or not, when using the genre-based method compared to the 
traditional teacbing method. The third aim was to analyse the self-reported a!litude and 
behaviour of trainee teachers towards the genre-based method. based on their experience 
of teaching both methods during a teaching experiment. The fourth aim was to study 
questions of future policy related to using the genre-based metbod of teaching EFL in 
Thailand. involving trainee teachers and heads of English departments. In the present 
research, lesson plans in three kinds of genre for five lessons each were constructed with 
appropriately chosen narrative, journalistic, and expository genre texts. These texts were 
used \\lith fifteen genre-based lesson plans, and with fifteen traditional lesson plans. A 
sixteenth session for review was included in each .set. These lessons were taught to an 
experimental group and a control group in three provincial government schools. by three 
trainee teachers, in Thailand. 
For statistical controls, simple ra;1dom sampling assignment was used to a!locate 
90 students to the control (45) and exp,irimental {45) groups. so that the characteristics 
ofthe students in each group wo1tl..i ix similar. The three trainee teachers were given 
suitable guidance so that the treatment of the students was the same. During the 
experiment the lesson plans ensured that text, visual aids, assignments, activities, exercise 
and materials were the same, except for the special teaching cbarts explaining genre 
'" 
features used only with the experimental group 1111d the role-play exercises that were 
required only of the experimental group, based on the genre method. The teaching time 
was the same. one hour for each lesson for both groups each day. The planned time 
schedules were taken in turn, with the same trainee teacher teaching both groups the 
same day. one after the other, in changing sequence each day for the 16 lessons. The 
amount of Thai words used in explanations by the trainee teachers was the same for 
both groups. In summnry, great care was taken to treat the experimental and control 
groups the same, so that if any differences in reading comprehension, and attitude and 
behaviour. were found at the end of the teaching period. then it could reasonably be 
attributed to the genre-based teaching method. 
There were two measures. One instrument consisted of 18 items in English 
reading comprehension (multiple choice format analysed as correct or incorrect answer 
only) and the second consisted of 36 items measuring attitude and behaviour towards 
learning English (as a questionnaire with 4 response categories: 1, 2. J, 4 ). Data were 
collected from JOO students and analysed with a Rasch measurement model, to produce 
two lin~r scales of 18 and 36 items. created from an original 60 item test and a 96 item 
questionnaire. The data used to construct these scales were shown to be valid. and they 
were used in the ne:,:t stage, the experiment. 
The sample for the e:,:periment was 90 grade seven students from three provincial 
government schools in Thailand with 15 students nt each of the three schools in three 
e:,:perimental classes !llught by the genre based method and 1 S nt each of the three 
schools taught by the traditional teaching method. Thus, 45 students represented the 
experimental group and 45 students represented the control group. The three trainee 
teachers were trained in both methods nt Rajabhat [nstitute ~,1uban Chombung Teaching 
Methodology course in their fourth year. They taught the three experimental groups and 
the corresponding three control groups under supervised, controlled conditions. 
After teaching for 16 periods. the data were converted to a "Rasch score" using 
the Rasch Unidimentional Measurement Model (RUMM) computer program {Andrich, 
Sheridan, Lyne & Luo. 2000). The person-item trait fit was investigated to determine 
whether there was agreement among students as to the responses of all the items along 
the scale. Variable measures were calibrated on the same scale as item difficulties. 
Using a "Rasch score" based on the two scales. the measures were then analysed for 
significant differences using ANOVA and the SPSS computer program (Pallant. 2001 ). 
Trainee teachers self reported journals and attitudes were discussed with the heads of 
'" 
English departments, in u discussion group chaired by the researcher, both before and 
after the experiment. Recommendations for the future regarding collaborative genre-
based methods were fonnulated by the group, emphasizing that collaborative genre-based 
methods should be introduced through training, to be used more widely in classroom 
English teaching. 
Summary of findings 
English ref~ comprehension 
Th :~in findings are set out as follows. 
!. The difference between the experimental and control groups at the posttest 
was significant in regards to the reading comprehension measun> (F = 39,61. dfoa l, 89 . 
p<0.001). The students in the experimental group were ~ignificantly better than those in 
the control group, at the end of the experiment. 
2. The difference between the experimental and control groups at the pretest was 
not significant in regards to the reading comprehension measure (F = 0.53, df= I, 89, 
p = 0.47). Thus the difference in the posttest for the experimental group can reasonably 
be assigned to the treatment only. That is, the collnborative genre-based learning 
method improves English reading comprehension. The conclusion is that the students' 
reading comprehension was better when taught by the collaborative genre-based learning 
method than with a traditional teaching method. Tbus the evidence supports the view 
that the collaborative genre-based learning method is superior to the traditional teaching 
method. 
The attitude and behaviour questionnaire 
The main findings are set out as follows. 
l. The difference between attitude and behaviour at the posttest of the experimental 
and control groups was significant (F = 99.9, df"' I, p < 0.001). The experimental 
group improved while the control group did not improve, 
2. The difference between the attitnde and behaviour at the pretest of the 
experimental and control group was not significant (F = 0.27, df '- I. p = 0.61). Thus 
improvements in attitnde and behaviour can reasonably be attributed to the treatment 
,,. 
alone. That is. the collaborative genre-based learning method improved attitude and 
behaviour towards EFL reading. 
Irainee teacher journals 
The trainee teachers journals provided data to show the change in their students" 
attitude and behaviour as n result of teaching and observing during the e)lperiment. As n 
summary. they have oil found that genre-based learning method produced better results. 
but required more work than the traditional teaching method. The conclusion is that the 
students attitude and behaviour towards reading comp1ehension was better when taught 
by the genre-based learning method than when taught with a traditional teaching method. 
The items of interest found and observed by the trainee teachers. while teaching the 
e)lperiment, corresponded to those items found significant for attitude and behaviour by 
tbe Rasch analysis of students' questionnaires. The main one relates to both the 
difficulty and attractiveness of journalistic text. The students also used genre features to 
help them find the answers to the exercises with confidence, working in groups. as 
observed by trainee teachers. 
Group discussion 
The four stage agenda for the discussion group covered triggering, exploring, 
strategizing and treAting (TEST) (Mathews, 1993). and was instrumental in the success 
of the experimr.nt in bringing the heads of English departments and trainee teachers 
together in a brainstorming and problem solving atmosphere. The members reached an 
agreed set of conclusions and recommendations after the second session. These 
recommendations included the provision of training courses on a regulnr basis for trainee 
teachers and regular teachers in genre-based methods. Moreover, the recomendation for 
better classroom implementation in English reading comprehension in secondruy schools 
was that genre-based learning should be used in teaching classroom English in Thai 
schools rather than the traditional EFL teaching method. 
Research questions 
The research questions can now be answered: 
1. Do the Thai students improve their English reading comprehension as a result of 
using collaborative genre-based lessons (e)lpository. narrative, and journalistic) 
compared with when they are taught using traditional methods? 
The answer to the first research question is that the collaborative genre-based 
method has been shown to be better than the traditional method in improving English 
reading comprehension for grade 7 EFL students in Thailand. 
2. Whnt are Thai students' self-reported attitude il!ld behaviour (expected beliefs and 
actions) to learning English using genre-based lessons? Are these different from those of 
students taught by the traditional method? 
The answer to the second research question is that attitude and behaviour 
improve significantly when using the genre-based method when compared to the 
traditional method for grade 7 EFL Thai students. This is different from those taught by 
the traditional method whose attitude and behaviour did not improve. 
3. What are Thai trainee teachers self-reported attitude and behaviour (expected 
beliefs and actions) to teaching using the genre based rhetorical stroctures and traditional 
method? 
The answer to the third research question is that trainee teachers like the 
collaborative genre- based learning method, based on their teaching experience. more 
than the traditional teaching method for grade 7 EFL Thai students. 
4. What recommendations can be given for better classroom implementation of 
English reading comprehension instruction in secondllfY schools. based on a group 
discussion by some of those involved in implementing the genre approach? 
The answer to research question 4 is that longer term implementation of the 
methodology was recommended by the discussioll group of trainee teachers and heads of 
English departments for teaching EFL to Thai students. 
5. Can a linear measure of English reading comprehension based on genre-based 
re~ding materials and five comprehension categories (inference for main idea from 
purpose and context, following a sequence of events. following a sequence of ideas, 
locating information in the text. making inferences for word meanings) be constructed 
using a Rasch measurement model? 
A linear measure of English reading comprehension based on genre-based reading 
materials and five co,nprehension categories can be constructed using e Rasch 
measurement model. The ordering of persons with high medium and low measures is in 
accordance with tlte difficulties of the items. 
6. Can e linear measure of attitude and behaviour toward EFL, based on three 
factors (reeding assignment as genre texts. classroom interactions. course curriculum 
organization) and two perspectives {ideally, this is what would happen, and this is what 
really happens), be constructed using a Rasch mensurement model? 
A linear measure of attitude and behaviour of EFL can be constructed using a 
Rasch measurement model. Persons with high measures were able to answer the high, 
medhun difficulty and easy items positively. Persons with medium measures were likely 
to answer only the medium difficulty and easy items positively. Persons with low 
measures were only able to answer the easy items positively. They were not able to 
answer the medium difficulty items positively. 
Implications 
Eor theoretical controvernies 
Some of the theoretical controversies encountered while implementing this research 
related lo teaching and resean:h method,. The first of these is the Freedman/Fahnestock 
controversy of whether genre should be taught explicitly or only ex.perience<l implicitly 
(Fahnestock, 1993. Free<lman.1993a, b). Fahnestock's approach may be compared to a 
swimming instructor carefully ex.plaining everything about swimming to prospective 
swimmers on the shore. before they are thrown into the water for an authentic learning 
experience. Freedman would throw them in without explanation. However. in this 
research the teachers have jumped right in and explained from the 'water what to do, 
inviting the learners to join them'. To carry the analogy further, the trainee teachers kepl 
the students from sinking (through scaffolding in the native language and demonstrating 
each style} by Jetting them play-act the three genre "styles" after explanation and 
demonstration. The teacher is thus a coach, and the learning experience is authentic and 
experience based. It is explicit to the ex.tent that learners are aware of what they are 
doing. When writing the genre-based lesson plans, these considerations were foremost 
in both choosing the texts and in devising role-play activities based on them. So the 
implication is that teaching EFL with genre explicitly treated is a good procedure, as it 
improves reading comprehension, and attitudes and behaviour, and the trainee teachers 
like it. 
The second theoretical controversy was related to methodology and ethics. In the 
teaching experiment, it had to be ensured that no group was disadvantaged as a result of 
participation. The control group was taught tluough the generally accepted best current 
practice as taught at the Rojabhat Institute. while the experimental group participated in 
'" 
the teaching experiment knowing they had the right to withdraw at any time, as stated 
in their invitation letters. The lei.son plans used the same texts and were constructed in 
such a way as not to disadvantage the experimental group, even if using a teaching 
methodology different from the traditional method. However, no students withdrew. 
since they found the new genre concepts and the role-play exercises both interesting and 
useful, os well as enjoyable and challenging. The methodology was a!so more effective 
than the traditional method, as students found out by the end of the cour.;e. So the 
implication is that concept learning in English reading comprehension is helped by 
"involving groups of students in shared, collaborative and reciprocal learning situation" 
(Bean, 2002. p. 137), using role play through genres in the classroom. 
Another controversy concerned the use of qualitative and quantitative methods 
of research and, in particular. the use ofa specific quantitative measurement approach lo 
comparative studies adopted by the re.searcher for measuring both reading 
comprehension. and attitude and behaviour in the classroom. Although these paradigm 
conflicts will perhaps never be resolved, following Tashakkori (1998), it was found that 
qualitative and quantitative approaches could be successfully combined in a research 
design. where a qualitative discussion group was used to guide the quantitative 
comparative study. The quantitative methods influenced and supported the discussion 
groups as the research proceeded. The qualitative discui.sion groups guided the 
implementation of a successful pedagogy, as shown here for the genre-based learning 
metlmdology applied to English reading comprehension, with the measurement and 
experimental results. This provides a practical method to overcome implementation 
difficulties at a time of change in the Thai educational system. The implication is tliat 
quantitative measurement used by implementation teams can be a successful method to 
gather evidence in regards to the research questions. 
For trainee teachers 
In this study, it was found that the genre-based method was not only superior in 
achieving English reading comprehension development in the classroom, but that this 
methodology could be practically implemented in Thailand in real classroom environments by 
newly trained teachers. The results of this study also suppon the view that. when 
comparing the classroom implementation of a proposed pedagogy to an existing one. 
quantitative tests arc a useful tool to strengthen advocacy and encourage critical 
approaches to cooperative implr.ment;.don. The questions raised by Hyon (1996) 
"" 
concerning genre-based method implementation, and how critical one should be when 
introducing genres of different complexity can also be partially answered based on these 
results: simple genres of wide applicability can be implemented successfully with tmh,e~ 
teachers and one should always be aware that different genres involve different discourse 
organisation that can be approached or experienced through role play. The study in 
linking the genre-based treatment of text for reading with collaborative learning styles 
exemplifies for Thailand a new and different version of CLT from that more normally 
practised such as in the control group. Scholarly backing for this integrative approach. 
whereby texts are studied collaboratively in order to derive and consolidate meaning, 
can be found in the strong version of CLT as proposed by Holliday {1994). For EFL 
classes the approach taken here may be seen as an illustration of a more acceptable 
alternative to the usual oral-aural CLT method, which has attracted such a good deal of 
adverse critisism and led to the adoption in Thailand of the modified traditional form as 
used in the control group. The implication is that all trainee teachers should learn about 
the genre-based method in learning EFL. 
Eor lecturers and students at the Raiabhat Institute and the Thai educational system. 
For lecturers at the Rajabhat Institutes in Thailand, it is suggested that a genre-
based method could be regularly taught as part of the curriculum. This could be done as 
part of a course in methodologies and approaches in teaching English for trainee teachers 
in their last year before their year of practice teaching, and could also be offered as a 
Masters Degree first year course for in-service teachers on weekends. Table 9.1 
summarizes a course outline suggestion. 
Table 9. ! 
Genre-based meth.od in Enrlish. reading comnreh.ension 
1. Genre definition and examples of Narrative (fable), Journalistic (news report) 
and Expository (explanation) genres. (6 periods) 
2. Vocabulary and main idea guessing: help from genres in guessing meanings 
through location. purpose. audience, and uses of genre texts . (6 periods) 
3. Experiencing main ideas and meanings through role p!ay exercises designed for 
various genres. (10 periods) 
4. Measuring progress through reading comprehension tests and attitude/behaviour 
questionnaires. (4 periods) 
'" 
5. Group reporting by participating study groups to the clas.,, micro teaching through 
genre method, by preparing their own lesson plans to teach. (6 periods) 
Source: Designed by the author for this study. 
For the students nt Rajabhat Institute preparing to be English teachers. the above 
course would give sufficient preparation to use genre-based lesson plans in their practice 
teaching the following year. For the master degree candidates, the same preparation 
given over 16 weekends would give students the time and training to develop materials 
and methodology. and knowledge to use at their schools, in regard to genre-based EFL 
teaching. This would nlso allow for the sharing of ideas between new teachers and those 
already working in the secondary school system. Thus, the Educational Reform of 
Thailand could be served both through new teachers and through re-training of regular 
English teachers. 
For how students learn EFI 
It was seen that the role play, based on meanings (found in different simulated 
genres) enhanced reading comprehension, because as a meaning-based collaborative 
approach it has the advantage of feedback through audio-kinetic means to the members 
of the group. as found also previously by Stark {2001 ). This is more than what normally 
organised cooperative learning based on procedural (not meaning-based) roles can 
provide, although i1 is based on similar community language learning principles, 
following Vygotsky (1978) and Bowering (1999) and also Barabasi (2002, p. 245). It is 
based on the scale-free nature of language, leading to eventual fluency through audio-
kinetic reinforcement of learning in a social setting in the Thai classrooms, through 
collaborative genre-based learning. 
Sugcestions for further research 
While this study has broken new ground in studying n different pedagogy for 
English reading comprehension development in the classroom in grade seven in Thniland, 
both in tem1s of implementation recommendations and instruments used, extensions may 
be possible in applying the instruments to other grades and other geographical areas. In 
the first case, some modifications and. re-analysis of the instruments using a Rasch 
measurement model will be required. For this, a typical large provincial school such as 
the one used in this study is recommended. For a second case (comparison with other 
grade seven classes in other provincial schools), the reading comprehension test needs 
'" 
some easier and some harder hems. After the NationEII Education Act is fully implemented, 
local curricula will become more important. Thus, n base-line survey before that, would 
allow the measurement of the effects of the Act's implementation, in a few year's time. 
This could be recommended as a research project for the newly established Office of 
National Education Standards that is expected to give a first evaluation report of the 
whole system by August. 2005, as stipulated by the National Education Act of 1999. 
The researcher herself is interested in implementing the Rajabhat Institute 
curriculum changes, as suggested in the previous sections, and then measuring the effects 
on the development of English reading comprehension in the classrooms in the Rajabhnt 
Institute with different programmes, and also in the schools affiliated with the Rajabhal 
teacher training programs, in a few years time. Changes can be implemented as shown 
by this study. It is hypothesised that these changes may re-order some priorities for 
intervention for further improvements, making items found "hard" now, easier later. 
More theoretical aspects of further reseHrch might concentrate on links between 
genres and social psychology in lariguage Jeaming. The research methods used in this 
study are consistent with the view that genres are reflections of social links during the 
language (and subject specific) learning process. The analysis and estimation of test 
items through a Rasch measurement model analysis give the 'nodes' of linked networks 
of meanings for the convenience sample of JOO grade seven students. namely those 
meanings they could all agree on and evaluate similarly. The analysis and estimation of 
attitude and behaviour through a Rasch measurement model analysis similarly gives the 
·nodes' oflinked networks of item and person difficulties in a socially interactive learning 
classroom that could be considered a Vygotskyan {Vygotsky. 1978) "laboratory'. Further 
studies of these links may represent a viable venue for investigations of foreign 
language learning where genres arc considered 'records' of discourse community 
interactions. 
'" 
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Appendix Al : Sample Je5son plans for the experimental group. 
Lesson Plan For Experimental Group 
Period l 
Time : 50 minutes 
General Objective : 
Grade level : 7 
1. Students are able to read about interesting things in daily life. 
2. Students are able to comprehend what they have read. 
Terminal Objective: 
1. Students are able to understand the meaning of the vocabulary from reading 
the text ... The Mouse and the Bull", 
2. Students are able to recognize Narrative genre (fable) features they have 
learnt and are able to point out those feawres correctly when they read the 
text. 
3. Students are able to use Narrative genre (fable) features to help them to sum 
up the main points of the text read. 
Tenching Procedure: 
Step 1 Teacher tells the students the objective of the lesson I period and asks the 
students both in English and in Thai if they know any fables to get the students' 
attention. 
T: Do you know any fables? 
S; Yes I No .(Some students do I some students don't.) 
T : What are they ? 
S : They are . 
( Tell the names of the fables they know) 
T Who wrote them? 
S: ( Tell the names of the writers if they know) 
T : Who reads them ? 
S : Both big people and small people. 
T : Whal did you learn from them? 
S : The £aying I The words. ( their own thoughts) 
T Today I have a fable for you to read. It is called The Mouse and The Bull. 
Are you ready ? 
S: Yes.weare. 
'" 
Appendi)( Al (continued). 
First, teacher starts to read the fable "The Mouse and The Bull" sentence by 
sentence from the sentence cards to present the vocabulary and sticks the cards 
on the board. 
While reading teacher points to the pictures in the story chart, the real objects. 
and does the appropriate actions to present the meaning of the underlined words. 
Teacher rends each sentence 1-2 times. Smdents listen. 
T : reads. The ~ and The lhlll, 
S: listen. 
Then teacher continues to read until the end of the story. 
T: reads. Once there was a link mouse and a bull. The mouse did not like the 
bull so he bi.I a bull's tail. 
S: listen. 
T : reads. The bull was so mrul., 
S: listen 
T : reads. The bull~ the mouse across the yard. 
S: listen. 
T: reads. The mouse was too furu for the bull 
S: listen. 
T, reads. The mouse ran into~ 
s, listen. 
T, reads. The bull~ the wall. 
s, listen. 
T, reads. The bull~ his horns and l!n!iru his head. 
s, listen. 
T reads. At last. the bull kLllll. the ground. 
S. listen. 
T reads. Just before the bull~' he heard a little~say. 
S: listen. 
T : reads. "'Big people don't always .\Ilia Sometimes. little people can win too:· 
S. listen. 
T : says. That's the end of the story. 
Alier that. teacher reads the whole story from the ~tory chart once more part 
by part and asks th~ students to repeal. Students repeat the reading passage 
"" 
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after the teacher. While reading the passage part by part the teacher points to 
the diagram showing Narrative genre {fable) features and explains both in 
English and in Thai. A fob!e is a type of Narrative genre. A fable is a mythical 
story that sets out to teach a lesson. It has four parts: Orientation. Events and 
Complication, Resolution, and Moral. 
T: reads. The Mouse and The Bull. 
S : repeat. The Mouse and The Bull. 
(Teacher points out "This is called the name I title of the story) 
T: reads. Once there was a little mouse and a bull. The mouse did not like 1he 
bull so he bit the buli's tail. 
S : repeat. Once there was a little mouse and a bull. The mouse did not like the 
bull so he bit the bul1'5 tail. 
Teacher points to the diagram and explains both in English and in Thai that 
the first part is called the orientation. In tlte orientotion we may find the main 
characters. the setting, {Who). (When and Where). Orientation describes the 
setting-usually a long time ago. (once). The main characters (often animals 
with human characteristic behaviour) are introduced. In this story the main 
characters are the mouse and the bull. 
Then teacher and students go on reading the second part which is called 
Events and Complication. 
T: reads. The bull was so mad. 
S : repeats. The bull was so mad. 
T: reads. The bull chased the mouse across the yard. 
S : repeat. The bull chased the mouse across the yard. 
T: rends. The mouse was too fast for the bull. 
S ; repeat. The mouse was too fast for the bull. 
T: reads. The mouse rar, into a hole in the wall. 
S : repeat. The mouse ran into a !'.ole in the wall. 
T: reads. The bull chE!fged the wall. 
S : repeat. fhe bull charged !he wall. 
T : reads. The bull chipped his horns and bruised his head. 
S : repeat. The bull chipped his horns and bruised his head. 
Teacher points to the diagram and explains both in English and in Thai as 
the story continues. Afte; the orientation, the events and complication are 
'" 
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introduced from the sentence: "The bull was so mad" to the sentence: 
"The bull chipped his horns and bruise<l his head." Often. the problem 
existed before the story began. lt does not arise during the story. In this 
story. the complication or problem was that the mouse bit the bull's tail and 
the bull got mad. Teacher and students continue to read the third part which 
is called Resolution. 
T: At last, the bull fell to the ground. 
S : repeat. At Inst. the bull foll to the ground. 
Teacher points to the diagram and explains both in English and in Thai that 
in the Resolution the problem is resolved. (There may be a further 
complication and resolution) 
Teacher and students continue to read the last part which is called Moral. 
T: reads. Just before the bull dozed off. he heard a little voice say. 
S : repeat. 
T: "Big people don't always win. Sometimes. little people can win too." 
S : repeat. 
Teacher points to the diagram and explains both in English and in Thai. a 
moral or a lesson is drawn from the resolution. In this story the moral i~ 
"Big people don't always win. Sometimes little people can win too," 
T: says. In this narrative genre (fable) the lesson or moral you learn is "Big 
people don't always win. Sometimes little people can win too:· 
Teacher asks the students for 2 volunteers to be the mouse and the bull. The 
rest of the class read the story out loud while the 2 volunteers act as the 
mouse and the bull, followed by the teacher"s questions till the end of the 
story. (While asking the questions teacher may ask the students to do the 
actions). 
T : asks. What is the name of the fable? 
S : answei. The Mouse and The Bull. 
T: asks. Who are the main characters in the story? 
S · answer. The Mouse and The Bull. 
T: asks. Who bit the bull's tail? 
S · answer. The Mouse. 
T: asks. How was the bull? 
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S : answers. The Bull was so mad. 
T: asks. What happened next? (What did the bull do?) 
S : answer. The bull chased the mouse across the yard. 
T; asks. How did the mouse get on? 
S: answer. The mouse was too fast for the bull. 
T: asks. What happened to the bull next? 
S: answer. Tiie bull charged the wall and chipped his horns and bruised his 
head. 
T: asks. What happened to the bull at last? 
S: answer. At last. the bull fell to the ground.just before he dozed off. he heard 
a little voice ~ay ""Big people don't always win. Sometimes. little people can 
win too:· 
Teacher asks the students to clap their hands for the 2 volumeers and the 
ones who acted very well. Then the teacher asks all the students these 
questions: 
T: asks. Do you like the story? 
S: answer. Yes/No. 
T : asks. Why? I Why not ? 
Give reasons. Why? and Why not? 
T: asks. What is the moral of the story you learnt? 
S : answer. "'Big people don't always win. Sometimes. little people can win 
too." 
Teacher asks the students to write the words they learnt from the story on 
the blackboard 1-2 words each student. Then ask them to say the words in 
sentences to show why they are important in the story. After that, let them 
do exercise A in pairs for vocabulary work. 
Step 4 Teacher points to the diagram of the Narrative genre (fable) features. 
Students and teacher conclude thm a fable is a type ofNarrative genre. A 
fable is a mythical story that sct om to teach a lesson. Jt has four parts: 
Orientation. Events and Complication. Resolution, and Moral. 
Then divide the students into groups of 4-5. let them read the reading passage 
silently. discuss the work and do exercise B to see if they can recognize the 
features ofNarralive genre {fable) and point out correctly when they read the 
'" 
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text. After doing exercise B, students report their work as a group to their 
class. 
Step 5 Students do exercise C individually (himself I herselt) by reading the passage 
once more, and do the exercise to sum up the main points of the story. Then 
hand in their work to their teacher. 
Teaching Aids : 
1. Picture 
2. Story chart I diagram 
3. Sentence cards 
4. Work sheets 
5. Real objects (a hole. the wall) 
Evalualion : 
I. Observe while working in class I group I individually. 
2. Check students' work I exercises after giving assignment. 
'" 
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Reading Text For Period 1 
The Mouse nnd the Bull 
Once there was a little mouse and a bull. The mouse did not like the bull 
so he bit the bull's tail. The bull was so mad. he chases the mouse across the 
yard. The mouse was too fast for the bull. The mouse ran into a hole in the wall. 
The bull charged the wall and chipped his horns and bruised his head. At last. 
The bull fell to the ground. Just before he dozed off. he heard a little voice say 
"Big people don't always win. Sometimes. little people can win too." 
FABLE fimu 
A mylhical story that sets out 
" teach a lesson. 
Um";;"' 1" 1i'\11~ ,,f u L ~"llr niiirnu 1, 
A fable is a type of narrative. !t has four parts. 
ORIENTATION: 111mrnti111h:nou 
Describes the selling and the main characters (often animal). 
m1a1a111nunni1iJ1touu~o11iu1 
EVENTS AND COMPLICATION: ii11iu111~nmllun:il111111~11i~:1.1 
The problem is inu"OOuced. Often, the problem existed before the story began 
(it does not arise during the story). irlu~1,ii1.n~u1~1:duOiltyM1Lii~:u 
RESOLUTION, fillLl~ill\Jlll 
The problem is resolwd. Urim1A'fonm,/,'l.~ 
MORAL: ~wu1mrnu11 
A moral or lesson is drawn fram the resolution. 
fllil~1rn11!urn1iiwnuu1~~~11im11niiin11u~qJMl 
~ LANGUAGE 
.. 
• pasl tense • action verb 
..,;r<-,, \ • adjectives •cause/effect 
' 
"'-
• direct speech may be used 
'" 
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How well did you understand? 
A. Work in pairs. Based on the reading passage you have read, which word best fits in 
each blank in this story? You must not look at the text. 
dozed off 
chased 
m.i 
voice 
fast 
charged 
chipped 
bit 
fell to 
bruised 
Once. there was a little mouse and a bull. The mouse did not like the bull so 
he ..... 1 ....•• a bull's tail. The bull was so .... 2 .....• he ..... 3 ... the mouse across 
the yard. The mouse was too .... .4 ..... for the bull. The mouse ran into n hole 
in the wall. The bull. .... . 5 .. .the wall and ....... 6 ... his horns and .... 7 ..... his 
head. At lru1 the bull .... 8 ... .the ground. Jusl before he ... 9 .... he heard a 
little .... 10 •... say "Big people don't always win. Sometimes, Jillie people can 
win too 
'" 
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B. Work in groups of 4 - 5 , According to Narrative genre (fable) features you have 
learnt from the text read, discuss with your groups and fill in the blanks. 
TITLE: 
ORIENTATION: mm111::i1th::nou 
Setting: Who? When? Where? 
'" 
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c. Individual work. Read the sentences. Then sum up main points in event order 
and write in the blocks. You con complete it with your own words (example: 
orienlalr'"c"c'''----------------, 
The bull charged the wall. 
The bull chased the mouse. 
The bull was mad. 
The mouse bit the bull 's tail. 
I The bull fell to the ground. 
I The mouse ran into a hole in the wall. I 
Orientation : mnua:Vl1\J1~nou 
Once, there was a little mouse and a bull. Th, 
mouse did not like the bull so he bit a bull ·s 
tail. 
Events and complication: d1.i'um9Jn11W11a~ilqm~1i'i>1 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
'" 
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Le.-.son Plan For Experimental Group 
Period 6 
Time: 50 minutes 
Gcncnl Objcdivc: 
Grade level: 7 
I. Students are able to read about interesting things in daily life. 
2. Students are able to comprehend what they haw read. 
Terminal Objective: 
I. Students arc able to understand the meaning of the vocabulary From reading 
the text, "Hundreds Saved from Sinking Ship," 
2. Students nre able to recognize Journalistic genre (news report) features they 
have learnt and are able to use them in stating the headline and the lead or 
the news report they have read correctly. 
J. Students are able to use Journalistic genre (news report) features they have 
learnt to help them to state their own opinion about the news they read 
Teaching Procedure : 
Step I Teacher tells the students the objective of the lesson I period and asks them 
both in English and in Thai if they eve, have read an English newspaper to 
get the students' attention. 
T : Have you ever read an English newspaper? 
S : Yes. I No. (some students have I some students haven't) 
T : What do you usually look for in the newspaper? 
S : Answer according to what they like to read .such as letters. news 
report sports stories. feature. cartoon, comic strips, advertisement and 
weather & other services. 
T : Do you like to read newspapers ; 
S:Yes./No. 
T : What i~ the name of the newspaper you like to read? 
S : Answer according to what newspaper they like such as Thai RnL 
Bangkok Post, The Nation. The Nation Junior. Student Weekly. and 
Daily News. 
T What can you get from the newspaper? 
S Information. 
T Today I have a news report for you to reacl. It is wHundreds saved 
''° 
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from sinking ship." Let's read it. First. teacher presents the new 
vocabulary to the students. Teacher starts to read the news report . 
.. Hundreds Saved from Sinking Ship". sentence by sentence from the 
sentence cards and sticks the cards <Jn the board. While reading 
teacher points to the pktures in the story chart. real objects. and does 
the appmpriate actions t<J present the meaning of the underlined 
words. Teacher reads each sentence 1-2 times. Students listen. 
T reads. Hundreds mm fmm sinking ship. 
S Listen. 
T reads. Phuket-More than 400 people kft the Andaman Princes 
yesterday after the ship .!llww to sink near Koh Phi Phi. 
S listen. 
T reads. Suwat Prakhunsit. 54. a pusenger, said the ship started to 
.filll.k ili!u:tb'. after it left Maya Ba~. 
S: listen. 
T read. Mr. Suwat said a sailor told him the ship began to take waler 
into it very JJ.UWili:. 
S listen. 
T read. A lot of water went into the .bl!ttlmlofthe ship and the ship'~ 
..lUUlllll..Could not pump ii out quickly enough. 
S listen. 
T read. The 300 passengers and 100 u..il.lwi went into another ship 
which came hl help. 
S listen. 
T reads. The name of the ship wa, Bortine. 
S listen. 
Teacher reads news report once more part by part and asks the students 
to repeat altogether. the whole class. Students repeat the reading passage 
after the teacher. While readi,1g the passage part by part. the teacher 
r,oints 10 the diagram showing Journalistic genre (news report features 
nnd explains both in English and in Thai. A news report is a type of 
Journalistic genre. It has the purpose to present an account ofan event. 
!l has four parts: Headline. Lead, Additional Information. and 
"" 
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Conclusion. 
T reads. Hundreds saved from sinking ship. 
S repeat. Hundreds saved from sinking ship. 
Teacher points to the diagram and explains both in English and in Thai 
that the firsl part is called the headline. The headline is a short 
summary of the event : large. eye-catching, to gel people's auention. 
Then teacher and students go on reading the second part. 
T reads. Phuket-More than 400 people left the Andaman Princess 
yesterday after the ship began to sink near Koh Phi Phi . 
Suwut Prakhunsit. 54. a passenger. said the ship started to sink shortly 
al\er it left Maya Bay. 
S repeat. 
Teacher points to the diagram and explains both in English and in Thai 
: the second part is the lead which is the essence of the story. Usually 
it is a short statement that tells what happened. the main people 
involved, when and where the event occurred. 
Teacher and students continue to read the third part which is called 
additional information. 
T reads. Mr. Suwat said a sailor told him the ship began to take water 
into it very quickly. A lot of water went into the bottom of the ship 
and the ship's pumps could not pump it out quickly enough. 
S repeat. 
Teacher points to the diagram and explains both in English and in Thai 
that the third part is the additional information. In this section the 
remaining information is presented in short paragraphs with the facts 
given in decreasing order of importance. Columns arc used to provide 
a shorter reading line. Comments from observers or witne:;s may be 
included (direct speech is used). Photographs of relevant people or 
locations may be positioned in this or other sections. 
Teacher and students continue to read the last part which is called 
conclusion. 
T reads: The 300 passengers and 100 sailors wenl into another ship whch 
came to help. The name of the ship was Bortine. 
Appendix Al (continued). 
Step 2 
Step3 
Step4 
S repeal. 
Then the teacher points lo the diagram and explains both in English 
nnd in Thai. n conclusion tells of outcomes/further developments. 
Teacher asks all students to tnkc the role play of a passenger and a 
reponer to see if they can understand the main idea of the news. 
Students talk in pairs. Student No. 1 aces as a reporter asking questions 
10 the passenger to get the infonnation about what happened to the 
Andaman Princess. Student No. 2 acts as a passenger telling the reporter 
what happened. (Student No.! gels the question cards and student No.2 
gets answer cards. They may add their own words.) 
S. No. 1 Whal was the name of the sinking ship? 
S. No. 2 The Andaman Princess. 
S. No. l Whal happened to the ship? 
S, No. 2 The ship began 10 sink. 
S, No. 1 Where did the ship began to sink ? 
S. No. 2 The ship began to sink near Koh Phi Phi. 
S. No. 1 When did the ship begin to sink? 
S. No. 2 The ship began to sink on July 12, 2001. 
S. No. 1 How many people were on the ship? 
S. No. 2 More than 400 people. 
S. No. I What happened to them ? 
S. No. ] : They left the Andaman Princess and they were saved by the 
Bortine. 
Teacher asks the students to write the words they learnt from the news 
report on th, blackboard. Lel them read the words altogether. After that 
let them do exercise A in pairs for vocabulary work. 
Teacher points 10 the diagram of the Journalistic genre (news report) 
feRtures. Students and teacher conclude that a news report is a type of 
Joumalistic genre. ll ha~ four parts : Headline. Lead. Additional 
!nfonna!ion. and Conclusion. 
At :i,e end of the diagram teacher explains the language used in a news 
report. Language used are mainly p;i,st tense. action verbs. Who. When. 
Whal nnd Where words and asks the students to underline all the action 
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Step 5 
verbs in the past. Teacher emphasizes that the most important 
information can always be found in the lead in the news report. Then 
divides the students into groups of 4 -5. let them read thCl reading passag~ 
silently. discuss the work and do exercise B to sec if they can r«.ognize 
the features of Journalistic genre (news report) and use them to state the 
main idea and the supporting ideas correctly. After doing exercise B, 
students report their work as a group to their cli15s. 
Students do exercise C individually ( himself I herself) bv reading the 
passage once more, and write a new headline. Then hand in their work 
to their teacher. 
Tcothing Aids : 
Picture 
2. Story chart/diagram 
3. Sentence cards 
4. Work sheets 
5. Real objects (a life-jacket. a whistle, u loudspeaker, a flash-light, u sailor's 
!mt. a mobile phone. and a newspaper) 
Evaluation : 
I. Observe while working in class I group I individually. 
2. Check students' work I exercises after giving assignment. 
Appendix A I (continued). 
Reading Text For Period 6 
Handnda saved from alaJdBg •hip. 
Pbuket-Mon: th9Jl 400 poople left !he ADdoman 
Princcu ~ after the !!hip bcpn to aiDk near 
Koh Plu Phi • Suwa! Pnildwnait, 54, II. p111M,ngM. 
,.,.;d tbe ship stmted to siDk abortly after it lefl: Maya Bay. 
M:. SUWflt Hida sailor1old him 1be ship bopD to 
take WIW!I' into it very quickly. A lot of"'8ter went into 
illll bottomoftbc lhipand the 9lrlp's pumps could not 
pump it oue quiclcly enouah- 1ll8 300 ~ and 
100 milor.:, went into another !hip which came to bdp. 
Tho:: name of the ship wu Bortu,.e. 
8-gkok.Pod. Friday,Jaly 13,1001. 
Appendix Al (continued). 
NEWS REPORT 
Presents an account of[ln event 
il111111am,im1cl'~li'i'il'"ll 
A news report has four parts: 
HEADLINE: 
Short summary of event: large, eye-catching. 
1h'llo~11 1q ,Ji,oJ\J'l 1~u1firn11'!nmu'~11ifllf\J1i'l111inmii11\1ajl1::lj.im 
LEAD: 
Gives th,: main idea of the story. Usually a short statement that tells 
what happened. who, when. and where. 
11111ni1 hfri11.1fin1ii\\l~T!"'IIOl~mrnn10mir.'b fiulm 1rlo '111"11111~~1111.1 
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: 
in this section the rer,,aining information is presented in short paragraphs 
with the facts given in decreasing order of importance. 
'llmJmiiu1~u1"1lthll.tf~'ll111;!~IAu1h~not1'Ut11u1111uff1ii\\l'IIO~lio11n~mi11m 
ufl11i'1111i111-il~~;~~l'lfl1111uff11l11J'Mll1~111 Lend 
CONCLUSION: rqU~11 
1JO!IH~\1~t1n11iiAmu~11.io 1,J 
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How well did you understand ? 
A. Work in pain. Blllled on your undentanding of the texl. What are the correct 
words to fill in the blanks? You must not look al the lex!. 
Hundreds ..... I .... rrom sinking ship. 
P!1ukc1-More tlrnn 400 people .... 2 .. .lhe Andaman 
Prince, yesterday afler the ship bc,tan to ... .3 .... ,1car 
Koh Phi Phi. Suwot Prakhunsi1. S4. a passenger. 
said !he ship started to sink ... .4 ..... aflcr it lefl Maya Bay. 
Mr. Suwot said n sailor1old him the ship began to 
lake water into it very quickly. A lot of water went into 
the ..... 5 .... ofthe ship and the ship's ..... 6 ..... could nol 
pump il oul quickly enough. 
The 300 ....... 7 ...... nnd 100 soil ors wc111 into another ship 
whicil came to help. The name of the ship wos Bortine. 
Bangkok Post. Friday, July 13, 20Cll. 
'" 
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B. Groups of 4-5 students. Based on the news report read. Dbcus~ and complete 
the exercise by writing short sentences in the s11accs. 
Lead: : (Who, When, Whol, Whtn:) .. 
C. Individual work. Biued on the news report you have read. Think about the 
readers who read tht newspaper. Write a new headline. 
m 
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Lesson Plan For Experimental Group 
Period 11 
Time: 50 minutes 
General Objective: 
Grade level : 7 
I. Students arc able to read about int'!Testing things in daily life. 
2. Students arc able to comprehend what they have reacl. 
Tcnninal Objective: 
I. Students are able to unders!and the meaning of the vocabulary from reading 
the text. ··Land of Bikes'". 
2. Students arc able 10 recognize the features of Expository genre 
(explanation) and use them in finding the main idea and the supporting 
ideas from the text they have read. 
3. Students are able to use the Expository genre (explanation) features learnt to 
state 1heir opinions. 
Teaching Procedure: 
Step I Teacher tells the students the objective of the lesson I period and asks 
the students both in English and in Thai if they ever have ridden a bike 
or not. to get the students" attention. 
T Have you ever had a bike 7 (Teacher points to the picture of a bike in a 
story chart). A bike is short for hicydc. 
S Yes I No. (some studen1s have I some students haven't) 
T Do you ride a bike 7 
S Yes/No. 
T Where do you go on your bike? 
S answer (home. school. shopping, mountain bike. beach etc.) 
T Do you like your bike? 
S Yes. I do. 
T Why? 
S I can go anywhere on it. 
T Today J have a story about "Lund of Bikes" for you to read. Do you 
know where it could be? What country has a lot of bicycles? 
S AnswerYts/No. 
Appendix Al (continued}. 
Then teacher sturt~ to read the reading passage "'Land of Bikes" 
sentence by sentence from lhe sentences cards to present the 
vocabulary and sticks the cards on the board. While reading teacher 
points to the pictures in the story chart, the real objects and does the 
appropriate actions lo present the meaning of the underlined words. 
Teacher reads each sentence 1-2 times. Students listen. 
T : reads. Land of Bikes (points to the map of Holland while reading the 
words "'Land of Bikes'"). 
s listen. 
T reads. A Dutchman lives in Holland. 
s listen. 
T reads. A IJutchman's best friend is his hifil,. 
s listen. 
T reads. Factory~ ride bikes. 
s listen. 
T reads. Businessm~n ride bikes 100. 
s I isl en. 
r · reads. Schookhi/dren ride bike lo school. 
S 1:sten. 
T reads. Mothers tab their babies for rides in the~-
S listen. 
T reads. The baker's man rides off to deliver !,;lllli. 
S listen. 
T reads. ~ carry suitcases to the hotel on bikes. 
After that. teacher reads the whole story "Land of Bikes" from the 
reading passage on the story chart once more. part by part, and asks the 
studems to repent altogether the whole clns~. Students repeat after the 
teacher. While rending the passage part by part. 1he teacher points to 
the diagram showing Expository genre (explJnation) features and 
explains both in English and in Thai. An explanation is a type of 
&.pository genre. An explanation has the purpose lo tell how 
something works, changes, Qrows. It has four parts: Subject. 
Description. Use~. and Conclusion. 
T reads. Land ofBikcs. 
"" 
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S read. Land of Bikes. 
Teacher points to the diagram and explains both in English and in Thai 
tfllt the first part is called the subject. Subject defines what is being 
explained. (What is it?). Then teacher and students go on reading the 
second part which is culled description. 
T reads. A Dutchman'., best friend is his l·;cyclc. 
S repeat. A Dutchman's best friend is his bicycle. 
T reads. He goes everywhere with 11. 
S repeat. He goes everywhere with it. 
T reads. He rides it to work. 
S repeat. He rides it to work. 
T reads. He rides it for fun. 
S repeat. He rides it for fun. 
Teacher points to the second part in the diagram and explains both in 
English and in Thai ahont the description part. Description describes 
lhe main features or parts of what is being explained. Then teacher and 
stud~nts go on reading the third pan which is called uses and the 
fourth part which is called conclusion. 
T reads. Factory workers ride bikes. 
S repeat. Factory workers ride bikes. 
T reads. Businessmen ride bikes too. 
S repeat. Businessmen ride bikes too. 
T reads. Schoo! children fly along on their bikes. 
S repeat School children fly along on their bikes. 
T read. Mothers take their babies for rides in the baskets. 
S repeat. Mothers take their babies for rides in the baskets. 
T reads. The herring seller rides a bike. 
S repeat. The herring seller rides n bike. 
T reads. Other riders slow down near him. 
S repeat. Other riders slow down near him. 
T reads. They toss him a coin. 
S ; repeat. They toss him a coin. 
T reads. He throws back a fish. 
'"" 
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S repeal. He throws back a fish. 
T reads. They eat 11S they ride. 
S : repeat. They eat as they ride. 
T : roads. The flower seller has a bike. 
S repeat. The flower seller has a bike. 
T reads. lt has flower box on the front. 
S repeat. It has flower box on the front. 
T reads. He rides to a busy comer. 
S repeat. He rides to a busy comer. 
T roads. Then he opens the box and sells. 
S repeat. Then h~ opens the box and sells. 
T reads. The baker's man rides to the bakery. 
S repeat. The baker's man rides to the bakery. 
T reads. He picks up orders. 
S repeat. He picks up orders. 
T reads. He loads his bike box. 
S repeat. He loads his bike box. 
T reads. He puts the loaves in first. 
S repeat. He puts the loaves in firsL 
T roads. Next he packs the rolls. 
S repeat. Next he packs the rolls. 
T reads. The fancy cakes go on top. 
S repeat. The foncy cakes go on top. 
T reads. Then he rides off to deliver them. 
S repent. Then he rides off to deliver them. 
1 rcat;ls. Bellboys carry suitcases lo the hotels on bikes. 
S repeat. Bellboys carry suitcases to the hotels on bikes. 
T roads. Even the police ride bikes! 
S repeat. Even the police ride bikesl 
Teacher points lo the diagram and explains both in Engllsh and in Thai 
that uses explains how the subject works or changes. In this story the 
uses arc presented from the sentence "Factory workers ride bikes'" to 1he 
sentence "Even the police ride bikes!" 
'"' 
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Teacher and students continue to read the fourth part which is called 
conclusion. 
T reads. Holland has eleven million people-and six million bikes. 
S repeat. Holland has eleven million people-and six million bikes. 
T reads. That's not a lot of people, f1;1• a whole country. 
S repeat. That's not a lot ofpeop!c. for a whole country. 
T reads. But i1 is a lot of bikes! 
S · repeat. But it is a lot of bikes! 
Teacher points to the diagram and explains both in English and in Thai. 
a conclusion presents interesting or special features. 
Step2 Teacher asks the students to play the role oft he people in the text who 
are giving example ofihe uses of bikes: to he the foctory workers. 
busine~smen. schoolchildren. mothers. herring seller. flower seller. 
b1kcr. bellboys. police. and other riders. The rest of the class read the 
whole pEIISage again altogether while the participants do lhe actions. 
Teacher may help to start the activity by askiug the question as follow: 
T asks. What is being explained in C:his story? 
S answer. The uses of bikes in Holland. 
T asks. How do people in Holland use their bikes·.> 
S read. (Students who are not participants in the role play read altogether 
from the story chart part by part till the end of the story while the other 
participants act and say). 
• A Dutchman's besl friend is his bicycle. !-le rides it home. He rides 
it for fun. 
S. No. I ( The one who pluys role as a Dutchman comes out, acts and says): 
- ! am a Dutchman. My best friend is my bike. I go everywhere with 
it. ! ride it lo work. I ride it home. I ride it for fun. 
S. No.2 and 3 (the on~s who pluy roles as factory workers cume nut. act and say). 
• We are factory workers. we ride bikes to work. 
S.No.4 and 5 (The ones who play roles as businessmen come out. uct and say): 
• We are businessmen. we ride bikes too. 
S. No 6 and 7 : {The ones who piny roles as schoolchildren come out. act and say) : 
We are ~choolchildrcn, we fly along on our bikes. 
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S. No. 8 and 9 : (The ones who play roles as mothers come 01;11. act and say); 
- We are motliers, we take our babies for rid~s in the basket on our bikes. 
S. No. IO · (The one who plays role as a herring seller comes out. act~ and says): 
- ! am a herring seller, I ride a bike. Other riders slow down near me. 
They toss me a coin. I throw back a fish. They eat as they ride. 
(Other riders could be all other participants) 
S. No. 11 · {The one who plays role as a flower seller comes out. acts and says) : 
S No.12 
- lam a flower seller, I have a bike. It has a flower box on the front. 
l ride to a busy corner. Then I open the box and sell. 
: (The one who plays role as a baker's man comes out, acts and says) : 
- I am a baker's man. I ride to a bakery. I pick up orders. I load my 
bike box. J put the loaves in first. Next I pack the rol!s. Thr fancy 
cakes go on top. Then I ride off to deliver them. 
S. No. 13 and 14: (The ones who play role as bellboys come out. act and say): 
We are bellboys. we carry suitcases to the hotels on hikes. 
S. No.15 and 16 (The ones who play role as police come out, act and say) : 
- We are policemen, we ride bikes! 
Step3 
Step 4 
Teacher •lianks all participants and asks the students for a conclusio11 
about the number of bikes compared to the number of people in 
Holland; 
T asks. How do the number of people compare to the nwnber of bikes in 
Holland? 
S answer according to the factual information sentence. 
- Holland has eleven million people-and six million bike.q, 
T : concludes. This is how bicycles are used in Holland because ,here arc 
many bikes. 
Teacher asks the students to write the words they learnt from the story 
on the blackboard 1-2 words each student. Then asks them to say the 
words in sentences to show why they are important in the story. After 
that let them do exercise A in pairs for vocabulary work. 
Teacher points to the diagram of the Expository genre (explanation) 
features. Students and teacher conclude that an explanation is a type of 
'" 
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Step 5 
Expository genre. An explanation has the purpose to tell how 
something works. changes. grows. 
ll has four parts: Subject. Description. Uses. and Conclusion. At the 
end of the diagram teacher explains the language found in an 
explanation : present tense is used usually. although past tense may be 
us,·d. Factual information is presented. Then asks the students to 
underline all the verbs and clrcle n!l foctual information. 
Teacher moy say : 
T Class, please look at the reading passage. read it siiently. While you 
s 
T 
s 
T 
arc rending. underline all verbs in present tense. circle all factual information. 
do as asked. 
asks. How many verbs can you !ind 
answer. There nrc ...... . verbs. 
asks. Arc they all in the present form? 
S : answer. Yes. 1hey arc. 
T ask. How many focmal information sentences can you !ind '! 
S answer. There arc .. .. factual information sentences. 
After that. divide the students into groups of 4·5, let them read the 
reading passage silently. discuss the work and do exercise B to see ir 
they can recognize the features of Expository genre (cl<planation) and 
use them in !inding the main idea and the supporting ideas from the 
text they have read correctly. After doing exercise B. students report 
their work as a group to their class. 
Students do exercise C individually himselflherselfby reading the 
passage once more, and do exercise C to state his/her opinion. Then. 
hand in their work to their teacher. 
Teaching Aids: 
I. Picture 
2. Story rhart!diagram 
3. Sentence cards 
4. Work sheets 
5. Real objects (a bicycle. a box. a fish. a loaf of bread. a suitcase. a 
bell. a basket. and a map.) 
'"' 
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Evaluation: 
I .Observe while working in class/group/individually. 
2. Check students' work/exercises after _giving a.ssignment. 
IHS 
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Reading Text For Period 11 
Land of Bikes 
A Dutchman'• best friend is hi, bicycle. He pet everywhere 
with it. He ridN it to work. He ridee It home. He rida it for 
··~ Factory worken ride bikes. Bu1intissmen ride bikes too. 
Schoolchildren Dy along on lheil' bikes. Mothera take their 
bablea for ridea in the buketa. 
The herrina soller rides a bike. Other riden slow down n~ 
him. Thoy toDI him a coin. He throws back a fieh. They eat 
ea they ride. 
Tho flower 1111lle1' baa a bike. It has a nower box on the 
front. He rides to a buey corner. Then he opens the box and 
sells. 
The baker's man rides to the bakery. He picb up orders. 
He loads his bike box. He puta the loeves in firat. Next he 
packs the rolle. Tha fency cake1110 on top. Then he rides off 
to dell~ them. 
Bellboys carry auitcalea to the hotel, on bikes. Even the 
police ride bill.ea! 
Holland has eleven million people-and six million bikss. 
'I'hat'a not a lot of people, for a whole country. But it ii a lot of 
bikes! 
Lond of Dikes ., __ _ 
, .. 
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EXPLANATION .,,i"'""'"'"I"' 
Tells how something works, 
changes, grows. u~n'lil1ininh11u mnli'.uuutlmue:mn,ltu!ftuilmunl;lltH~d, 
An explanation has four parts. niliu,i9iU"\a111~uu!ta~uK1{~0 
BEFORE YOU BEGIN TO ROO SUBJECT: ~i11B1 I \rl11BI 
Defines what !s beino explained. 
l1'M'lll\lll101M~~:llWuri,~oo:\t 
~;::J~O~~::~~:UoBt:r 
of wtiat !s being explained. n1m1n1n 
i10:limttin1mi::1hirv wnlr.lniliiMu · 
~miflllmiJ:n1i~: ei111u 
USES: ~r.:1111111 
T eh where! wheli lbe oobiecl is used. 
uonll1fha1~1hiaM~=i!nH~r:lu,U 
ffiwu ulii\wl 
....... _ ....... , 
·-·:·- #fa 
---...... - w 
• CONCLUSION: nmrJ 
-Presents tllleresling or special 
lealures. . ·-
il11iu~1~1!1flu \ ,wnlirnini.-i~~ 
1Mi1~U ' 
-:..:";,., 
'" 
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How well did you understand ? 
A. Work in pain. Arter reading the lexl, write the word whkh ht'llt fits in the 
!entence below, 
I. The father and.. . •. go for rides with their children. 
2. Bellboys deliver suitcases on their ..... in Holland. 
J. Some people haw.. .. .. on their bikes to carry babies . 
.i. One man dcli,·crs.. . ........ from 1hc bakery . 
5. The foctory, . ..... ,Jock their bikes up omsidc. 
, .. 
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E:i:ercL'le B Sugge~tion for replacement. 
Work in groups of 4-5 to fill in the answeres to How MANY? and then decide in 
which part of the c:i:planation you found the am1wer. 
I. 
How many words are in the title'! 
____ What arc they'! 
How mnny things does the Dutchman do 
2 with his bike'! 
_____ What llfC they'.' 
How many groups of people ore in 
paragraph:! 
Who1 are they'!-------
How many specinl people arc in the next 
J four paragraphs'!--------
Who arc they'! ___ _ 
How many things does the baker's man 
pul in his bike'! _________ _ 
What are thef! __ 
4 How many people are in Holland? ___ _ 
How many bicycles are there in Holland?_ 
Extra question : Where do Dutch people live? 
Which part? 
, .. 
C. Individual work. According to lhe story you have learnt, write a few word~ lo 
describe a picture how shr/ he would use her/ his hike (Choose only one 
picture and use your own words). 
Description 
Subject Land of Bikes 
A Dutchman's l>est friend ls his bicycle. 
He goes everywhere with it. He rides il 
to work. He rides it home. He rides it 
for fun. 
U~cs The _________ has 11 ________ . 
She I He has II b-llSke! of ____ on the front. 
She I He rides 
Then she I he _________ the ___ _ 
and __________________ _ 
,., 
Appendix A2: Sample lcs,on plan, for the control groups. 
Time: 50 minute, 
Genenil Objective : 
Lesson Plan For Control Group 
Period I 
Gntde Level: 7 
I. Students are able to read about interesting things in daily life. 
2. Students arc able to comprehend what they have read. 
Terminal Objeelive: 
1. Students are able to understand the meaning nftbc vocabulary from rending 
tbe texl. ''The Mouse and the Bull ". 
2. Students are able to state the main idea 1md the supporting ideas. and arc able 
lo answers the questions on the text they have read. 
3. Students are able to retell and sum up the story they have read. 
Teaching Procedures: 
Step I Teacher tells the students the objective of the lesson I period. Then teacher 
and students talk about the mouse and the bull in gencml to build up the 
students' attention. After that. the teacher presents new vocabulary to the 
students by using story chart, word cards. sentence cards, and pictures. 
Teacher uses sentence .ards to present the vocabulary sentence by 
sentence and sticks the cards on the board. 
Vocabulary presented arc as follows : 
- Once a li1ll.!.: llll!lW: bit a lrnll...:.:; tail. 
- The bull was so IIlllll. 
- The bull !iliilstd the mouse across the yard. 
- The mouse was too .fus! for the bull. 
- The mouse ran into a..lll!k in the wall. 
- Thebull~thewall. 
- The bull~ his homs and hrniilll bis head. 
- At last. the bull fill.!!! the ground . 
• Just before the bull d!!zclJ:rlI. he head a little~ say. 
Blg people don"t always lli[l. Sometimes, little people can win too.(While 
reading each sentence teacher points to the picture. the real object. and does the 
actions to show the meaning of the underlined words. Teacher reads each 
sentence I - 2 times. Students listen). After the vocabulary presentation. teacher 
Appendix A2 (continued). 
Step2 
Step 3 
reads the reading passage from the story chart "The Mouse and The Bull" 
to the students. 
Students practise reading by repenting the reading passage about The 
Mouse and The Bull from the story chart after the teacher: the whole class. 
row by row and individually. 
After that. divide the students illto grou-ps of 4- 5. let them read tho whole 
passage from the reading text silently in groups. discuss the work and do 
exercise 8. Then teacher asks them questions about the text they hove read. 
students answer orally. 
Teacher asks tho questions: 
I. What was this story about? 
2. When did the story happen? 
3. Who were the animals ln the story? 
4. Where did the little mouse bite the bull"! 
5. What did the bull do to the mouse? 
6. Where did the bull chase 1he mouse·: 
7. Who ran too fast for the bull to chase"! 
8. Where did the mouse run into? 
9. What happened to the bull when he chased the mouse? 
10. Who fell to the ground at last ? 
11. When did the bull hear a little voice from the mouse? 
12. What did the little mouse say to the bull? 
Stud en ls answer lhe questions: 
I. Tho Mouse and the Bull. 
2. The story happened once upon a time. 
J. They were the mouse and tho bull. 
4. The little mouse bit the bull ·s tail. 
5. The bull was so mad. he chased the mouse across the yard. 
6. The bull chased the mouse across tho yard. 
7. The mouse ran too fast for the bull. 
8. The mouse ran into n hole in the wall. 
9. The bull charged the wall and chipped his horns and broised his head. 
!O. The bull fell to the ground at Inst. 
'" 
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Step 4 
Step5 
11. Just before he do1.ed off the bull heard a little voice From the mouse. 
12. "Big people don't always win. Sometimes. little people can win too." 
After that, teacher asks the students. the whole class. Students answer. 
T : What did you learn from the story ? 
S: (answer) 
Teacher draws the conclusion that this story is a fable. A foble is a 
mythical story that sets out to leach a lesson. From a fob!e you usually 
learn something called the moral of the story.(Teucher explains both in 
English and in Thai). 
Student do the production by reading the passage silently themselves. 
Then do Exercise A for vocabulary work in pairs in the group, exercise 
B for reading comprehension in groups to discuss main idea and 
supporting ideas from the text rend. After the students have done each 
exercise. the teacher asks them to report their work/ answers 10 their 
class in order to compare their work/ answers and to che<:k their work/ 
answers with their friends". Teacher may help 10 correct their answers 
if needed. 
Then let the students rend the reading passage(himself I hersell) and do 
exercise C for retelling the story from the text rend individually and 
hand them in to their teacher. 
Teaching Aids : 
l. Picture 
2. Story chart 
3. Sentence cards 
4. Work sheets 
5. Real objects ( a hole. th~ wn!J) 
Evaluation : 
1. Observe while working in class I group /individually. 
2. Check students' work I exercises after giving assignment. 
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Reading Text For Period I 
The Mouse and the Bun 
Once there was a little mouse and II bull. The mouse did not like the bull so he bit 
the hull's tail. The bull was so mad, he ~hnses the mouse across the yard. The 
mouse was too fast for the bull. The mouse ran into a hole in the wall. The bull 
charged the wall and chipped his horns and bruised his head. At IE151, the hull fell 
to the ground. Just before he dozed off. he heard a little voice say "Big people 
don't a[WHys win. Sometimes, little people can win too." 
How well did you understand? 
A. Work in pairs. Which one best fits in each sentence below ? 
mad fast 
charged bit 
chipped 
bruised 
dozed off 
fell to 
voice 
chE1Sed 
1. You should go to see the doctor if the dog .......... you. 
2. Somsak lost his game, he wns ...... .. 
J, Mycat ......... aratlastnighl. 
4, Anong was the first one in the race because she ran. 
5. At playtime, the children ............. out of the clnssroom. 
6. (n the story. the bull ......... his horns on the wall. 
7·8. Nipon ...... his head when he ....... his bicycle. 
9. At last, the bull fell to the ground.just before he ......... he heard a little 
voice. 
lO.SomsrihllSno . ... because she has a cold. 
'" 
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B. Work in groups of 4-5. Choo!e the bed answer a orb. 
I. What is this story about? 
a. The Hole and the Woll. 
b. The Mouse and the Bull. 
2. What is this kind of story called? 
a. A fable 
b. An advertisement 
3. Who were in this story? 
a. Big people and little people. 
h. The Mouse and the Bull. 
4. What did you learn from this story? 
a. "Big people always win over little people. 
b. "Big people don't always win. Sometimes, little people can win:· 
5. The lesson taught in this story is similar to ____ _ 
a. "Don't be too proud of yourself." 
b. "Where there is a will. there is a way" 
'" 
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C. Individual work. Think about it, What happened first in the story? What 
happened second? What happened third, fourth, firth, and last? Put them into 
correct order, 
.......... 1. The bull charged the wall . 
.. ..... ... 2. The bull chased the mouse. 
3. The bull was mad. 
The mouse bit the bull's tail. 
......... 5. The bull fell to the ground . 
. 6. The mouse ran into a hole in the wall. 
first second third 
fourth fifth last 
"' 
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Time: 50 minutes 
Geneml Objective: 
Lesson Plan For Control Group 
Period 6 
Grade level: 7 
1. Students are able to read about interesting things in daily life. 
2. Students are able to comprehend what they have read. 
Terminal Objective: 
1. Students arc able to understand the meaning of the vocabulary from reading 
the text, "Hundreds saved from sinking ship". 
2. Students are able to state the main idea and tl1e supporting ideas of the text 
they have read. 
3. Students are able to retell the story they have read. 
Teaching Procedures : 
Step I Teacher tells the students the objective of the lesson I period. Then 
teacher and students talk about the news in general 10 build up the 
students' attention. After that, teacher presents new vocabulary from 
the news report to the students by using the story chart, sentence cards. 
pictures, and real objects. Teacher uses sentence cards to present the 
vocabulary sentence by sentence and stick the cards to the board. 
Vocabulary presented are as follows : 
Hundreds 1lll'.'1!. from sinking ship. 
Phuket-More than 400 people hft the Andaman Princess 
yesterday after the ship hJamn to sink near Koh Phi Phi. 
Suwat Prakhunsit. 54. a passenger, said the ship started to 
Aink~after it left Maya Bay. 
- Mr. Suwat said a sailor told him the ship begap to lake water 
into it very 9l1Wih:. 
A lot of water went into the .b!lttltm.ofthe ship and the ship's 
..wm111Lcould not pump it out quickly enough. 
The 300 passengers and 100 Wlillta went into another ship 
which came to help. 
While reading each sentence teacher points to the picture, the real object, 
and does the action to show the meaning of the underlined words. 
'" 
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Step 2 
Step3 
Teacher reads each sentence 1-2 times. Students listen. After the 
vocabulary presentation, teacher reads the reading passage from the 
story chart "Hundreds saved from sinking ship" to the students once 
more. Students listen. 
Students practice reading by repeating the reading passage aboul 
"Hundreds saved from sinking ship" after the teacher: the whole class, 
row by row. and individually. 
After that divide the students into groups of4-5. Let them read the 
whole passage from the reading text silently in groups and do the 
group discussion on the text they have read toge1her. Then teacher 
asks them questions about the text they have read, students answer 
orally 
Teacher asks the que!!lions: 
I. What is the title of the news report? 
2. Where did the ship begin to sink? 
J. How many people were there on the ship? 
4. What was the nam~ of the sinking ship? 
5. When did the ship start to sink? 
6. How did the ship sink? 
7. Who told Mr. Suwat that the ship was sinking? 
8. Who were on the ship? 
9. How did tlie people on the Andaman Princess save their lives? 
10. What was the name of the ship which came to help? 
11. Where can you get the information from? 
Students answer the questions: 
!. The title of the news report is "Hundreds saved from Sinking Ship". 
2. The ship began to sink near Koh Ph! Phi, Phuket. 
3. There were more than 400 people on the ship. 
4. The name of the ship was Andaman Princess. 
5. The ship started to sink shortly after it left Maya Bay on Thursday. 
July. i2. 2001. 
''" 
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Step 4 
Step 5 
6. The ship began to take water into it very quickly. A lot of water 
went into the bottom of the ship and the ship's pumps could not 
pump it out quickly enough. 
7. A sailor told Mr. Suwat thnt the ship was sinking. 
8. There were 300 passengers and 100 sailors on the ship. 
9. They went into another ship which come to help. 
JO. The name of the ship was Bortine. 
J l. We can get the information from the Bangkok Post: Friday. July 13. 
2001. 
After answering the questions. students and teacher make a conclusion 
that the rending passage is called a news report because it reports the news 
from a newspaper. 
Students do the production in groups of 4-S by reading the news report 
silently themselves. Then do exercise A in pairs with a friend in the group 
for vocabulary work. Af'terthat, do exercise Bin groups to state the main 
idea and the supporting ideas of the text they have rend. After the 
students have done each exercise. the teacher asks them to report their 
work f answers to their class in order to check their work I answer with 
their friends'. Teacher ma)' help to correct their answer ifneeded. 
Students read the reading passage ( himself I herself) individually and do 
exercise C to retell the news. Then the teacher calls some of them to retell 
the news report to their class. Then hand in their work to their teacher. 
Teaching Aids : 
I. Pictures 
2. Story chart 
3. Sentence cnrds 
4. Work sheets 
5. Real objects (a life-jacket, a whistle, a loudspeaker, a flash-light. a sailor's 
hat. a mobile phone, and a newspaper) 
Evaluation : 
1. Observe while working in class I group I individually. 
2. Check students' work I exercise after giving assignment. 
''° 
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Reading Text For Period 6 
Hundreds saved from sinking ship. 
Phuket-More than 400 people left the Andaman 
Princess yesterday after the ship began to sink near 
Koh Phi Phi. Suwat Prnkhunsit. 54. a passenger. 
said the ship started to sink shortly after it left Maya Bay. 
Mr. Suwat said a sailor told him the ship began to 
take water into it very quickly. A !ot of water went into 
the bottom of the ship and the ship"s pumps could not 
pump it oul quickly enough. The 300 passengers and 
!00 sailors went into another ship which came to help. 
The name of the ship was Bortine. 
Bangkok Post. Friday, July 13, 2001. 
~-----·'""?· ? --·-
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How well did you understand ? 
A. Work in pain, Match the vocabulary from column A and B. 
A B 
... 1. left 
............. 2. sink 
............. 3. passenger 
.. .4. shortly 
....... 5. bottom 
.. 6. pumps 
..... 7. sailors 
a. people who work on ships 
b. go down 
c. soon 
d. in the lowest place 
e. machine for forcing liquid out 
of something . 
f. went away 
.. 8. saved g. someone who is travelling in a 
vehicle. plane, boat. car. train, etc. 
h. took a\\llly From danger 
B. Work in groups of 4-5 students. Based on the news report read, read each 
question and choose a or b. Then, cirele the one that answen about the maln 
idea. 
!. Where did you get the infonnation about the sinking ship from? 
a. from the Bangkok Post 
b. from Bangkok Airways 
2. What was the news story about? 
a. burning ship 
b. sinking ship 
3. Where was the ship sinking? 
a. near Samui island 
b. near Koh Phi Phi. Phuket 
4. How was the ship sinking? 
a. not too quickly 
b. very quickly 
5. How did you know that the ship was not sinking too fast? 
a. Mr. Suwat reported it. 
b. Passengers and s1tilors did not have enough time to go into 
another ship. 
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6. Why was the ship sinking slowly? 
a. because the ship's pumps were working 
b. because the ship was over loaded 
7. What was 1he name of the sinking ship? 
a. The Bortine 
b. The Andaman Princess 
8. When did the ship start to sink? 
a. on Thursday. July l2, 2001 
b. onFridny.July13.200l 
9. Who were on the sinking ship. 
a. passengers and sailors 
b. passengers and drivers 
10. What was the purpose of this story? 
a. lo report the news 
b. to advertise the Andaman Princess 
C. Individual work. Based on the news report you have read, suppose you were u 
passenger on the Andaman Princess. Please nnswer the qulllltions and report to 
your class. 
1. What is the name of the sinking ship? 
2. How many people were there on the ship? 
3. When did the ship began to sink? 
4. Where did the ship start to sink? 
5. What happened to the people on the ship? 
Appendix A2 {continued). 
Time : 50 minutes 
General Objective : 
Lesson Plan For Control Group 
Period 11 
Grade level : 7 
1. Students arc ob!c to rend about interesting things in daily life. 
2. Students are able to comprehend whut they have rend 
Terminal Objective: 
I. Students arc able to understand the meaning of the vocabulary from reading 
the text. ··Land of Bikes"'. 
2. Students arc able lo state the main idea and the supporting ideas from the 
text they have read. 
3. Students are able to slate their opinions according to the texl read. 
Teaching Procedure: 
Step I Teacher tells the students the objective oft he lesson! period Then 
teacher and students talk about .. Bicycle .. in general to build up 
students' attention. After that. the teacher presents new vocabulary to 
the students by using story chart. word cards. sentence cards, a map. 
and pictures. Vocabulary presented arc as follows: 
A DutchmM lives in Holland. 
A Dutchman's best friend is his hik.!;.. 
Factory~ ride bike~. 
Busim;ssmen ride bikes too. 
Schoolchildren ride bikes 10 school. 
Mothers take their babies for rides in the~-
The baker's man rides off to deliver wi::i. 
Bcl.lbJw; carry suitcases lo the hotel on bikes. 
While reading each sent~nce teacher points to the picture. the real obj eel. 
and docs the action 10 show the meanings of the underlined words. 
Teacher reads each sentence l-2 times. Students listen. After the 
vocabulary presentation. teacher reads the reading passage "Land of 
Bikes~ to the students once more. Teacher shows the map of Holland 10 
the students. 
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Step2 
Step3 
Studen1s practice reading by repeating the reading passage 
"Land of Bikes" after the teacher: the whole class. row by row and 
individually. 
After that divide lhe students into groups of4-5. let 1hem read the 
whole passage from the reading text silently in groups and do the 
group discussion on the text they have read together. Then teacher 
asks them questions about the text they have read. students answer 
orally. 
Teacher asks the questions : 
I. What is this story telling you about? 
2. Who is a Dutchman's best friend? 
3. Why is a Dutchman's best friend his bicycle? 
4. Where does a Dutchman go with his bicycle? 
5. Who else rides bikes? 
6. How do schoolchildren go to school in Holland? 
7. How do other riders buy the herring? 
8. How does the herring seller sell his fish? 
9. Was the herring cooked or not? 
10. How do you know the herring was cooked? 
11. How does the flower seller sell his flowers? 
12. How does the baker's man go to the baker and pack his bread? 
13. How do bellboys carry suitcases to the hotels? 
14. How does the number of people c.:ompare to the number of bikes in 
Holland? 
Students answer the questions: 
1. This story is telling us about Bikes in Holland. 
2. A Dutchman·s best friend is his bicycle. 
3. Because he goes everywhere with it. 
4. He rides it to work. he rides it home. and he rides it for fun. 
5. Factory workers. businessmen. school children. mothers. the 
herring seller. the flower seller, the baker"s man. bellboys and 
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Step 4 
Steps 
the police ride bikes. 
6. School children fly along on their bikes. 
7. Other riders slow do\.Vll near the herring seller. Then they tos~ him a 
coin. The herring seller throws back a fisb. They cat as they tide. 
8. He sells his fish on his bike on the road. 
9. The herring was cooked. 
IO. Because they can eat it 
11. The flower seller has a bike. I l has a flower box on the front. I k 
rides to a busy comer. Then he opens the box and sells. 
12. The baker's man rides lo the bakery. He picks up orders. He loads 
his bike box. He puts the loaves in lirst. Next he packs the rolls. 
The fancy cakes go on top. Then he rides off to deliver them. 
13. Bellboys carry suitcases to the hotels on bikes. 
14. Holland has eleven million people - and six million bikes. 
Students and teacher draw the conclusion that Holland is called the 
Land of Bikes because bicycles are used almost everywhere. 
Students do the production by reading the passage themselves 
silently in groups. Then do exercise A in pair with II friend in the 
group for vocabulary work, exercise B in groups to state the main ldea 
and the supporting ideas from the text they have read, After the 
students have done each exercise. the teacher asks them to report 1heir 
work I answers to their class in order to compare their work I answers 
or to check their work I answers with their friends'. Teacher may help 
to correct their answers if needed. 
Tben let the students read lhc reading passage( himself lherselD and do 
exercise C to state( his I her )opinion. Then hand in their work lo their 
teacher. 
Teaching Aids: 
1. Picture 
2. Story chart 
3. Sentence cards 
4. Work sheets 
5. Real objects {a bicycle. a box, flowers. a fish, a !oaf of bread. a 
suitcase. a bell, a basket. and II map) 
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Evaluation: 
1. Observe while working in class I group I individually. 
2. Check students' work I exercise ofter giving assignment. 
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Reading Text For Period 11 
Railing Tnr l'or Feriocl 11 
Land of Bikes 
A Dutchman'• bo,t frlond is his bicyde. He goos everywhere 
wlU! It. Ho rides it t.o work, He ride, it home. He rides lt tor 
fun. 
Factory workers rido bikoe. Bu~inOssmen ride blkea tao. 
Schookhlld:ron fly along on Uio!r bikes. Mothers take their 
babies for rides ln the hMkets. 
The herring Miier rides a bike, Other riders slow down n~or 
him. They toss him a ooin. Ho throws back o fish. They eat 
ns they ride. 
The flower seller has a bike. It h,u, a flower box on the 
front. lfo rides le o busy oorner. Then he opens lho box and 
sells. 
'l'ha baker's mon ridcs le Uio bakery. He picks up orders. 
Ile load. his bike box. He puts the loaves in first. Next he 
packe tho rolls. Tho fancy cakes go on top. Then he rides olf 
to deliver them. 
Ilellboya carry suitcnses to tho hotel• on bikes. Evon the 
police ride b!kesl 
Holland has eleven million people-and six million bikes. 
That's not a lot of people, for o wholo (OUntry. But it i., a lot o( 
bikes! 
Land of Bikas 
................ 
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How well did you understand ? 
A, Work in pairs, After reading the te:i:t, write the word which best fits in the 
sentence below. 
1. The father and .....• go for rides with their children. 
2. Bellboys deliver suitcases on their... . .......... in Holland. 
3. Some people have.. . ..... on their bikes to carry babies. 
4. One man delivers... . ..................... from the bakery. 
5. The factory ....... lock their bikes up outside. 
B, Work in groups of 4-5. According to the text read, dill cuss and choose the best 
ending for each sentence. Then cirele the one which is the m11ln idea, 
l. This story is mostly about _________ _ 
a. how people in Holland use their bicycles. 
b. how many bicycles there ore in Holland. 
2. When the herring in this story is sold. _________ _ 
a. it needs to be cooked. 
b. it is ready to be eaten. 
3. Thisstoryshows ___________ _ 
a. that some Dutchmen ride bikes as they work. 
b. that Dutchmen ride their bikes only to work. 
4. A person is coiled a Dutchman if __________ _ 
a. he likes to ride II bike. 
b. he comes from Holland. 
5. Where you live, you are most likely to see _________ _ 
a. bakers delivering cakes on their bikes. 
b. schoolchildren riding bikes. 
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C. Individual work. Look at the pictures, choose only one and describe how the 
bike is used in the pkture. Write a few sentences using your own words. 
Land of Bikes 
A Dutchman's best friend is his bicycle. He gOlls everywhere with it. He rides 
it to work. He rides it Imme. He rides it for fun. 
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Appendix B 1 Map 
"' 
:::,· 
J 
a 
i 
This map ofRatchaburi province shows where 3 schools are located for 
experiment (*). The map, in Thai, described the ethnic diversity of the province. 
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Appendix B 2 School where convenience sample takes questionnaire and test. 
These pictures show the school, outside Ratchaburi province, where the 300 
students from grade seven took the questionnaire and comprehension test for Rasch 
model analysis. The school was located just off the map on the last plate, near the 
North-West comer. 
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Appendix B 3 The three schools for the experiment and briefing of trainee teachers 
on genre method. 
This picture shows School One at the upper left, School Two at the upper right. 
The two bottom pictures are from School Three, as well as the upper picture on the next 
page. 
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Appendix B 4 The three schools for the experiment and briefing of trainee teachers 
on genre method. 
What can be seen here is three trainee teachers learning about genre before the 
experiment. 
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Appendix B 5 Teaching a fable at School Two. 
A Fable's genre features are introduced at School Two by trainee teacher. At 
upper left students discuss genre features in group after the explanation by the trainee 
teacher. 
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Appendix B 6 Teaching the journalism genre. 
Journalistic genre features are introduced with help of charts in both English and 
Thai. Researcher corrects charts before use at School Two. 
215 
Appendix B 7 Teaching explanation genre. 
I 
__J 
Expository ( explanation) genre features are introduced to the class with chart in 
both English and Thai by the trainee teacher, after chart has been corrected by 
researcher. 
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Appendix B 8 Pair work and group work with explanation genre. 
Pair work and Group work, with charts for Explanation and Narrative genre compared. 
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Appendix B 9 Play acting with narrative (fable), School 1. 
Role play "The Mouse and the Bull" fable, at School 1. 
218 
Appendix B 10 Explanation play-acting and discussion group. 
Role play with Journalistic genre : reporter asking questions. Charts for 
Journalistic genre. 
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Appendix B 11 Discussions with all heads of English departments. 
Role play with Expository genre (above), School 1. Introduction of discussion 
group final session at School 1 by host, while Head of English, School 2, Researcher, 
and School 2 trainee teacher listen to the School 1 presentation. 
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Appendix B 12 Discussions with all heads of English departments. 
Discussions for follow-up with Head of English, School 1, Head of English 
School 2, and School 2 trainee teacher, Farewell to School I. 
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Appendix C Letters of Consent 
25 July2001 
Ms TamllTII Warry 
Executive Officer 
Human Research Ethics Committee 
w 
Edith Cowan University. Perth, Western Australia 
Churehlands Campus. Pearson Street. Churehlands 
Western Australia 6018 
Dear Ms Warry 
Code: 01-94 
Rajabhat Institute Muban 
Chombung, Chombung, 
Ratchaburi, 70150, Thailand. 
Telephone (032) 261790-97 
Facsimile (032) 261078 
Project Title: A Comparison of year 7 students' English reading comprehension and 
attitudes by means ofa study of genre based and traditional teaching 
methods in Thailand. 
Thank you for your letter of 16d' July, 2001. 
Pleased find attached the 5 consent letters changed as suggested by the Committee. 
L In the letter to the school principal, the change to describe the methods introduced as 
effective and ensuring the students similar or better opportunities than previously 
because of the smaller class size has been emphasized. 
2. The consent form for the children has been made user friendly through simple check 
boxes. (similarly on all other lettern}. 
3. It is explained to the parents that with the same reading materials and same 
performance tests their children will have equal chance to succeeded. Because of the 
smaller class size, this will be better than previously. 
4. In all consent letters the rights of participants to anonymity and withdrawal has been 
emphasized. 
Hoping the above changes are satisfactory. With my thanks and best regards. 
Y ourn sincerely, 
SANGUANSR! TOROK 
cc. Dr. Ru,.oll Waugh. Sup<rvisor. 
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Dear Student 
w R11j11bh11t Institute Muban Chombung. Chombung, Ratchaburi. 70150, Thailand. Telephone (032) 261790-97 
Facsimile (032) 261078 
I wish to request your participation in a study I am conducting focusing on teaching reading 
comprehension to Year 7 students. Since only the first 30 students will be chosen for the 
study, please indicate your wi!Hngness to participate by signing this form. Those not 
participating will also be taught as usual and there is no reward or penalty for participation. 
The advantage of participation to you is only the ability to have more personalised attention 
in half the usual class size, since each participating class will be split into two groups and 
taught separately by the same teacher. You may withdraw from the experiment at any time. 
Please indicate your willingness to participate. 
Thllllk you for your participation and co-operntion. 
Yours sincerely, 
(Mrs. Sanguansri Torok.) 
English Department, Rnjabhat Institute Muban Chombung, Chombung, Ratchaburi 
70150, Thailand. 
I wish to participate in this study. D I do not wish to participate in this study. D 
I understand that my identity will remain anonymous; and that my grade will not depend on 
whether or not I take part in the study. 
Signature (student) ___________________ _ 
Signature (parents f guardian) ______________ _ 
Date ___ --~/2001. 
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Appendix C 2 A letter to trainee teacher 
w 
Dear Trainee teacher 
Rajabhnt Institute Muban 
Chombung, Chombung, 
Ratchaburi. 70150, Thailand. 
Telephone (032) 261790-97 
Facsimile (032) 261078 
You have a unique opportunity to volunteer for an experimental teaching program trying 
out what you have learnt during the last semester and comparing results. You have all been 
taught both TM and GRS methods of teaching reading comprehension. In your practice 
teaching sessions you would be asked to teach half of your students by the Traditional 
teaching method and the other half by the other Genre-based rhetorical structures method, 
so as to be able to compare results. 
All students will be given a pre-test and post-test to evaluato pupils progress of English 
reading comprehension and you yourself will be asked to 11Uswer a questionnaire 10 find out 
your opinion about the two methods before and after the experiment. Please indicate your 
willingness to participate (since only volunteers will be chosen) by signing and returning a 
copy of this Jetter. You understand that you have the right to withdraw from this 
experiment if you desire at any time and that your final grade in practice teaching will not 
depend on how well your students do in the experim~nt. 
Thank you for your participation and co-operation. 
Yours sincerely, 
(Mrs. Sanguansri Torok.) 
English Department, Rajabhat Institute Mu ban Chombung, 
Chombung, Ratchaburi 70!50. Thailand. 
I wish to participate in this study. D I do not wish to participate in this study. D 
I understand that I have been assured of confidentiality of information and that my identity 
will remain anonymous. I also understand that I have the right to withdraw from the study 
at any time if! desire. 
Signature (Trainee teacher), ____________ _ 
Date__ __/ 2001. 
Appendix C3 A letter to school principal 
w 
To : School Principal 
Rajabhat Institute Muban 
Clmmbung, Chombung, 
Ratchaburi, 70150, Thailand. 
Telephone (032) 261790,97 
Facsimlle (032) 261078 
We are happy to infonn you that your school has been chosen to have efficient English 
reading methods taught and demonstrated to your students by a Rajabhat Institute trainee 
teacher as part of his/her qualification for hisfher diploma in our ongoing cooperation 
programme. This would involve the teaching of English reading comprehension by using 
two methods: the Traditional Teaching Method (TM), which has been used in Thailand for 
many years and is the method currently in use at your school and another method called 
Genre-based R11e1orical Structures {ORS). 
Those participating will study in half the usual class size, receiving thus more individual 
attention by the trainee teacher teaching the same materials to both half of the class and 
using the same test. Your cooperation is required for arranging the scheduling of these 
class periods. For your regular teachers this would represent an opportunity to participate 
in an action research project improving the teaching of English reading comprehension. 
By signing a copy of the letter, please indicate your agreement to participate. Thank you 
for your participation and co-operation. 
Yours sincerely. 
(Ms. Sompong Sakultap) 
Dean of the Faculty of Education Rajabhat Institute Muban Chombung. 
Ratchaburi, Thailand. 
I wish to participate in this study. D I do not wish to participate in this study. D 
[ understand that I am assured of confidentiality of infonnation and that my identity will 
remain anonymous and that [ have the right to withdraw my school from the cooperation 
programme. 
Signature (principal), ____________ _ 
Date ____ / 2001. 
Appendil C 4 A letter to head ofEngJL!h deportment. 
To: Head of English Department 
Rajabhnt Institute Muhan 
Chombung, Chombung. 
Ratchaburi, 70150. Thailand. 
Telephone {032) 261790-97 
Facsimile (032) 261078 
As you know. your school agreed to part1c1pate m a program to demonstrate English 
reading teaching methods through a programme of Raj ab hat Institute, Muban Chombung. 
This program however would be meaningless without your help and nctive partieipation to 
evaluate the approaches used by the trainee tcachern. It is therefore my pleasure to invite 
you to be a participant of a focus group discussion convened by myself along with the 
Heads of English Departments at the participating schools and the trainee teachers. The 
first meeting will be arranged at a mutually convenient time he fore the start of the project 
A second meeting wil! be convened after the teaching sessions and will be designed to 
include your recommendations for the teaching ofEogllsh reading. 
Please indicnte your willingness to participate by signing the attached form. You 
understand also that you may withdraw from this study at any time if you desire. 
All information discussed at the focus group will be confidential to its members and only a 
mutually agreed report, showo to you before publication, will be released as part of this 
rcsenrch. 'n1ank you for your participation and co-operation . 
Yours sincerely. 
(Mrs. Sanguansri Torok) 
English Dcpartmen!, Rajabhat Institute Muban Chombung. 
Chombung. Ratchaburi 70150, Thailand. 
I wish to participate in this study. D I do not wish to participate in this study. D 
I understand that I have been assured of confidentiality of Information and that my identity 
will remain anonymous. 
Signature (Head of English Department.. .. school) ______ _ 
Date__ __ I 2001. 
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Appendix C 5 A letter to English tcaeher 
w 
Dear English Teacher 
Rajabhat Institute Muban 
Chombung, Chombung, 
Ratchaburi. 70150. Thailand. 
Telephone (032) 261790-97 
Facsimile {032) 26!078 
In your regular teaching you are required to evaluate your students' English rending 
comprehension. In addition. it may help you to know how your students feel about learning 
English reading. 
We are giving you the opportunity co use two recently developed instruments for the above 
two purposes. The first one is in English (reading performance multiple choice testing 
instrument) and the second one is in Thai (altitudes questionnaire). These two instruments 
are now being pilot-tested for 300 students and your students have been chosen lo 
participate and thus help the establishment of validity of these instruments. You are asked 
to help by administering the test and questionnaire to your regular grade 7 English class and 
then return to us the results. A statistical analysis will be done on these responses lo 
estimate the reliability of these instruments. Your students will be part of the sample of 
JOO and they will not be individually identified. Thus confidentiality will be completely 
assured. You will be given the results of the validation exercise so that if you choose to use 
the instrumen1s ngain with other classes you would be able to compare results. 
Your cooperation in this matter is very much appreciated. The confidentiality of your 
students test results and questionnaires will be strictly respected. By signing II copy of this 
leller you agree to participate. You understand also that you have the right to withdraw 
from this study if you desire. 
Thank you for your participation and co-operation. 
Yours sincerely, 
(Mrs.Snnguansri Torok) 
English Department. Rajnbhat Institute Muban Chombung, 
Chombung, Ratehaburi 70150, Thailand. 
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Appendix C 5 A letter to English teacher (continued) 
I wish to participate in this pilot test. D I do not wish to participate in this pilot tes10 
I understand that I have been assured confidentiality of infomtation and that my identity 
will remain anonymous. 
I understand that I may use these instruments later with other grade 7 classes provided the 
source of the instruments is always acknowledged as copyrighted materials by the 
researcher. 
Signature (English teacher, School) _________ _ 
Du!~ _____ / 2001. 
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Appendix D 1 Students' altitudes and behaviour towards learning English 
{Thai vcn1ion) 
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\, 
Appendix DI (continued). 
,r"1'11i11hm1-1 
Fl'111-IFl1V1"1'l~ F1'11iJLtl'U"l1~ 
1 2 
' 
4 1 2 
' 
4 
25-26 irn'1w..1~fl~1n1nhu1rnm11'11~u 
n111;iuu11MUn(l-uu\~futili 
Lrlll"11lt1'l1111jtl'l:fl~A I tl-r.:t!l'!IU 
'ilil~n1'm1u 
27-28 irn'1m.1\~'1uu~~m11Jfnntl.nPil11 
'!IMl/flFlfl"l'lnLilaLjS~~fl'l'U 
29-30 ,!n(1°E1ul'l11J1wfl1W111:t1tfon~tt 
!>1~E111i'UL'iH~"IJ1'U\ili 
31-32 Um1mJ~l11~1n11fl1w,1i:nti'~n~l'I 
i'.hh:::tm1\l" 
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Appendix DI (continued). 
i!,u'WMm'il©.ui'utli]i'JJ,ru!lr.:V1'l14AZ I ,l'm';,rn LLiU!r.:V1'l14\lmit1'1J 
I Umit1u (•hinu 32 ,ril) 
,r,,iilA1t11JJ Fl'l11Jfl1tl!Vl'i~ Fi11milu<1'i~ 
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 
tli]WJJ,r\16r.:V1'l1~,l'nLi!1ulluAz'Lu 
iil~Li!lu 
1-2 tl'nL1uui~nl'lu1u1,;~"l::t1flnii1.Jl'1! 
11twJnL'foi.d'l'!lfl1.Jfl1ufl::L1 
3.4 tl'm'tuu1'11lJ1111t11ll1'1l\~1~u'liit1 
L~fl\.1'l~iinL1uuf11utuofl\u'tu'IJ 
tl[ji(JJ,r'IJ!l'i::V1'l1~UnLit1'1JlltJAZ 
u'tlntt©.4Lit1u 
5-6 tl'm1ti'IJl'l11J1rntl'uit.1lJ1uii1.Jl'llL~~ 
fliitlrtt1Li'll~~f11'1J1iU1'1~~1'1Ji'ifl~ 
'11.J'IJUl'l::'IJOni'ifl~LjtJ'IJ 
~ .. ~ .I ~ 1..a 'IJnLJEl'IJl'l1lJ1111i;iui~unuAlLnmnu 
ih'l rmL~M n11i'\'A"1 LLl'I:: 
m~n1wl1uif~l'llJil"l'1,ru Vl1fli'i'liifl 
~U~L~tJ'l<iifl~iitH1U~l'\lJJflUVlt.11tJ 
1'111nL'll'l1LdfliHfln11'1 
4 
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Appendix DI {contkmed). 
«,'llilfhn'IIJ Fl111JFl'lfl\\'l~ F111mtlu<1\~ 
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 
9-1 o \l'nL1m.11111J11'llJ!IIFj!l1.l1m:nl'li1fim 
ri'tH1U'!l~L1n LLTl!:llf.l\-ln11tu'\U 
'!IU11'1l'l'll'!l~Um1uu\ili 
K1Jw°UBJ11w'i"::\\~1~iTn1iuun'uF1i 
11-12 \l'm1t1U'll'!IU-i~n,11HlU!i1U 
m1:n'B~nt]b"ll'!l~Fll 
13-14 UnL1uu\~fuF1~11Ji'l1nn11i1ilufi1u 
m1:n'B~nt]b"llil~l'li 
15-16 Um1uU'll'!l1Jf'llgl'l'!IU-i'll1 
m1:n'B~ntitt 
n1'i"M~1uLtlu~r.:\\~1~,l'nL1uun'u 
,Tmtuu 
17-18 UnL1UU'll'!11J'1uufri1~','j,,1~i.1'11n 
• \','jfl\! 
19-20 Um1uu'll'!lrnh~,u~Lilu~,u~ri'u 
L~'il\! 
21-22 Un'1uu1wnrn1J'ilnL~'ilt.11 l~~1 
L;i'!l~·Mi.11~'iltu~~~fi1u 
'" 
Appendix. DI {continued). 
\11'llilA1t11ll 
A'l1llAi11\l-l'~ A'l'llllflwiil~ 
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 
23-24 Umluu'llil1.J\l.nuwllu1.1F1'l1llii!ll 
1iiu~Uifu-i1nn1ni1ul1m~flU 1 
t,mtjll 
25-26 Umfuu'!lil1.Jfliii.l11u~1un,1"!l1uill 
lilifu1Jfl1.J\-11J1utiu1 ~flutuntj1J 
tijjm.l-A'u1fa::wiw.i'n1i'uu!l'l.l 
,l'm"iuu 
27-28 Un~uu~ttmi'l~"l:::il~?Ui'lllh1 
mffl1ii-intt1Jtiu,~flu 1 1J1n 
29-30 Unlfou1111J11r1'1uuf<11m~'EIU 1 
1ilill1nt u1:::,..~1.:ii.Jfitliiii"lnnlln11 
ti1u1'11Jti\!1uoffu,1uu 
. 
31-32 UnL1UU'llfll.Jn17'1i1~1U\U1.mtjlJUiJU 
Appendix DI (continued). 
\\''liil''EIFi1tl'UJ 
Fl'l'ls.JFl191\l'l<I Fl'l12.1Lfh.1cii'.:i 
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 
.:i,t1mA-r1JS,J'E11J\ls.J1ll,\l'nt1L'illt1 
1-~ Umffiul'l1mjt1L1111m1l.l'lls.J1t1fi1i,yj',l 
'!l'El.:J\~fl'll1'1l1ti~11J\~t1'lll1Jn11rhu~ 
ltlif1Js.J'El1J-.i1,11 u 1 \l,hu 1VI 
3-4 Un(ruu1111,111t1H''ll"IU1'4!Ws.J'll1M1s.J 
-.imt1fi1.;'vn11li1 
5-6 UnL1°t11Jl'l1JJ1jtlC\1s.JfllL~t1'lll1Jfl'l1JJ 
-.i1,11t1'll'!Mfi1;(Y1vi'luunJY111~ti'll1~ 
,hu\iJi 
7-8 Uni1t1t11'11l.l1m'llfl1i.iP1r!l'lm'llfiEufl:: 
Wfi1uu::1h1~t1'lll1Jn11.:i1u~vi1ul.lt11J 
'lll.11tllli1 
9-1 o 1l'nL1tJ1Jl'l1l.111t11·i'Ut1~ntlti '" 
r.:'11~1~ fl1jfi 11J d'l u11 fl 1,1 fl 1 un11 
,h~11J ~\uiful.lfllJ'llJJ 1u 
11-12 1l'nL1°tJUl'l1l.111tlfi1ULilflL1fl<l"ILI1lu 
l11t1i'IJl'lfl1~fh\\Uil1 
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Appendix DI (eontinued}. 
.. \!'4'11ilA1a1ll 
R'l1lJR'Ufl\!°l~ R'411ntlU"ll~ 
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 
R'41J.Ji'.n,l'ti'h.uJIUL'il~ 
13-14 WlL°1t1u1'11JJ1rnHfi1MY1vil~Qnuia~ 
r<l1JJ\16nl'IEl1n1a1" Ul'!:::R'l1JJ\IJJ1EJ 
\uuluvi~thu t 1~ti-.i1~1hu 
15-16 Umffiul'l1JJ1mtifiimull1flLth~~~ 
thu1"1iL~tiuvl~1iJr 
17-18 UnITT!ul'l1JJ1milrhu1.,JJ\un11 
t:1iiUnt11wi"u11-uu 
19-20 'JnLruu1'11JJ1m'1uufll1t:1~mt1 
1daw1n1jfl1ur.lJJfi"111~t:1u 1 tu 
ntji.Mi 
21-22 Un'1EJUl'l1JJ11Cl'Eml1lJRU~U 1 llffi 
L~tiu 1 lli11~~~Um°1uu!l1u11fi'l 
Um1uuLih1"'1gndiil~ll1-E bJ 
23-24 Um1uu1'11m1mt.i.t1uL~m.J 
Fl',1JJ\lll1tr11ti~fi1Mnvil-.i~~'llutu 
. ... 1 ..t ~ .J '!Ji r<l111\11tl ULU'il\11ntJL1'1tlU 1 
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Appendix DI (continued). 
,r'l,rillhtnlJ 
A'l11-IA1fl'lll'14 A'l11-l~i'.Ju<1\-:i 
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 
25-26 l!mffiul'l1.J1m'f11fl'l11llllni'Nriu1~ 
1flu'lri1.Jfl'l11./~lJ1U'!lil~l'l1~Y1m!V1u 
tuLt:am I ~1111'l11rirni:la1.111vi 
n1'l,J~:-~ihurn 
27-28 l!m1um'l1m1n'il1u~,u~\vifu 
l.Jt11J~i.J1u1.1.iniu~uuili"'lUL!lu1il~ 
\, 
29-30 l!n(lu1.11'l1m1n'f111'1::111.11.11vi~l1.1 
i'il1n11'il1W11i:nli~nq1:1 
31-32 l!n(lml'l1i.J110u1Jnm~n1111uun11 
'ii1W11ti1flmq1:1ll\'iji.Jnfl11J.,ivf.,i \iii" 
Appendix D 2. Students' altitudes and behaviour towards learning 
English (original English Vcl'!lion) {96 items). 
Please rate the 96 statements according to the following response fonnat and 
check ,J the column corresponding to your attitude {prior to studying) and your 
behavior (during study) on the appropriate line opposite each statement: 
Always put ,Jon column 4 
Sometimes plll ,J on column 3 
Mostly not put ,J on column 2 
Never put ,/ on column 1 
Instruction : Check ,Jin only one column of the 4 scales that you feel most right to your 
feeling. Any response in the questionnaire will not affect your score in the course. 
Example: 
My el:pedation This is what Queslionnaire item really happens 
' ' ' ' ' ' ' 
,, 
] like 10 rca(] English books. 
' ' 
Considering the check ,Jon the questionnaire item from the example. if you believe. 
prior to learning, is that you always like to read English books, check ,Jon column 4 and 
if you mostly do not achieve it, check ,Jon column 2. 
Appendix 02 (continued) 
Subgroup: text (32 items) 
(expected beliefs and expected actions about texts encountered in English reading 
clllSSCS) 
My expectation 
This ls what 
Questionnaire item really happens 
' ' 
; 
' ' ' 
; 
' 
Item no. 
Text for reading 
1-2 I like reading stories(fablcs) in English. 
3.4 I like reading news report in English. 
5-6 I like reading science in English. 
Meaning 
7-8 I like learning vocabulary. 
9-10 I like to guess the meaning of words in 
the text. 
Comprehension 
11-12 I like to predict what the text is about 
from the title. 
13-14 1 can answer the "who. what. 
when. where. why and how" ofth~ 
text read. 
[5-16 ( can find the causes of the problem aller 
reading the texl. 
17-18 I con fiml the main idea of the text reacl. 
19-20 I can find the supporting ideas 
of the text read. 
Integrated reading and writing skills 
21-22 I can use the fonn of the text read when 
writing about what happened in the 
environment. 
23-24 I can summarize the infonnation in the 
text read. 
25-26 English reading con help me to write 
better. 
Purpose of using text 
27-28 ( can !earn what the people in the story 
feel and think. 
29-30 I con read English al home. 
31-32 English reading is useful. 
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Appendix D2 (continued) 
Subgroup: CJa55room interaction (31 item!i) 
(expected beliefs and expected actions about student/teacher and student/student 
relationships in English reading classes) 
This is what 
Questionnaire item My expedation really happens 
' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ]!em no. 
Between student/teacher in closs 
1·2 ! feel at ease to tell my teacher about what 
I want to read. 
J.4 I can ask my teacher about what I have 
read in class. 
Between student I teacher out of class 
5-6 1 can make an appointment to see my 
teacher in his/ her office to discuss my 
reading. 
7-8 I can talk to my teacher infonnally about 
news, sport. and everyday life related to 
my reading assignment. 
9-10 I can discuss my hobbies and my future 
plans with my teacher. 
Relationship between student and teacher 
l l-12 I like the way my teacher teaches me 
English reading. 
13-14 I learn a lot from my teacher. 
15-16 ] like my English teacher. 
Pair work (~tu dent/student) 
17-18 I like to learn new words from friends. 
19-20 I like to ta!k or study in pairs. 
Group work (student I student) 
21-22 I can tell my friends whether I believe 
what I have read or not. 
23-24 I like to compare different points of view 
found in reading with friends. 
25-26 I like to discuss my reading assignment 
with friends. 
lnteraclion (studentMudent) 
27-28 [ can have more opportunity to participate 
in activities among friends. 
29-30 l can learn a lot from my classmates 
during Wld ancr reading class. 
Jl-32 I like lo study in small groups. 
Note: item numbers for Rasch model 33-64 
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Appendix D2 (continued) 
Subgroup: behavioral controls (32 Items) 
(expected beliefs and expe.:ted actions about classroom assignments. rules. grades, 
discipline) 
ThL'I iswhal 
Que5llonneire item My expectation really happens 
' 
, 
' ' ' 
, 
' ' Item no. 
Between studentfteachcr In class 
1-2 ! feel at ease to tell my teacher about what 
I want to read. 
3-4 I can ask my teacher about what ( have 
read in class. 
Between student/ teacher out of class 
5-6 l can make an appointment to see my 
1eacher in his/ her office to discuss my 
reading. 
7-8 1 can talk to my teacher infonnal!y about 
news. sport. and everyday life related to 
my reading assignment. 
9-IO ! can discuss my hobbies and my future 
plans with my teacher. 
Relationship between student and teacher 
l l-12 J like the way my teacher teaches me 
English reading. 
j).[4 l learn a lot from my teacher. 
15-16 ! like my English teacher. 
Pair work (student/student) 
17-18 I like to learn new words from friends. 
19-20 I like to talk or study in pairs. 
Group work (student I student) 
21-22 I can tell my friends whether l believe 
what J have read or not. 
23-24 I like to compare different points of view 
found in reading with friends. 
25-26 I like to discuss my reading assignment 
with friends. 
Interaction (student/student) 
27-28 J can have more opportunity to participate 
in activities among friends. 
29-30 J can learn a lot from my classmates 
during and after reading class. 
3!-32 I like to study in small groups. 
Note: item numbers for Rasch model 33-64 
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Appendix E Reading Comprehension Tes I {60 Items), 
Reading Comprehension Test 
Class: Ma1hayom Suksn I 2.00 hours. 
Hm111Mm1n1i11if~ ~u -lia lllllnn\1 i ..'i-i 1m 
l. -lin~n11J; 6(l1inli'rnni'immm1lun1;;m11~1~m1~10,nlH 
.\. 'hl1lnil111,ii,u"~"muw X n,hi'm• D ~~rnirnhlfoo\,~mrii~nmi 
~- /ll~n,nm,ffiwil1M11l,\l,j~~ iimn1o.,,mu X 1iimfiurim, 
i. ri,m,1rn~t1mmtnun1:"111~1~01uim1nnn11nHm~mr 
,';'10U1, 
(0) Manop studios at the elememary school in Ratthahuri. 
Manop i~ H 
a. teacher 
h. smdem 
c. soldier 
d. pilo1 
•:il!\J-\1,l1Am1;nfn b ,i101:~n11l1'i1hn1nnm10 x l1,,11:~l11~1~a11~,;:f 
83lJ 
LttLJ 
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Appendix E {continued). 
Rood "Dinosaurs" and on8wer quo,Uons 1 to 5. 
GENTLE GIANT 
Boropasaurus ""', 1,,rinl<" l'la,a """'· hut it rould ddc,irl n,dlhi· war11,g 
up on u, bar~ leg, or by 11.!i"S I« Ion~, heal')' tl,il Ilk,· , whip to l><"l <>n ,u, aua,I<,,.. 
FEROCIOUS BA'ITLE 
Trkeratop• had fcn:,<Lmu 
horn, lll'I <O>Ul<I rip up,11 
the hell;· ofan ,101,ckei; 
ASTlNG IN TIIE TAIL 
StegusaW'US was ,low mming and <ould ,can, off pre<lalO" by 
,il'i,hing 1.., <piky c'lil Crom ,ldo to ,ide. 11,e lip or IL! lail '"""'d 
the fan,., and could cau,e 1ho mi," d•m•g•. 
mmDAIBRT 
Corythosaurua had a huge<r<!t nn I" h.,d, din:,u~h whi<h 
il rnuld blo" ai, tn make loucl and alarming lNtnpo~ng noi><,. 
Thi, wa., u,ed to let other memhm ol the hird know thal danger 
wo., around. 
Rl!ADY FOR ATTACK 
Delnonyclnm <:0uld loap ontn iu prey, ,l,,hing with daggor·like 
claw, to rip open an an!,nal', ,al\. boll)', 
Par..,aUTO!opb115 had a long, hollow cre>l u" it, ,kull thl'ough whl,h the 
dlnouur rould bellow or hoot. Fem3lo, had ,mallcr, 1.,. op,:c1:1,ula:r =•"-
LASJDNG TAU. 
Eui>J;ilocepb.ahll rnuld ~akan . 
at"9'e!'• log by la,hing' OUl wla. ' 
, the:vldotu du6"Dil,the et1d orlti,. _ 
,·:.~ •• -,,."'11· ... _ . :.~~~~. 
1. Euoplocephalus defended itself with its 
(A)tail (8) legs (CJ claws {D}homs 
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Appendix E (continued). 
2. From the story we know that some dinosaurs made loud sounds using their 
(A)tecth (B)claws (C) mouths 
3. From the story we can tell that 
(A) Stegosaurus had a slow moving tail 
(B) Deinonychus was a vicious plant eater 
(CJ Barapasaurus used its claws !o defend itself 
(O)Triceratops used its horns as a weapon. 
(D) crests 
4. The heading." GENTLE GIANT", suggests that the Barapasaums was 
{A) noisy and ferocious 
(C) large and fast moving 
(B) large and usually harmless 
(DJ fast moving and very noisy 
5. This story is mostly about 
{A) how dinosaurs defended themselves. 
(B) how dinosaurs were discovered. 
(CJ why dinosaurs become extinct. 
(D) where dinosaurs lived. 
For question Ii choose the word closest in meaning to the underlined words. 
6. According to the story. we know that different kinds of dinosaurs .!!..dmll.i!! 
themselves differently. 
(A) fed (B) protected (Cl hurt (D) hanned 
7. Triceratops had fill!..tll!m. horns that could rip open lhe belly ofan attacker. 
(A) pleasant (B) funny (CJ fierce (D) dull 
The Mouse and the Bull 
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Appendix E (continued). 
For questions 8-14 choose the best words for each space. 
8. (A) mad 9. (A) slow 
(B) glad (B) good 
(C) sad (C) bad 
(D) happy (D) fast 
10. (A) ·~, II. (A) bnmt 
(B) window (B) chipped 
(C) hole (Cl fixed 
(D) mirror (D) sharpened 
12. (A) bruised 13. (A) woke up 
(Bl washed (B) mn away 
(Ci painted (Ci stood up 
(DI twisted (DJ dozed off 
14. (A) lose 
(B) wi• 
(Ci laugh 
(DI 
"Y 
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Appendix E (continued). 
Read "The Camping Trips" and answer quei.tions 15 to 20 
Tile C..mpl.ag Trip 
Ne> one fo oo, lamUy had ev.r ba;en camplnH 
hero.-.. e>tC<,pt klrmy ""'°ndp,. But ltooun<led lib 
fun! So""' paolted tho corand .t,.,odud fur the 
eountty. 
"Lot'• put UP lbe ten~" Rid M """· 
"Do ,ou kn()ol' how1" Omd Gn,ndp,,, 
"Ho.,. hard con lt bo?" •o!R!d Dad. But ho hod 
nm,.:,· i,ll<hed • tont. 
Tho tei1t blew o..,r ,vi!.!, the r,.,., 11••• of wind, We 
lo<>Joed •• Gnutdp•, "llelpl" we orled. GrondP" 
tap-pod Ibo J><!P OC> tho! theywo11ld hold. 
"We'll 'IMd to buM o.i'ln." oal<I my brolho,. 
"Doyau kn<>W howr" ••~ G=d~a. 
"llow hud can 1, bel'" ..-,,.,..a!IUr. But they 
lu.d """"' bUUt • fi<e. 
Tho ..,,od wu wet. !t woo.ldo't ligbL Tho d,y 
)0&\000 m•dc too much omoltn. We all lcckod •• 
G ... ndpa. 'HeJpl" we boWoa him- Gtaed1>1, found 
dry w,:,od that b"'Md """"ly, 
Ow' com~ tr:lp woo great. Wo 110$hd • lot, We 
won.111,d "" brouljhl ""' oeooe of .t,um.or. Jlut we 
...,,.., .ven luippl<tr thot we. hod bruu~t Grondpol 
The c111mpll'!g Trip 
·-- <· 
! 5. What is a good summary for the first paragraph ? 
(A) My grandpa is not going camping. 
(BJ Everyone had been camping before. 
(C) Going camping is hard work. 
(D) Our family is going camping. 
!;·:-.. 
16. When Dad asked. "How hard can it be?" what does this mean? 
(A) he did not know how to pitch a tent 
(B) he thought it was easy 
(C} he knew how much hard work it was 
(DJ he knew how difficult it was 
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Appendix E (continued). 
17. In the story, "Help!" we cried. Grandpa tapped the pegs so thatth.ia: 
would hold, the word "they" refers to ................. . 
(A) Mom and Dad. 
(C ) the children. 
18. The best way to describe Grandpa is 
(BJ the pegs. 
(D) the tents. 
(Al Grandpa had no experience of camping. 
(B) Grandpa had been camping before. 
(C) Grandpa did not know what to do. 
(D) Grandpa loved to cook. 
19. According to the story, we know that the family h.as a good sense ofhwnor 
because 
(A) they laughed at Grandpa. 
(BJ they thought camping was funny. 
(C) they often laughed . 
(D) they knew everything about camping. 
20. By the end of the passage, we can te!l that the next time the family goes cwnping. 
they will try to take .. 
(Al Grandpa along. 
(C) a different tent. 
(B) betteT pegs. 
(D) dry wood. 
For question 21 read the four sentences and choose the order in which they make o 
story. 
21. (1) He found a good book. 
(2) Grandpa liked to read. 
(3) He took the book home. 
(4) He went 10 the library. 
The best order for the sentences is 
(A)J.1.4,2 
{B) 1. 4, 2, 3 
(C)2. I. 3, 4 
(0)2, 4, I. 3 
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Appendix E (continued) 
Read "Good-bye, Baby Bird" and answer questions 22 to 27. 
Good-bye, Baby Bird 
Nori and Dad were at home. Suddenly, they snw 
something Call onto the balcony. It was small and dark. 
QWlmt was that?" Nori asked. 
She ran to the balcony. Dad (oUowed, "Look. Dad!" 
No!'l said, "[t's a little !Jirdl" 
They looked at it closely. The bird Jay very still. 
"Is it hurt?" Nori asked. 
Dad said, "It's just 6Cllred. It needs to re!lt." 
Nori ran t.o get n box. She put a soft cloth in it. Dad 
picked up the bird gently, It looked so smnll In his 
haodl He put il in the box. 
"Let's be quiet,~ Dad whispered, 
Later, Dad and Nori stood outside. "Good-bye, baby 
birdr Nori cried. They watched the bird fly off. It 
fonded on n branch, Then, it new toward the sky. 
Nori and Dad looked at each other. They smilod. 
uaod-by~. Uabv lli:rd · 
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Appendix E {continued). 
22. According to the story. which sentence is TRUE 1 
(A) Nori and her father were at home when a small bird fell onto the balcony. 
(B) Nori and her father were at home when a big bird fell onto the balcony. 
{C) Nori and her father were at home when a small bird fell onto the kitchen floor. 
{DJ Nori and her father were at home when II big bird flew into the living room. 
23. The best sentence to show that Nori is worried is •.... 
(A) "Let's be quiet" 
(C ) "!l's a little bird!'' 
(B) "Look. Dad!" 
(D) "ls it hurt?" 
24. Why did Nori's father put the bird in the box? 
(B) It needed a box. (A) It needed a home. 
(C) It needed a rest. (D) It needed its mother. 
25. In the story. why did Dad say "Let's be quiet"? 
{A) Because he saw the bird move its wings. 
{B) Because he thought the bird was scared. 
(C ) Because he wanted to watch the bird. 
( D )Because he wanted to hear the bird sing. 
26. According to the story, how did Nori and her father feel at the end? 
(A) sad (B)happy (C) scared (D) unhappy 
27. The best words to replace "little bird" as used in the story are .. 
(A) thin bird 
(C l baby bird 
(B) beautiful bird 
(D) lovely bird 
28. For question 28 read the four sentences and choose the order in which they make a 
story. 
(]) She liked to go on rides. 
(2) The man at the fair told my sister to get on the ride. 
(3) She paid for a ticket. 
(4) My sister earned five dollars for the fair. 
The best order for the sentences is ....... 
(A)l.3.2,4 
{C} 4. 2, J, I 
(8)4.1.3.2 
(D) 2, 4, 3. I 
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Read "The Old Tree" and answer questions 29 to 31. 
The Old Tree 
There is an old tree on the hill. It is strong and tall. It is like a city. The tree is 
home for many animals. 
Squirrels live up high in it. Raccoons and bees live in its holes. Rabbits live under 
it. The animals store food in it. They raise their babies there. Its leaves ore their roof. 
The trunk is their floor. 
The tree helps them. Il keeps the rain and wind out. It keeps them safe. It is a fine 
place to live! 
/, 
_, 
29. From the story we can tell 
(Al why an old tree grows so tall. 
(CJ when an old tree becomes a city. 
(8) why the tree is old. 
(D) how the tree is a home to animals. 
30. According lo the story, holes in the tree arc good for 
(A)storing water for animals. 
(Bl keeping animals and food from getting wet. 
(C) helping the tree stay green and strong. 
(DJ taking care of sick animals. 
31. Which of the following statements about why the animals live in the old tree is true? 
(Al They can see many kinds ofanimols. 
(Bl There are no other homes for them. 
(C} They hove a safe home there. 
(D) They all like the old tree. 
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Read "From Bubbles to Bottles" and answer 32-34, 
From Bubbles to Bottles 
Sue makes things from glass. Her special 100! is a pipe. It's like a glass 
drillking straw. But it's long and thick. 
Sue melts one end of the pipe in a fire. It gets hot and soft. She blows through 
the other end. 
A bubble forms. Slowly, it grows. It might bend out of shape. So Sue spins the 
pipe as she blows. 
Spinning keeps the bubble round. 
Soon the bubble is large enough. Sue twists the bubble off. It cools and 
gets hard. It's done! Sue has made a lovely brown bottle. 
Paul blows glass another way. He works in a factory. His pipe is made of 
metal. He gathers a ball of melted glass on one end. He blows a glass bubble. 
Soon it's the right size. He puts it inside a metal fonn. He blows again. The 
bubble pushes against the form. It cools and hardens. It's a bottle. 
Paul and Sue shape bubbles into bottles. 
32. This story is mostly about 
(A) blowing glass 
(C) making pipes 
(B) melting bubbles 
(D) cooling bonles 
33. From the story we can tell that the author tries to 
(A) teach you about making bottles. 
(B) teach you about blowing bubbles. 
(C) teach you about spinning the plpe. 
(D) teach you about melting a pipe in a fire. 
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34. According to the story, the word "it" at the beginning of the third paragraph 
means ....... . 
{A) glass (B)pipe (CJ bubble (DJ bottle 
Read "Hundreds saved from siuking ship" and answer questions 35 to 37. 
Hundreds saved from sinking ship. 
Phuket-More than 400 people left the Andaman 
Princess yesterday after the ship began to sink near Koh 
Phi Phi . Suwat Prakhunsit, 54, a passenger, said the ship 
started to siuk shortly after it left Maya Bay. 
Mr. Suwat said a sailor told him the ship began to 
take water ioto it very quickly. A lot of water went into 
the bottom of the ship and the ship's pumps could not 
pump it out quickly enough. The 300 passengers and 
JOO sailors went into another ship which came to help. 
The name of the ship was the ·'Bortine". 
Bangkok Pn1t. l'rlday, July 13, lOOI. 
35. According to the news report we can tell that 
(A) The ship was going too fast. 
(Bl The ship hit Koh Phi Phi and sank. 
(CJ Both the ship and many people were lost at sea. 
(Dl The ship was sinking and people were saved. 
36. According to the report, which of the followir,g statements is TRUE? 
(A) More than 400 people left the Andami,n Princess after the ship begnn to sink 
near Kho Phi Phi on July 12, 2001. 
(BJ Less thnn 400 people left the Andamar, Princess after the ship began to sink 
near Kho Phi Phi on July 12, 200\. 
(C) More than 400 people left the Andaman Princess after the ship began to sink 
near Koh Phi Phi on July 13. 2001. 
(D) Less than 400 people left the Anduman Princess after the ship began to sink 
near Koh Phi Phi on July 1 J. 2001. 
Appendix E (continued). 
37. According to the report, the ship was 
(A)sinking. 
(Bl burning. 
(Cl breaking up. 
(D) hitting a rock. 
Read "Dangerous call" and answer questions 38 to 41. 
Dangerous call 
Singapore - A train hit a car yesterday. At the time 
the driver was spenking on a mobile phone while he was 
crossing a railway track. Luckily, he did not die and could 
tell whnl happened to him, Singapore's Sunday Times reported. 
Soldier Isnac Koh. 21, was driving on a small road across 
the railway track when his phone rang. He could not hear the 
train coming. "After I foll the train hit my car, I kept telling 
myself! have to hold on to something." Mr Koh said. 
He was holding on to the front of the train for JOO metres. 
When it came to a stop, Mr Koh was bleeding and shnking, but 
was only a little hurt. the report said. "I still don't know who 
called me," he said. - AFP. 
B1111gkok l'os!. Monday,July 16, 2001. 
38. The heading '"Dangerous call". suggests that telephones are ...... . 
(Al always safe. 
(C) comfortable lo use. 
{B) sometimes dangerou~. 
{D} helpful in danger. 
39. What happened according to the news report'! 
(Al A train hit a car at the traffic light while the driver was talking on a mobile 
phone. 
(B) A train hit a soldier while he was walking across the railway tracks. 
(CJ A soldier"s car broke down while he was crossing the railway tracks. 
(D) A train hit a soldier's car while he was driving across a railway track and 
talking on his mobile phone. 
Appendix E (continued). 
40. After the accident. the soldier still did not know 
(A) what the per:son on the phone said. 
(Bl why the train hit him. 
(CJ who phoned him. 
(D) how the train hit him. 
41. According to the story, why do you think the soldier didn't hear the train 
coming? 
(A) He was drunk. 
(B) He was speaking on the mobile phone. 
(C) He was listening lo the radio in the car. 
(D} He was falling asleep at the wheel of the car. 
Rend "What's Good about Mud ?" and answer questions 42 to 44. 
What'a Good about Mud? 
Rain makeu good thing• happen. Anlmale have 
water t.o drink. 'fi'<ooa and Dowe.a grow. The ground 
turns to mud. 
It'a fon to play ln mud. But mud hllll many uaoa. 
too. Pig,, like to roll in mud. It keepa !.hem cool on 
hot daye. Some birds uao mud to mako nest.a. Sbm,, 
noh and fros• can Uve In mud. 
People uae mud t.o build house,. They maka blocks 
out of mud. They let th~ blocks dry. Then they build 
a how,o. 
Mud i,i UJ!<ld to make other thlnp, t.oo. Some flne 
dlah"" atart out"" m1Jd. So do many olatueo. 
Some people put mud on ~ir r.. ...... They lot It 
dry. 'l'h•n tho,- wauh It off. Thefr ra...,. l'ael clean and 
amooU,. 
Not eV<tryone should KEEP OUT OF THE MUOI 
WHAT'D GOOD ...OUT 
MUO, 
Appendix E (continued). 
42. What h.appcns lo th.e ground wh.en it rains? 
(Al The ground turns dry. 
(B) The !lround turns warm. 
(C) The ground becomes mud. 
(DJ The !Jround turns to ice. 
43. This story is mostly about ••. 
(Al how to keep out of mud. (B) the many uses of mud. 
(C ) the danger of mud. 
44. What docs the third paragraph describe? 
(Al How houses arc made of mud. 
(B) How blocks arc made. 
(C) How people let the blocks dry. 
(DJ How people sell mud. 
(D) cleaning mud away. 
For que!lions 45 to 48 choo!e the word closest in meaning to the underlined word. 
45. People l2llill!. houses from many things. 
(Al make (B) plant (Cl tum (D)pnint 
46. Mud can be used for Jio.w.n. 
(Al tents (B) homes (C) cages (D) carts 
47. The si!Jn said to~ out oflhc mud. 
{Al live (B) drive (C) stay (D) play 
48. You fillll1 with mud to make a dish. 
(A) end (B} stop (CJ finish (D) begin 
Appendix E {continued). 
Read "Land or Bikes" and answer que!ilions 49 to 51. 
Land of Bil<M 
A Dolclmwl'• boos! frloocl II hll bloyclo. Ho lfOOI ovlt)"lffl,,. 
wllh IL Ho rid. It lo ...,,k. Ho rldot ll home. He rid• !l lor 
... 
helOty WOTkmi rido b!koo. Bul.....,,,.R ,ido blkeo loo, 
Sdwolchlldru. fly &101111 on U,oir blkb,, MolhOl'II iako their 
babloo fa, ridoo In tho bukoi.. 
Tho h=l•s ..Uer rid• • bike. Olh1< ridoro .i ... down RUT 
him, Thoy two bllD a coin. Ho lhn»•• back II fllh. Thoy oot 
.. the,v rid,. 
Tho Dowor .. 11or hai o blko. It ha& o flowor ~ on tho 
fn>t1l. Ho rlcloo lo a bo1y corn,., Thon ho ap,t"* lhe bo, ,nd 
~-Tho huor'o"""' rid .. lo tho bakoty. Ho plcka up offlon,. 
Ho, lollda hll blko !>=. He pu!o the loe.•OI l1> llnL N"'l ho 
paW tho roll,. Tho fancy ca1t .. iO on top. 'l111n ho r!dOI o/1 
tod,U .. r\h11n. 
Bollboya <6rl')' tull<uol lo th• hoto\o Oii blkoo. Evoo tho 
p:,llco rido blk•I 
Holland bu o1...,,, mlUloo p00plo-and ,;. tnUllon blk ... 
Tbol'o oola !olofpooplo, for o wholocountry, Bui il I,, a !otof 
blkool 
Land of Dlkos 
·--
49. This story is mostly about.. 
(Al how people in Holland use their bicycles. 
(BJ how many bicycles are there in Holland. 
(CJ how of\en the people in Holland use their bicycles. 
(D) how the people in Holland are living. 
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50. A Dutchman's best friend is his bicycle. He goes everywhere with il, He rides it 
to work. He rides it home. He rides it for fun. 
The word "it" means ........ .. 
(A) A Dutchman. 
(C } A Dutchman's work. 
(B) A Dutchman's bicycle. 
(D) A Dutchman's home. 
51. From the story we can tell that the herring seller sells 
(Al at his shop (Bl on his boal 
(C ) at his restaurant (DJ on his bicycle 
For quedions 52 to 57 choose the best word lo complete the !enlence. 
52. A per:son who works in a factory is a 
(A) businessman 
(C) worker 
53. A Dutchman's hest friend is his 
(A) kite 
(C)car 
54. On my birthday my parents gave me a 
(A) bakery 
(C) comer 
(B) salesman 
(DJ bellboy 
(BJ boat 
(D) bike 
(BJ cake 
(DJ baby 
Read "The Singing Whales~ and answer queslion!I 55 to S!J. 
The Singing Whales 
Whal sings? Birds sing. What else sings? People. What else Whales! 
For a long time no one knew that whales could sing. They knew that whales are the 
biggest of all animals. They knew that whales look like fish. They knew that whales 
breathe air like people. But no one had ever heard a whale sing. 
Then a scientist heard them singing underwater. He was studying whales in the 
Atlantic Ocean. He made a recording of the whale songs. Now everyone can hear the 
sound of whales singing 
The whales that sing are called humpback whales. They are named for the big 
humps that grow on their backs. 
Humpback whales are the most playful of the whales. They leap out of the water 
and splash. They swim on the surface. They dive like porpoises. 
Appendix E {continued). 
Now the scientist has somethini new to study. He's trying to find out why 
humpback whales sing. He thinks they may sing 10 tell each other where they are. But if 
humpback whales are so playful. maybe they sing just for fun. 
-~-~~ 
;:-~- ·;~;c .. ...,..·=.~.-~ -: , ~,___r'=:-
55. From the story we can tell that whales are like animals that live on land because. 
(A)they can sing. (8) they are big. 
(C) they look like fish. {D) they breathe air. 
56. According to the story, the scientist in this story 11':Ume<l .. 
(A) that humpback whales sing. 
(B} why humpback whales sing. 
(C} how humpback whales sing. 
('1) when humpback whales sing. 
57. According to the story, which of the following statements is true? 
(A) The scientist still doesn't know how humpback whales sing. 
(BJ The scientist still doesn't know when humpback whales sing. 
(C) The scientist slill doesn't know where humpback whales sing. 
(DJ The scientist still doesn't know why humpback whales sing. 
58. From the story we can tell that humpback whales are like birds because 
(A) they can sing. 
(Cl they lay eggs. 
(B) they can swim. 
(D) they are small. 
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59. According to the story. other whales aren't like humpback because. 
(A) they don't look like fish at all. 
{B) they don't seem to play as much. 
(C) they can sing. 
(DJ they dive like porpoises. 
For question 60 read the four sentences and choo.1e the order in which they make a 
story. 
60. (\) However. when it was bored with the toys it dug holes in the garden. 
(2) Kathleen's new puppy was very energetic. 
(3) This annoyed Kathleen very much. 
(4) She gave it toys to play with. 
The best order for the sentences is. 
(A) I. 4. 2, ). 
{B)2. I. 3. 4. 
(C) 4. 2. 3. 1. 
(0)2. 4. 1. 3. 
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Appendix}" I RUMM results for attitude and behaviour 
(Person measure., and item thresholds on the same stale) 
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Notes 1. Pcr:son measures are on the LHS from low to high. 
2. Item thresholds are on the RHS from easy to hnnl. 
76.2 
'" 
•. , 
"' •. , 41.1 
29.l )9.1 74.1 
S!.I .. , 41.1 
3.1 is threshold for item 3 between I" and 2"d response categories. 
3.2 is threshold for item 3 between 2"d and 3'1 response categories. 
J.3 is thresholds for item J between 3«1 and 4'" response categories. 
3. Item thresholds match the person measures meaning that the items are well 
targeted at the persons {students). 
4. Location is measured in logits. 
Appendix F 2 SUMMARY RASCH STATISTICS FOR FINAL 
ATTITUDE AND BEHAVIOUR DATA (36 items, 4 eategorie5). 
Display: SUMMARY TEST-OF-FIT STATISTICS 
ITEM-PERSON INTERACTION 
============--..====== 
ITEMS PERSONS 
Location Fit Residual Location Fit Residual 
Mean 0.000 0.179 0.591 -0.315 
SD 0.724 0.903 0.812 1.847 
Skewness 0.050 -0.102 
Kurtosis -0.910 0.013 
Correlation 0.097 0.010 
Complete data DF = 0.962 Complete data DF = 0656.000 
=---==-~---=====--============== 
ITEM· TRAIT INTERACTION 
Total Item Chi Squ 170.75[ 
Total Deg of Freedom 144.000 
Total Chi Squ Prob 0.063 
RELIABILITY INDICES 
Separation Index 0.916 
Cronbach Alpha NIA 
=--== ~~----=======:o 
LIKELIHOOD-RATIO TEST POWER OF TEST-OF-FIT 
Chi Squ 
Degrees of Freedom 
Probability 
Power is EXCELLENT 
[Based on Seplndex of0.916) 
Notes I. When item data fit the measurement model. the mean of the fit 
residual should be close to O and its SD close to I (good I this case). 
2. Wben the person data fit tbe measurement model. the mean of the fit 
residual should be close 10 0 and close to 1 (acceptable.just. in this 
case). 
J. The item-trait interaction test·of-fit probability should be greater than 
0.05 as support for a unidimensional variable influencing all the items 
(OK in this case), 
4. The Separation Index (akin to Cronbacb Alpha) is very hish at 0.92). 
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Appendix G I RASCH analysis results for Reading comprehension (18 items 2 
categories) 
(Person measures and item thresholds on the same scale). 
-·-------------··-------------
WCATION S'11!DENTS 1mM l)ffl'!CULTIES 
l.11 lligh m""'urc I 11111'1.1 i1cm, 
I 
I 
I 
LO 
,, 
XXXXI 
I 
xxx, 07.1 IS.I 
XXXXXXXXXX\ 12.1 
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXJ JO.I 
"' II.II XXXXXXXXXXXXXX J OS. I S9.! ll.l l4. I ~u.1 
I 60.1 JI.I 49.1 ~R.I 
xxxxxxxxxxxxx1 J~I 
xxxxxxxxxxx:ii:x1 
x:ii:xxxx:ii:x:ii:xx121.1 
.1,(1 / DJ.I 
:ii:xxxx:ii::ii:1 41.1 
XXXXI 
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XXXXI 
·2.11 I ,, 
I 
I 
l.owmoi;urcor I 
·.1.ll otlitudo ond bchoviOllr I 1:m)' i1cm, 
-------------------------------
Notes !. Person measures arc on the LHS from low 10 high. 
2. Item thresholds (only 1 per item because responses are dichotomous) are on 
RHS from easy to hard. 
3. There are insufficient easy items and insufficient hard items to match the 
measures of persons {students) at both the low and high ends of the scale. 
4. Location is measured in Log its. 
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Appendix G 2 SUMMARY RA.SCH ST ATJS1'1CS FOR FINAL READING 
COMPREHENSION DATA ( 18 items, 2 categories). 
Disptay; SUMMARY TEST-OF-FIT STATISTICS 
ITEM-PERSON INTERACTION 
ITEMS 
Locmion Flt Rcs!dual 
""" 
0.000 o.oia 
SD 0.491 0.&49 
Skem,es.s 
-0.320 
Kurtosis -o.613 
Corre!ation 0.000 
PERSONS 
Looation Fit RcoJdunl 
-0.221 0.256 
0.670 0.711 
0.2Jl 
D.021 
-0.074 
Complccc dotn OF- 0.941 Complete datnDF • 5400.000 
ITEM-TRAIT INTERACTION REI.I ABILITY INDICES 
Totol horn Chi Sgu 68.607 Scparntion Index 0.412 
Total Des nFFrecdom 72.000 Cronlx!Ch Alpha 0.368 
Tolal Ch! Squ Prob 0.592 
L[KELIHOOD-RATIO TEST POWER OF TEST·OF-FIT 
Chi Squ 
Degree, ol"Freedom 
Pro\ubilily 
PowwisLOW 
[Be.sied on Scplndex of0.412] 
Notes I. When the item data fit the measurement model, the mean of the fit residual 
should be close !o zero and its SD dose to I (very good in this case}. 
2. When the person data fit the measurement model. the mean of the fit residual 
should be close to zero and its SD dose to l (good in !his case). 
J, The item-trait interaction test-of.fit probability should be greater than 0.05 as 
support for a unidimensional variable influencing all the items (very good in 
lhisca5e). 
4. The Separation Index (Elkin to Cronbach Alpha) is low and can be improved in 
a future version of the scale). 
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Appendix G 3 FINAL RASCH ANALYSIS STATISTICS FOR READING 
COMPREHENSION (18 items, 2 categories, N =300), 
Display; INDIVIDUAL ITEM-FIT - Serial Order 
---------------------------------------------------------------------
Item Label T,,., Location SE Residual DegFree DatPts ChiS11 
Prob 
-------------------------------------------------------------
!0003 Descriptor for Item 3 I•o1y -0.851 0.13 0.216 2112.39 JOO 3.155 
0.520 
!0005 Descriptor for Item 5 Poly 0.022 0.12 1.039 282.39 JOO 0.2!0 
0.995 
10007 Descriptor for Item 7 Poly 0.700 0.13 2.304 282.39 JOO 8.374 
0.054 
10012 Descriptor for Item 12 Poly 0.531 0.13 0.980 282.39 JOO 1.626 
0.799 
!0015 Descriptor forltcm IS Poly 0.703 0.13 1.669 282.39 JOO 2.872 
0.568 
10021 Descriptor for Item 21 Poly -0.609 0.12 0.090 282.39 JOO 3.473 
0.468 
10024 Descriptor for Item 24 Poly 0.178 O.t2 0.444 282.39 JOO 2.784 
0.584 
!0030 Descriptor for Item 30 Poly 0.253 0.12 2.135 282.39 30-0 2.284 
0.675 
10031 Descriptor for Item 31 Poly -0.103 0.12 0.965 282.39 JOO 2.363 
0.66] 
I0032 Descriptor for hem 32 Poly -0.268 0.12 2.136 282.39 JOO 5.025 
0.266 
10033 Descriptor for Item 33 Poly 0.173 0.12 1.108 282.39 JOO 5.087 
0.259 
10047 Descriptor for ltem47 
"'' 
-1.156 0.13 -0.861 282.39 JOO 7.159 
0.104 
10049 Descriptor for Item 49 Poly -0.070 0.12 1.241 282.39 JOO 9.536 
0.024 
10050 Descriptor for Item 50 Poly 0.185 0.12 1.186 282.39 JOO 6.137 
0.167 
10056 Descriptor for Item 56 Poly 0.393 0.13 1.081 282.39 JOO 3.693 
0.434 
10058 Descriptor for Item 58 Poly -0.047 0.12 0.733 282.39 JOO 0.878 
0.926 
10059 Descr ptor for Item 59 Poly 0.098 0.12 -0.100 282.39 30-0 1.157 
0.882 
10060 Descriptor for Item 60 Poly -0.133 0.12 1.959 282.39 JOO 2.797 
0.582 
-----------------------------------···-------------------· 
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Appendix H I SPSS RESULTS FOR A ITITUDE AND DEHA VIOUR DAT A 
General Linear Model 
Within-Subjects Factors 
Measure: MEASURE_! 
TIM:.;lT 
' 
' 
Depum!ent 
Voiloblo 
VARD0002 
VAR00003 
Betwoon-Subjocto Foclott 
' VAA00001 1.00 
,.oo " 
" 
Dosorlptlve SlaUS'llcs 
VARCKl001 ,ooo Std. D!Ma~on 
' VAR00002 ,.oo 1.7287 .93007 
" ,oo 1.9320 .94897 
" Total ,.- .94016 ,, 
VAROOU03 1.00 3.6231 1.1S51!4 
" 2.00 1.6138 .69539 
" Tclol 2.6194 1AD241 00 
Mumvarloto Test .. 
E~eol Value 
' •=n PillaloTrnco .~ 45.666 
Wlll<s" l.ambdll .~ 45.665" 
Ha1emng"s Trace .m 48.Glll!" 
Roy"• Lar(IC»I Root ,,, 4a.sao• 
TIMEAlT" Plmors Trace 
"' 
n,343• 
VAROOOOI Wiiks' Lambcla .~ n.343" 
Kololllng"• Traoo .879 77.343b 
RW~ ••!Roel .679- 77.343' 
.. 
o\11 .. ~d! Ermrdl 
,- 85.000 
1.000 aa.ooo 
1.000 88.000 
,.- 88.000 
'·= 
aa.ooo 
1.000 88.000 
1.000 ea.coo 
1.000 88.000 
'" 
Appendix H 2 (continued). 
l'est of Within-Subjects Contrast!! 
Measure: MEASURE_! 
Measuro: MEASURE • ..1 
--
TIMEATT 
' TIMEATT" 
_, 
~- -~ 
-" a. Compuled using nlpba" .OS 
Meaouro: MEASURE_ 1 
Trnnslormed Varloble: A\<&rngl 
Testa or Wllhl...SubJeota Contmslo 
P~Ela 
-"' 
--
,_, _, 
= "~ 
··= 
-
n.~ 
··= 
Taols of Betwten-Subjeotw Effect,, 
-~ 
r::111':.": 
" 
... 
' '" n!On:opt 670.716 VAR00001 40.869 
,~, 1D5.4El2 
Measur&· MEASUAE_1 
Tran,formotl VaJloble: A\<&rage 
Nom:ont 
Souroe Parame!or 
!nlercopl n,= 
VAROOOCl1 M.-,~, 
' 
' M 
-Ma 
_,
··= 
··= 
a. Computed uolng alpha" .OS 
870.716 726.340 
·= 40.009 Mma = 
1.1w 
Pwtial Ela 
·~~ 
·~ ,n
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Appendix H 3 (continued), 
Tests ofWilhin-Suhjeds Effeds 
Measure: MEASURE_! 
Po.tllalElo. 
_, 
Oboorvod 
-· 
' 
... Parameter _,, 
' --
-
.. _ 
,= 
G,.on~ouse-Gol••or .~ = ··~ 
,.~ 
Huyrt,.Fllcft .000 = 4e.eaa 1.000 
l.owll·l>Ollnd .~ .. , 4B.B88 1.000 
TIMEATT • Sp o'1olly Assumod .~ •• n= 1.000 VA.A00001 (lroont>ou,o·Ge~or 
. = ••• n~, 1,000 HLlynh-Foldl .~ ••• n~, ,~ 
L<>W<M>olrld .~ ••• n.= ,~ En'Cr(TIMEA, • 1 Sp OJirJly Assumod 
Groonhoo.,a..Gel,sor 
Huynh-Fold! 
1.owar-boun<I 
a. CompulO<I us,ng alp/la~ .OS 
Te•1• of Wllhlr,,$Ub]oets Con!raots 
Moas.Jra: MEASURE_ 1 
Source TlMEAIT r;r ,,!,S,:: 
"' 
Moa· ~. uoro • 
"' rr 
"' 
31.60\I 
' 
31.600 
.. _ 
= 
TIMEATT' 
~·· 
50.213 
' 
50.213 77.343 
·= 
"""' 
,~m 
-" 
57.132 
"" ·~· 
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Appendi:,; H 4 (continued). 
Multivariate Tests 
PU11alE1& 
Effoo, 
-
' • 
-
·= 
-
Wllb"~ 
= 
-
HOl~7rae., = = A""tLBrvostROO\ = ·= m,EA.n· PllOl'oTR.co = '" VAR00001 Wll .. "Lam!J<lo = '" HOloUlng", 7raco = '" A""'• LB-,t AOO\ = 
,. 
o. Compu,o~ U$log olpM • .OS 
b. E•oct 51a1;,uc 
o,~~n, lnia"'8?1.VAROOOO\ 
Wilhin Sut,)ools Oo°'llf' Tlt.\EATI 
Moasuro: MEASUAE._1 
Wilijn S"b oolo EKool 
" 
.•• ,w 
' ··= 
MIU<hly"• 7••1 ol Sp,,.,ricily' 
Cl,ir::.:;,. 
" 
·= 
0 
NonconL 0:::..7 p.....,,.,., 
···-
·= 49,BM 
·= 40.688 
·= 4B.661l 
··= 77.~3 
·= n.-
·= n.-
·= n.-
·= 
, . 
-
, """ Ulo null l\yp<>Uiool, ll>ot Ille orrora,vori"""" maul, Ol lho 011tlooormoll<0~ lran>fmmad dopendont .arloblos I• 
p<o?O'l'OOo! 10 an ldoo1>1y mat,\<. 
Mouchl\1"•7 .. t o!Spl>orlclly' 
Moa,uro: MEASUAE_1 
~-~I n' 
Wilhln S"b oelo Effocl -·1 -Ootu.r H Foldl I i.owoobound 
·= ·= ·= 
Tests the null hypothesis that the error covariance matrix of the orthonorma.lized 
trans funned dependent variables is proportional to an identity matrix. 
a. May be used to adjust the degrees offreedom for the averaged tests ofsignificancc. 
Corrected tests are displayed in the Tests of Within-Subjects Effects table. 
b. 
Design: Jntercept+VAROOOOl 
Within Subjects Design: TIMEA TT 
Appendix: 11 SPSS RESULTS FOR READING COMPREHENSION DATA, 
Estimated Marginal Means or MEASURE_! 
A 
,, 
j I ·A 
... 
,0 
/
_, __ ,,.,,,,./ 
..• 
.. , 
.. // 
W
I 
-1.0,~---------------" , 
REAOI 
General Linear Model 
Wllhln-Sub]oclll Factora 
Measure; MEASUAE_1 
'"" 
Dependent v,_ 
, 
"""""' 
' v""""' 
Belwun-Subjucts Faetora 
I VAR00002 ,,oo 
,.oo 
---v"""""" ...., Sid. Dwiallon 
,.oo 
··""' 
,..., 
,oo ., .... 
.51557 
,.,. 
·.'807 .51774 
VAR00004 LOO .4178 
·""" ,oo ..... 
'""' , .. 
.0124 .73162 
' 
VAR00002 
' ,.oo 
,.oo 
" 
" .., 
" 
" 00 
170 
Appendix 12 (continued), 
Toal• or l'll1h!n-Subjtc1S Effee!o 
MeasU<e: MEASURE_ 1 
-·· 
Nonoont ot:,ser,od 
=·· s• .. Pararnotor 
_, 
,, __ 
" 
~- .m ,~ 240Al!9 ,.m 
GrO!lllhou .... G.:.ser 
-
.m 240.~69 ,.m 
Htl)Tll>-Feldt 
.m .m 240.469 ,.m 
l.owor·bound .m .,~ 240-469 ,m 
READ• VARCI0002 Spl)e~clty Assumed .m 
~· 
42.153 ,.m 
Greenhouro-Oolsoor 
-
, 42.153 ,_ 
Htl)'llh-Foldt 
- ~· 
42.163 ,_ 
Lc,,w,r·bound 
-
= 42.153 Em,r(READ) SpOOriclly Assumed 
Grnonhowe-Oelsser 
Htr)IOM'oldt 
Lowor-bcK!nd 
a. Compulod u!lng alpha •. 05 
Tosto of Wl!hln-SubjoC!• Contrarla 
Measure: MEASURE_! 
, __ 
,-
l)'polllSum Ci~ orao • Milan SQIJMI ' ''" 
" 
~s 
' 
M= 240.469 
·-
READ"VAP.00000 Lil1ear 6.013 
' 
6.013 42.153 
·-
Em>rREAD Linear 
·= • 
.,~ 
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Appendix I 3 (continued) 
""'"' . -
--
.......... y...., 
"""''--'"""' IIE/ID'VAR<lCI002 
-·-Wlb'UI"""" 
............... 
·-. "-od""""-"·"' 
. """''"" .. 
"'"'""" MEASURE. 1 
1-~-·-AEAb 
·-~ 
_,_ 
'=" 
·= =· ·= = _,, 
·= = 
-~· ·= = , .. .,,, 
·= 
= ... ,s, 
··= = .... , .. 
··= 
~· ~·· ·= = ·~, ..
·= 
T•~'"'°""'-"'"'"11t>e•""'"""""""""°"'°'""'"""""""'°"'...,_dopo .... ,1 .. a.-1, 
..._,lonol .. .oldoOU~m-
Moosuro: M£ASURE.._1 
Tests the null hypothesi~ that the error covariance matrix of the orthononnalized 
transfonned dependent variables is proportional to an identity matrix. 
a. May be used to adjust the degrees of freedom for the averaged tests of significance. 
Corrected Jests are displayed in the Tests of Within-Subjects Effects table. 
b. 
Design: lntercept+VAR00002 
Within Subjects Design: READ 
J72 
Appendi:,: 14 (continutd), 
Mo .. u10: MEASURE_\ 
=,ro READ 
' """ REAO • VAP.00002 Unoa, 
Error READ Unear 
•· Compulod Uslf>\I alpha• .05 
Moasu,o: MEASURE_! 
T,ons!omi<KI Variable: Average 
Type Ill Su,n 
-·· 
ol Snuaras 
nton:op! 32,377 
VAR00002 6.916 
Enor 44.012 
Moosuro, MEASURE_ I 
Tmnslormed Variable: Avoro90 
T~Sl• ol Withln·Subjeols Conlr:,st, 
P~rtlalEla Nor.<:onl. Observed 
~~ Paromo10, 
-·' .m 240.469 ,.= .. 42.153 ,.= 
Tools ol Betweon-Sub)oc1a Etteols 
" 
Moons"""'" 
' 
' 
~= 64.7J6 
' 
8.916 17.1326 
M = 
THIS or Bolw0<tn-SUbJ0<:IO Ettecla 
Noncenl. 
--
_,ro Parame\Or Pa.,e(' 
1n1oroepl 64.736 ,.~ 
V/11,00002 17.026 .~ 
,~, 
o. Compulod e>slr,g alptia ~ .05 
-
P!"liolEla 
""" = .~, 
.~ .OM 
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Appendix J Data conversions: RUMM I SPSS Reading Comprehension test and Attitude 
and Behaviour Questionnaire. 
There are some data conversion calculations between the ~tages of quantitative analysis that 
need to be explained 
First before analyzing the reading comprehension data the multiple choice answer:s were 
reduced to true/false ( 1/0)scores. Thus only correct a,iswers were accepted as true-( 1) with 
a!I other possible answers in each mult1;,le choice questio,1 was considered false (0). Thus 
the total .in each test reflected only lrue answers. The.se were then an~lysed with the 
Rasch measurement model and 18 out of60 items were .. chosen·· by the RUMM computer 
program based on the perfonnance of the 300 studentF in the convenience sample on the 
tests Their rankings gave the unidimensional Rasch model ··scale'" for these 18 items that 
was then used to convert the ·•raw scores" oftile groups to ··Rasch model scores", using the 
following calr.ulation: 
Readinc Comprehension test conversion 
Total score 14 ~ 1J 1 Rasch 
Total score 7 ,_ -0.47 Rasch 
So. difference in total score is 7 - + 1.78 Rasch 
Total score is I ~ .L1B. 
7 
~0.25 
Following this: 
14~1.31 
15'-1.56 
16 ~ 1.81 
17 = 2.06 
18~2.31 
19 ~ 2.56 
20 'elc, for all other convernions. 
Second f~r the attitude/behaviour questio;imtire n similar conversion to the 36 items from 
""raw scores" lo ••Rasch model scores" based on the analysis of items wa., performed using 
the calculation below. 
The Rasch model scores on botl1 the reading comprehension test and the a1titudelbehaviour 
questionnaire were then used as inout data for the following slalisti~al analysis and 
evaluation of experimental resuits in chapter seven. 
Alli.!ude Scores Conversion 
Total score 90 ~ 2.00 Rasch 
Total scorel01 '- 3.24 Rasch 
Oifference total score 11 ~ 1.24 difference Rasch 
So I total score = ill = 0. I I Rasch 
So 101 ~ 3.24 
102=3.35 
103~3.46 
II 
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'" 
!04 = 3.57 
105 = 3.68 
!06=3.79 
107=3.90 
108=4.01 
109=4.12 
1!0=4.23 
l l 1 =4.34 
l12 = 4.45 
I 13 = 4.56 
114 = 4.67 
115=4.78 
116=4.89 
117 = 5.00 
118=5.ll 
119=5.22 
120=5.33 
121=5.44 
122 = 5.55 
123 = 5.66 
!24 = 5.77 
125 = 5.88 
126=5.99 
127=6.10 
128=6.~1 
129 = 6.32 
\30=6.43 
131=6.54 
132=6.65 
133 = 6.76 
134 = 6.87 
135 = 6.98 
136 = 7.09 
137 = 7.20 
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Appendix K Trainee Teachers' Journals. 
'i01inffn1111lnft'Oll m~ft'1111mi'm! l!t1ml!iY1 
mu~ 1 
' ' '1111111 
' ' '111111 3 
' 110~ The Mouse ond The Bull 
fliut~~mh~1m1'1il'Um:iu111mu nn:li11r1t10~1ITT'm'1miit11tlu11m.h: lufl 
l11u11ill1111~0~~1n Smry Chari un:lil'Um1u11ii1t1mtlli'lt1rhw1 i1,11w:~ 
ii1t1flz:i1tl~UflllfJil Narmtive genre (fable) fea1urcs l'lfomiuo;1J1mf~1i'lutmn 
hrn1rn:m111ii~nl)lt ·hihnt1ii 4 rhll ~o Orientation {nmhnfllOlllfl) Events 
and CompHcotion {thii"uim1nmU'. utdltylll~liifl;fU) Resolution (n,rnt'i'Utym) 
11n: Moral (flfi~Hll 1jornnm1at1hl 11mluu\11m1rn-u'1hll'u genre i,mn 
fi'Moihnu11n1u'l 11fi mn:1i.imu{imnriaui, genre flao:h u~Um1ull'lrou 
ihihmi 11~1i.i'ljoull1u 1t1n:1l'lt1il'oi~1luuOot1~1ft1lu lrnluu 
111 hl'Um1u1mrlf1~11:mm1m11nu1jii (Role play) l~u1il'll'mlm.rn1n1ni.imaon 
llllllfil~ 2 flll ~mi'1it1 mmd~11l"f~~1l'l1m~ un~iinfllllllf;i~1i'lt1i1111:ii~ lu,mt: 
1'Um1um'IO~flllUfT;J~ 1rn:1lt11J11u111rl1J)!iimmdm~a4 Uni1uu~m~oJ1iu~ 
' .: " ·-·· .i ' ~ • 01lllllOlrn~fl1U LUfl1Ul1Jlllf1ll'l fllUMlllU:4 1"11U'UtH Narrative genre (fable) 
fenmrcs Umluw11a1Jaanlnnlfr1~l11m~ I lnZf!ljfllf\l1ll~11\W1111:11n11i1oll 
11rl,1~lll\Z"(lfltllll1fi~n~ltfi;i'l \lfl'l 
1fo1lut1iurjl11uu1J1ln\-i;i A 1~1n1iunm11n11u11mu~1ffl'nf -Jn11umrnu 
TI141ll~tt1l1:ii11m1{ffn'i1ii11t1,hm11~0 u11~1.l'm1~naufi1,1011~11n.l'a~~1n 
i~au 
Um1umi1rnmrju 4-5 mi ,lllllllrnit1nmlmuntjulimluuYhmmtjll11i1i'lu 
u1~flt111if~~1ho:11l.1'1!~J~111u1i.iTimt111,h,on1uih11ui1l11i{tll:t11Jn1lW 
~lflfll~L~Ull{'lll Narutivc genre (fable) features 101u1-ii1u111fi1flOU-.in1lut1'1Jall 
1m 1: 1.l'oii1u1iu111fi1..ou 1rn~1.l'fi1..ou~,u,ll 
Um1ut1ll1111mflnl-ir1 c .1'1u.i1m~ 1i.ifia111.'i'fli/(04111\1mf ou1it1i~'ill 11G1 hf 
~~<1~fTlJ~LLu1J1lnttm1nnt1 
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Appendix K (continued) 
1jtl1mflurdl'l!mrirm 
1l'm1um\1n111Jl'll1i~1ta~ genre 'll'1111nr1m::1ilmto1 l11ii~1l'nilu111i.i1fl0 
-.i11u1J1iio11tl~::nout1rnil111¥a1~1lu1-1f1 iir111ul'!11Jn11-.i11G111m1J161n,i1J 
il' ou1J1n l11n11-li111uu1lnlir11l'nl'iu1-1ifo 1i.i1.IJ 1l~t111*~'11£1111~11::11uu1lnli~ 
,rm;u,J 'liJ1.IJ1 l ~iii-lim11n~1Jon~~1vn1~1i'lmimlu1J~ifotJciatJ 1m:: h 11lu11 
uuminiiu11111H1ifmo~11mi11'6n11~1,r:in111\1fmll~JJ-1i1~1\ln~mi'1m11~'\Uii 
uH~~ h 11~~ 1iJ!in111n~,bmhltJnmi1~ mn~JJ 
nioimu1i'ltJn1u11nu 1rn~un~,a~1~tln:no1J11c1::1111l'm1u1J-li111f 0JJ01-1~1-€1J 
mm1::~1uli1 l~u11il'll'~~u11n~1~t1tJ1::urntM1Juri111~w1 'I.Im Namilive 
6 J ,; t O ' >' genre (fable) foumres untllll!IHlllJIJlllD!rn~9llllrnm 4 1'!111 iliil,hul11 
i!rnlt1tJ1111Jm11.IJ1hri1utl1::no1Jif1 4 ri1ll'll£11 genr~ '\,ll~1utu 
Appendix K (continued) 
~m1niinm1lnttou irntmqmi'.iti' iimn;11 
lrn1utJ~ 1 
fllU~ 6 Hundreds snvc~ from sinking ship . 
.fi"u~ 11iu i ~~\11th~ rmi'nnliutJfl H liml ummunn~il 111'1tJof\1Hmnmn\JitJu011 
tJ1z lut1un'1il111'11.m Joumoli,tic genre (news rcpor1) footures t1zri1u1do1~0~~1n 
llflUlJii (S1ory chart) 1rn:1Hlim1utJ01ummi'11HblJ 'l ;11111hutJlzno1J'IID~ 
Joumalistic genre (news repo11) fcnlurcs lfrnt1zoi111mi'lim1111hm11nzrmn 
1fonq11 lim1ut.u'li'1 h'li'nnmmml'lm-i' 0~~11uutioumn t111i111'1umdmiai 
th~no1Jli\Jllf!U1Jii Journalistic genre (ne"'s rcporO features hiuoimmi'hnhu 'l 
J~1m11111ummmmi~nq1nrn1u 'l t1f411l'Um'fo111'1i'1h Journalistic genre (news 
rcpor,) feature, 1hzno1J1tJ~1u 4 1hu iiu (Headline) 1hllo,in (Lead) t111mi1 
(Additional informal ion) '1i'OIJ<ll~lJl~1Jlln: (Conclusion) l'lltJim 
linl1ouoonu1111'1,1~u11u111nuu~iin11o11'1101Jm11ml'l4llDZ'IID\Jiif1ti1'r'JfllO~t11l1z 
~1Ulll\Z1'11ifl~,Aiiluml'IUl'lol100fltim'iuun1)m~aof1111111u1uti1ffo\'1~1nl11111~ 
Jm1uu,~ouii1!11111"111ti~ili'11u11{1Jumz-muli1 ~1nd1,iim1uui1Jtji.iul11u1111 
' ' '111111 4 
Nmi.i A 1~ufl1~'111.imultJij1mdo1ia4Jm1ou'Uo1Jm1i1Jtj'1mu1~u10uf\1ffYl1i' 
lim1um11iiunnuntju 1Ruti1u1dmio~ un:H'rhuth:::no\J'IID~ Joumalisiie genre 
(news repon) feature, ~1u1111ii;io1.J ,imfmnmmhrnm~mm1ziilormr1il' 
oii1h1umti11oo1Jtiuniou 'l l11ul'll'tJ1:l'I\J01lcl'~ili'11011f~1n Journalistic genre 
(news report) features 1.J",;11ll11fi1i1D1.J 1JmfUIJ'll01.Jl"l01t111l1l'1iiiltnl1.Jii'uhi1 
li1A01.J'llo~n~uiilon,fj1Jnllo~u~=1Jn11uu'r11~11J1fj~~l11J11111~ii1111J\11 
1Jnilllmhii~nnu1~01 l11uti11Jnfm~m~1i1111111lil'undi11 Headline 'J0411o4~ 
Ei11.J 1Jn1'iu11'r1111iriou 1A1t1rntJn1itim'ivu11iinu01u111i~flovlul1m111ii~nq11ii~ 
iiloml'l~~=ii.irn~ll'oumn 
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Appendix K (continued) 
~:ila11flut1:Utyt11~nu 
Um'fouiti1't'l1hti1l~ill'll1U::'ti111uu1lmi.i Unifomi'Hi'unuodil'rnim1'1.rlo.i1~ '1 'llfl~ 
News rep<lrt mn::nzll1rrrumi'lumu111n'llfl~ Journalistic genre (news report) 
1im'i'il0Jt11 
fl?flimurhu.i,~ '1 'IIO~ News report 1u'llw::~irmluu1h11uu1lmt~if~mm1Y1uun:: 
nn110rnqt1lu'll0t::1~u1tlu~Wa~nn11mmn.iHtlu1::1J1U1JUuflUQiiL~mjomn::mrn1,1ii 
Jcumalis1ic gcnre (news report) fcnrures nio"r1~1ti',rnifou 111'1't'l1h 111'~1mJ1nlf u 
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Appendix K (eoniinued) 
;lo,Joffn1111lnnou im<mlJmi'mf lfllmllyj 
;io lrnltiu h~1luu~ 1 
lllU.;i II 
' ' 'llllTI I 
110~ Land ofBikc 
ni;1Jon~n1h:1Hfi,io~1rn11uu1il'tin1lumn1m1n:'ll1muofhiitt'llhni1uitl 
tlt~lunuil'1,ii;iiru1d'm111~~,n Story Chnrt 1~mhu 'l un:1tl'17niiullii1umll 
IY1u1h:nll1J'IIO~ Exposilory genre (Explo~otion) features tt{olJriuoimm~u 
111111h1mrn:111111li~n~l!-i1 Expositol)' genre (Explanation) features 1.h:nou1,J 
?i1u 4 IY1ufio (Subject) th~o~ (Description) mrn11ru1ullminuw: (Uses) 
tJ1: lu<tnJ'un: Conclusion (n111'1jtl) ,!m~uu1{1'lij'il'1m11:1nufl11JLLH1,io~n,1 
ll1muo Expository genre (Explona!ion) 1111:1imluu1111fwiitl1=n1Jnu\U1~u1fl11 
genre ,ii.iii'mriou 
tinifouoonu11111.i~m1m11lfullii tllole ploy) timluu'!lornttn:111.10111' 
1hi11:1rn:iiri1u11ll1llf11l11lffl~OOO 
limli1u1;uuti11ffi'l1~1i\'~1nnmhu Exposi!nry genre (Explonntion) "Land of 
Biko" uu01:!l1u1111:li1ii~mrntj timluu'IIOmhri~mrntj1m1:mum111'1 
!Jfl 1J Ulm :A 1 1 ~ lfOU f11 lll\1 lJlUti1ff'll'll ~ 1 m;lou 
timluml1ii~011untjuhiuH' geom features .;i1luull111N1mti1.iou timluu 
O 1-~M~ ~ U' ~ d.:.i' 
'II01J1Y111: genre features '111U 1-mmwum.,1.iou 1~1JflflO~lrn:11fU51u~,iu 
1l'mluu'l11ii~nnlJ1~u1'Jtiriou'Ji\' 1V1n: Expository g~nrc (Explanation) 1n1rnf~ 
1110.;i1hL11uo 1mnmluuii 
qtla111ma:if~J111inu 
nm.htnuomrno11onri1;,1,J\lil 1Y1n:11i;fla~oiimuri1lJ~l~ 'l ,io~ Expository genre 
(Explana1ionJ r1111 unf~ 1~061fl1llJL,11~1m1z1~1m11il11nuoflf ~u1ntimluu 11.1m11{!nu1riou 
l11hi'nmim'.iunn11ou1~lJ'ltJoiimh'ti1 
liln~if111m 
,;uuoiimul11u '1 ~H '1 ,i1n Expository genre (Explanation) fca1urcs 1nurmn'l,iufl1utj 
ltlri1Jmu,O~nq11 l1111l'il'11flll1Jll11fmto~ (Smry chart) irn=llflllJJii genre features 1:mufflM 
280 
l~trn11llllfln~l~'ll!H?ht11.h::no1J~1~ '1 ~JO~ E~pository genre (Explanation) features Ull~'IIOU'ifo 
l~O~fl11Jrjflt11,_J 
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Appendix K 
'1iet1nnnm1lnrrm1 
'1iolrn'fo11 
mu~ 
' ' ,nm l 
,rll~ 3 
,rll~4 
llll;\nll1m11Y1qiin111m111rell 
niu'l~l'lll'i:rr1n''hl\im~u11m m un:1hlrruoli11irn1i111it1.11Uumnh: lu,mi 
!l11.11to1 ·rn:11ft1nifo1.1011lmt11i'lmhll'l ~,n siory Chan 1u'llru:~!l11miil~ 
UHlllJii Narrative genre (fnble) fem""'' Tiiomi1.miimmi\hq1.lm1nlrimm: 
mmti1nlj\l i1ilm11il 4 ri1ll iio Oriemmion (n1~ii11mrn111nl Events and 
Cotnplication (il1ii'um,inmu' 11n:i:lty111) Resolution inmn'ii:1111111) w1: M~ral 
rniinmn Um'iu111hn11w./i'1h genre 'ti1.uimm1:1timu!imrniou 
n1i11\lm'iu1m1rn'ln:m (Role play) ifi.ulifo11f11flJm 2 fill IJ1U!'ll'llln\Jl11j 
und1n1:ri1 1wuw:~lim'iu1.1 2 nm1rr111 Um'iu11~111iio~rhu1tfodo1,rni'hl 
lao 
Um'iu1.1iu~1hnuu1lmil'I A 1fluii1ti1H"ii'm1ii1JM lu'l!o1'.11llim'fo11'b'o11 
1imluu·,h111.1n~1J 4·5 lflumri1uU,:noU'1101 NorraLivc genre (fob tel 
foaw,cs Um1uu,mumndilomn"ihrn.uirnfiou un:iln1111f ifo·:h1,u~'ri1 
~1un'l1l11mt1d11i1 
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,loJnffnm'ilninlll 111mn1Jdhnw iloHnU'lllJ 
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l~Ol Hundreds saved fmm sinking ship. 
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Ollll\1ilnltl\1111r!UUii 111liiou'l1n11 11'111:1i'lun111111,1~n11uff1u11o'll,H.i11 
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fl11"11JJ1Uf\iffl'ln'~1m~0111ft 
1Tn1luul'i1ii9n1rnnrjt10U1m11nffumm11:1il'i101it1Yh1ilun~JJ1il'ti1.iou~ 
llll1f111 ~10 f in11n111~n11JJiiR1i'lu'llOlmJIO~ 1il'Yl~fl11JJiillti'lu'llOUllJgUUll:iriii 
fl111J~UlfWi'i'\Jltlll\J1J'llO~ Expository genre (Explan~tioo) fcotures ~'d1u l1f mti1 
910111ft~1u1m:i.ln11mi'u1~ti111ou,io~mjll~=1!n.i'o1 
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1i'!mif~111n-uMm11l11t1uo Expository genre (Explanation) fcnturcs i~1ii1'r nn;rnuu 
n11nouriou~wU111'i11:lim111uii~11il'«11~1hu~1~ '1 'UO~ Expository genre {Explanmion) 
lirn\'iliym 
f'lioiimu Expo,ilory genre (Explanation) fcntnrct Jiw1ml1wnn:muui~nriulA11l,i 
~ .r ~ ~' ., ! UfiUJJUlllOl~O~un:llfiUJJU1'111lu1:llO\J Expository genre (Explanation) fcornn:s 1111111 '1 llHUl'I: 
1,iii~H '1 l:U1u1wml'lurhu 'l hfo111l~,i,1 
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1iml'n~nm1lmrn1.1 \JH1T1101ry~1.11 1umrny 
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L~D~ Hundred, saved from sinking ship. 
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J. ~ .. ~ \ ., ~ " • 1101'll\1flllUU1'11\1lH1l",ll U~Ru~:1'14fll.lDlfJU9ll E~posimry genre (faplnnntion) 
features ,l1u1ii'lim1um11 main idea 1rn: supporting idea ill'IJfl~Dl undifl11t1 
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First Session 
RescHJ'Cher: " ! am pleased to welcome you to this focus group discussion und wish to 
thank you for your panicipation in this research. 'i_'ou may wonder how did this come 
about and what could you. expect to benefit from it. right?" 
Head of School One English Department: "Yes, [ have read your letter and I know 
you are trying a different methodology in English reading comprehension from what 
we are using now. What makes you believe that it might be better?" 
Researcher: " I used ii in my teaching and it seems to have worked. My trainee teachers 
seem to like it and there is support for it from the experience of others in other 
countries. Genre based rhetorical structures include II knowledge not only of text 
structures but the purpose of the author and the audience or discourse community. 
Students familiar with these will be able to get main ideas and guess meanings casici 
than when they know nothing about the purpose, form and audience of the texts. 
However. that is exactly what we will test at your schools wlth my trainee teachers." 
Head of English Department, School Two: " I feel that at the time of changing 
curriculum when English reading is sti!I a problem for my students, genres maybe a 
goad method to try." 
Head of English Department, School "Three: "I am not an English major but I have to 
teach English for the past twenty seven years. 1 see my students ~till have a problem in 
English reading. I have asked many trainee teachers and the Rajabhat Institute to help 
me to find a way to solve this problem. I am glad that you came at the right time. Please 
starl at my school, [ am willing to facilitate your trainee teachers and you in any way J 
can." 
Trainee teacher, School One: "I wonder whether the students will understand or not?" 
Reseill"Cher: "Well, that is your job, to make them understand. You have the lesson 
plans that you have all worked on. As long as the students will find the materials and 
the lessons interesting, I believe they will learn." 
Trainee teacher. School Two: " I am very worried about my grade in the practice 
teaching. What if the results come out unfavorable ? Jfthe genre methodology does 
not work well with the students, will that effect my grade for practice teaching as well?" 
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Researcher:" As we agreed. and according to the consent form you have signed. you 
will not be effected whatever by the result as long as you have tried your best. On the 
other hand, you wlll get experience of doing classroom research for your own benefit. In 
the future, if you happen to do research for your professional work, you will have 
already learned from this experience." 
Trainee teacher, Schoo! Three: "I am not sure about the genre method because it is new 
for me. When ! studied with you, A jam Sandy, I thought this was an ecle-:tic way for 
me to try with the students at the school. I will lry my best." 
Head of School f'•· glish Department: " I will do you a favor·· or arc you doing 
me one? [ will give y,.,~ the weakest grade seven clas~ I have. lf they improve, [ will 
believe you can successfully teach anybody 
I ast session 
Researcher: "You have all seen the last session at School One al their kind invitation. 
What is your idea and opinion about the experiment? Does the genre based rhetoric 
structure~ methodology for leaching English reading comprehension work? You all 
have in your hand now the results of the pretests and posttests at each school. What do 
you all think of the results?" 
Trainee teacher, School Two: " I think the students did much be!lcr with the genre 
based rhcrnrical structures methodolog~ than with the traditional one. I certainly 
enjoyed teaching them and they seem to have enjoyed their learning experience. They 
have more opportunity to interact in pairs and among groups. They have learnt the three 
genre patterns. This helps them understand beuer the meaning of reading texts. They 
could answer the questions well. They were happy. They had lively classes. They 
sometimes improvised their own words." 
Trainee teacher. School Two: "Sometimes I felt lost and thought that it was too difficuh 
to explain lo the students what genres are. I had to use both Thai and English all the 
time to explain to the stUdents what genres are until they became familiar. They found 
that the patterns helped them in understanding the meaning. They could find answers 
easily. When they played the roles of the various participants in the reading materials 
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they naturally understood these through acting, and could express the meanings that 
they experienced. Following the genre patterns through participation as a group they 
understood the whole story, helping each other in the role-play and hr ing big laughs! I 
could see the students do more activities by themselves. They were happy to learn in 
pairs and groups. Their interactions helped them to understand the meaning of the texts 
read. There was a good atmosphere among them." 
Trainee teacher. School Onei: "I had a hard time since my students only wanted to 
play! When they had the roles from the text to try. they enjoyed playing and 
improvising. They sometimes switched back into Thai. but [ tried to keep them using 
only English with more and more success as we continued with the lesson. What I 
want to expre;s is that my students liked English more than before. Their achievement 
in English reading had also improved." 
Trainee teacher. School Two: " My students enjoyed reading the journalistic genre 
(news report) but they could not do well on the test. I think if the school provided 
English newspapers such as the Student Weekly students could be helped to understand 
better and thus do better on the tests." 
Trainee teacher. School Three: "l agree with my friend from School Two. My students 
liked journalistic genre (news report) too, but could not do well on the test either. It 
would be very helpful if the English teacher can teach the students to retrieve the news 
in English from the Internet if possible." 
Head of English Department. School Two: " 1 am sorry I could not spend more time 
observing the class. though I remember the sessions I spent with you well. I feel 
confident from what I have observed that the genre methodology works. I myself would 
like co try the lesson plan~ sometime after [ learn more about genres. 1 will try to use 
some of the genre based reading materials and lesson plans right away with my regular 
classes. I will perhaps ask you for help and consulting in the future." 
Head of English Department, School Three: " I spent quite a bit of time observing the 
classes since [ was very much interested in how the two groups did every day at my 
school during the experiment. ! was especially impressed by the enthusiasm of those 
who were lc,;ming genres how much they could improve not only their understanding 
but also their spoken English, when play-acting. They had more self-confidence tu 
express themselves and show their opinion. They respect their friends more. 1 think all 
new teachers should use the genre method. if they are trained to do so. With the older 
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Appendix L (continued) 
regular teachers it might be more difficult. Could you, plense. organize II seminar for 
us? I can see the genre based method is eclectic and useful." 
Researcher:" With great pleasure! Maybe School One could invite you all next year for 
such II seminar? Please give me some advanced notice, so that ! could also invite some 
others from other schools. 1 am happy to tell you also that at the Rajabhat Institute we 
are organizing II Master of Education program for English teachers next year during 
week-ends. It is not too late to include genres in the curriculum ! 
Head of English Department. School One:" I am very happy al this s1age, that is why J 
am willing to be the host for the discussion and allow the trainee teacher to present to 
you her classes. even though they have already finished the course :md finished the 
posuests. You already have the results with you. I believe that thes~ show that if the 
teachers have a good methodology to help them. even weak classes can improve, I can 
compare from the resul1s of the pretest and posttest. There is more improvement for the 
experimental group than for the control group. Students were happy to learn. They 
sometimes answered in Thai. Since they had limited English they could not think of the 
word in English. Before, they were afraid of studying English and they felt bored. They 
disliked English classes. In my opinion, genres should be taught in the methodology of 
teaching course for trainee teachers on a regular basis. Also Thai English teachers 
should use the methodology as one of their eclectic ways of teaching English reading to 
their students. If possible, I will invite you to hold a seminar in my school for the 
English teachers soon. J think the methodology worked in my school. Thank you!", 
Researcher: "Thank your very much for your cooperation. For the trainee teachers I 
hope you gained more experience. I wish to thank you for your collaboration in 
summarising the contents of your journals into the three tables of observations on 
interactions, behavioural controls and genre text during your lessons. Running the 
classes, reporting on problems every Fridays, also observing what w11s happening was 
not an easy task. but I hope it helped you to become observant teachers who always 
learn from their own experience. It has been a pleasure working with you. For heads of 
English departments. I wish not only to thank you but to say thlll ! am available for 
consultations, and to facilitate your English reading program 111 your schools always. 
Thank you!". 
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Appendix M Teachers' attitudes and behaviour towards English 
Please rate the 96 statements according to the following response format and chcckV the 
column corresponding to your attitude (prior to studying) nnd your behavior (durin~ 
study) on the appropriate line opposite each statement: 
Always put ,Jon column 4 
Sometimes put ,Jon column J 
Mostly not put Von column 2 
Never put ,1 on column I 
Instruction : Check ,Jin only one column of the 4 scales that you fee! most right to your 
feeling. Any response in the questionnaire will not affect your score in the course. 
Example: 
This is what 
Questionnaire item My expectation really happens 
' ' ' ' ' ' ' 
My students like to read English books. 
' 
I 
Considering the check ,J on the questionnaire item from the example, if you believe. 
prior to teaching. is that you think your students always like to read English books. 
check ,I on column 4 and if you mostly do not achieve it, check ,1 on columo 2. 
' 
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Subgroup: Int (32 Items) 
(expected belicf.s und expected actions about texts encountered in English reading 
classes) 
Thislswhnt 
Questionnaire item My expectation really happens 
' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' Item no. 
Text for reuding 
1-2 My .students like reading stories 
(foblcs in English). 
3-4 My s1udents like reading ncwsrepon 
ln English. 
5-6 My students like reading science in 
English. 
Meaning 
7-8 My students like to guess the meaning 
of words in the text. 
9-10 My students like learning vocabulary. 
Comprehension 
11-12 My students like lo predict what the text 
is abou1 from the title. 
13-14 My students can answer the .. who. what. 
when. where. why and how" of the 
text read. 
15-16 My students can find the causes of the 
problem after reading the text. 
17-18 My scudents can find the main idea of 
the text rend. 
19-20 My students can find the supporting 
Idea., oft he text read. 
Integrated rending and writing skills 
21-22 My students can use the form of the 
of the text read when writing about 
what happened in the environment. 
23-24 My students can summarize 
the information in the text rend. 
25-26 English rending can help 
my students to write belier. 
Purpose of using text 
27-28 My students can learn what the people in 
lhe story feel and think. 
29-30 My students can read English at home. 
31-32 My students know the usefulness of 
English reading. 
~ 
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Subgroup: Classroom interactions (32 items) 
(expected beliefs and expected actions about teacher I student and student/student 
relationships in English reading classes) 
Thlslswhat 
Questionnaire item My cxpcdation really happens 
' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' 
Item no. 
Between teacher I student in dnss 
1-2 My students feel at case to tell me about 
what they want to read. 
3-4 My students can ask me about what they 
have read in class. 
Between teacher I student out of class 
5-6 My students can make an appointment to 
see me in my office to discuss their 
readings. 
7-8 My students can talk to me informally 
about news. sport, and everyday life 
related to their reading assignment. 
9-IO My students can discuss their 
hobbies and their future plans with me. 
Relationship between and teacher/ student 
11-12 My students like the way I teach them 
English reading. 
13-14 My students learn a lot from me. 
15-16 My students like me. 
Pair work (student/student) 
17-18 My students like to learn new words 
from their friends. 
19-20 My students like to talk or study in pairs. 
Group work (student f student) 
21-22 My students can tell their fiiends whether 
they believe what they have read or not. 
23-24 My students like to compare different 
points of view found in reading with 
friends. 
25-26 My students like to discuss their reading 
assignments with friends. 
lnteradion (student/sllldcnl) 
27-28 My students can have more opportunity 
to participate in activities among friends. 
29-30 My students learn a lot from their 
classmates. 
31-32 My students like to study in small 
groups. 
Subgroup: behavioral controls (32 items) 
(expected beliefs and expected actions about classroom assignments, rules. grades. 
discipline) 
This is what 
QuC!ltionnairc item My c1pectalion really happens 
' ' ' ' ' ' 
; 
' 
Item no. 
Classroom assignment 
1-2 My students can guess the meaning of 
the reading assignment. 
34 My students can use a dictionary to look 
up proper meaning. 
5-6 My students can ask me to help and to 
give advice about the meaning of the 
reading assignment. 
7-8 My students can ask me questions about 
meaning and points read. 
Self discipline 
9-10 My students can use note for stories. 
infonnation about readinJl assignment. 
11-12 My students can finish their reading 
tasks in time. 
13-14 My students can think about word choice 
and grammar in reading assignment. 
15-16 My students can explain the material 
they read to other students in class. 
Rule., 
17-18 My students can participate class discussion. 
19-20 My students can study reading 
materials in group with other friends. 
21-22 My :students can ask other people 
whether their understanding of reading 
is correct or not. 
23-24 My students can compare the meaning 
they found in the text with their friends. 
25-26 My students can agree about the 
meaning of the text with their friends. 
Grades 
27-28 My slUdents can read text assignment 
out of class. 
29-30 My students can get good grade in the 
reading course. 
3!-32 My students can talk to their parents 
about their grade in the English reading 
class. 
'"" 
Appendix N Responses of three students to attitude and behaviour qnestloos 
81,82,83 and 84 before and after the experiment. 
In this appendix a sample of raw data is presented from the experiment lo show 
how attitude and behaviour of three arhitarily chosen students changed from before lo 
after the treatment. [t illustmtes dynamics and the use of arbitmrily chosen ca5cs as 
opposed to working with doss averages. 
Comparison oflbree students' auilude/hebaviour preles\ and posuest scores for sclcc1ed 
= 
Pastiest Pretest 
Item no, 
Student no, Expected What really Expected What really 
happened happened 
81 ) ) 
2 ) 
) 2 2 
82 ) ) 
2 4 
) ) ) 
83 ) ) 
2 ) 2 
) 2 2 
84 ) ) 
2 ) 
) ) ) 
'"' 
Appendix N (continued) 
Jl!l1le: that the item numbers appearing here are the old ones, corresponding to items 19-
20 and 17-18 related to Rules on Table 6.2 (chapter six). as new item numbers), 
It is interesting to observe these arc micro results when trying to understand what 
happened to attitude/behaviour oflhe students llS a result of the interventions. It provides 
a triangulation between n qunlitative feeling for micro events and the statistical results of 
chapter seven. In chapter seven it WllS concluded that nttitudelbehnviour towards English 
reading comprehension hllS significantly improved as a result of the experimental 
treatment using the genre based rhetorical structure methodology. How and why did this 
happen? nic quali1ative study of micro events {actual questionnaire answers on selected 
items of three arbitrarily selected students) enables some tentative conclusions about the 
relationship between quantitative and qualitative results that were suggested for further 
research. 
For the 3 students observed here (last three on the attendance list of the 
experimental group at School Three) what took place is that both the expectations and 
what really happened stayed the same for the first and the third student. The second 
student, however. has increased his expectation from I to 3 on item 81 while what really 
happened was even beuer than his expectation, increasing from I to 4 {item 82). Nole 
that the increases are shown from right to left on the table. since posttest scores are 
presented first on lhe left. followed by pretest scores on the tight. On item 83 the 
increase was from 2 to J in expectations while what really happened has gone from 1 to 
3. This shows an increase of self confidence based on what really happened. The 
closeness of expectations and reality after the intervention shows the mechanism by 
which improvements were achieved in the statistical analysis in chapter seven. The 
triangulation provides a plausible explanation of behaviour that is often hidden by 
statistical results, and can usually only be observed in individual case studies, as done 
here. The dangers of selecting case studies is apparent. for example if only the firsl and 
third students had been selected, no movement would have been observed, a different 
conclusion would have resulted. observing 2 only could have distorted results lo the 
extent that one may have ignored it as "untypical'\ Porter (1996. p. 212) reported the 
healthy self esteem development in students based on their learning experience. The 
results here confinn this, based on the experimental group's experience with genre 
based rhetorical structures, for the relevant experimental group classroom averages. 
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